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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
·**************************** 
IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF W .A:fEl<. 
RESOUR(:ES AMENDED FINAL OF:DER 
CREATilslGWATERDISTRlCTNO.170 
LAVV CLERK 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-----------,----) SUPREME COURT NO. 35175 
) Custer County Case No. CV-06-66 
THOMPSOJ\ ::REf:K MINING COMPANY, ) 
:.,eti\ · :1ner/Apr dla~·u, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEP} f,:.'.'t .-·:~::·1 !'I' Of .,,l't'} / f;·? 
RESOUP. :1· 
) 
) 
i 
[
FJf-ED .~ COPY . 
) . . 
r,us 2 o 2008 · 
f Sup:e/~6urt __ Court of Appeals · 
.. ,._,:,~.- ___ __Entered on ATS by: · -
.. ··'- ... '--• 
. . . 
Appeal from: District Com• oi :nr Sevenih Judicial District of the S::Je of\daho, in and for 
. . . . . 
the County ,Jf Custer;. 
Befort the Honorable Bi"e1,t J. ;\•:' oss, Distnct Judge. 
ATTORNEY FOR PETITIONER/APPELLANT: Scot L. Campbell, Esq., and Dylan B. ·. 
Lawrence, llsq.,P.O. Box 829, Boise ID 83701 · · 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANTS/RESPONDENTS:. Phillip J. Rassier, Esq., P.O. 
: Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720, Reed W. Larsen, Esq., P.O. Box 4229, Pocatello ID 83205-4229 
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ATTACHMENT 3 to 
(1) All water right claims filed in the Snake 
River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as of the 
effective date of the Stipulation to the extent 
ultimately decreed in the SRBA. 
(2) All applications for permit and permits with 
proofofbcmeficial use due after November 19, 
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of 
the Stipulation, to the extent such applications for 
permit or permits are ultimately licensed; and all 
water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due 
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of 
the effective date of the Stipulation. 
(3) All domestic uses, which for purposes of 
this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at 
I.C. § 42-11 l(l)(a) & (b) to mean the use of water 
for hoU1es, organization camps, public 
campgrounds, livestock and for any other.purpose 
in connection therewith, including irrigation of up 
to one-half acre ofland, if the total use is not in 
excess of thirteen-thousand (13,000) gallons per day 
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a 
diversion rate of four one-hundreds (0,04) .cubic feet 
per second and a diversion volume of twenty-five 
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that this 
domestic use subordination is limited and defined 
by LC. 42-111(2), so that the subordination shall 
not and does not apply to multiple ownership 
subdivisions, mobile home parks, or commercial or 
business establishments, unless the use meets the 
diversion rate and volume limitations set forth in 
LC. 42-11 l{l)(b) (0.04 cfu/2,500 gpd), and by LC. 
42-111(3), so that the subordination shall not and 
does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic 
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that 
would not itself come within the above definition of 
domestic use. 
(4) All de minimus stockwater U$es, which for 
the purposes of this Partial Decree shall be defined 
as set forth at LC.§ 42-l401A(l2) to mean the use 
of water solely for livestock or wildlife where the 
total diversion is not in excess of thirteen-thousand 
(13,000) gallons per day. This de min.imus 
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ATTACHMENT 3 to 
stockwater use subordination is limited and defined 
by I.C. § 42-111(3), so that the subordination shall 
not and does Iiot apply to multiple water rights for 
stockwater uses which satisfy a single combined 
water use that would not itself come within the 
above definition of stockwater use. 
(5) (A) Water rights other than those described 
in paragraphs (3) and (4) above claimed or applied 
for after the effective date of the Stipulation with a 
total combined diversion of l O cfs (including not 
more than 300 acres of irrigation with a maximum 
diversion rate of0.02 cfs/acre. This subordinated 
amount does not include storage, other than 
incidental storage, which is defined as storage of 
. not more than a 24 hour water supply for any 
beneficial use. 
(B) Water rights of the United States, 
instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water 
rights and replacement water rights shall not be 
deducted from the subordination amounts identified 
in this paragraph (5) for future rights. 
Nonconsumptive water rights mean all beneficial 
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use 
involves no diversion from the designated reach of 
the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this 
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use 
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use 
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of 
the flow ( other than incidental evaporation or 
seepage) as determined at the point(s) of return, 
whether or not the depletion or change in timing can 
be measured within the designated reach. Examples 
of such uses include: i) run-of-the-river 
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses; 
and iii) other similar uses. Replacement water 
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for 
the same purpose of use and place of use covered by 
an existing water right with no increase in period of 
use, diversion rate, and, if applicable, volume of 
water. To be considered a replacement water right: 
i) no element of the new appropriation may exceed 
thatof the original water right; ii) oIJly the original 
or the replacement water right or part of each water 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
right may be used at the same time; and iii) the 
replacement water right cannot be used when water 
would not be legally and physically available under 
the original water right. 
c. The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the 
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference. 
d. These additional provisions contained .in element I 0 
do not fall within the other elements listed above and are 
necessary to: (l) define the unique characteristics of these 
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights 
and uses to which these federal reserved water rights are 
· subordinated in order to provide for proper administration 
of these water rights and other existing and future water 
rights. 
DATED this ___ day of ____ ~ 2004. 
ATTACHMENT 3 to 
JOHN M. MELANSON 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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ATTACHMENT 4 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFrH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
INRESRBA ) 
) 
CASE NO. 39576 ) 
) 
PARTIAL DECREE FOR 
Federal Reserved Water Right 81-10472 
Selway Wild and Scenic River 
I. Name and address of owner: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, on behalf of the 
U.S.D.A. Forest Service 
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033 
Boise, ID 83724 
2. Source of water: Selway River 
3. Quantity of right: a. When the stream flow at the Selway River quantification 
site as defined in Section 3.d. below ("Selway gage") is less 
than 23,700 cfs, the United States is entitled to the 
following flow: 
Period of Use 
January 1-15 
January 16-31 
February 1-15 
February 16-28(29) . 
March 1-15 
• 
March 16-31 
April 1-15 
Anril 16-30 
May 1-15 
May 16-31 
June l-15 
June 16-30 
ATTACHMENT 4 to 
. 
Discharl(e (cfs) Period of Use Dischan,e ( cfs l 
. 
1670 July 1-15 5840 
1670 . July 16-31 2490 
1670 August 1-15 1350 
1670. August 16-31 1000 
1670 September 1-15 852 
2220 September 16~ 30 960 
5840 October 1-15 1080 . 
9470 October 16-31 1310 . 
13300 November 1-15 1660 
19400 November 16-30 1740 . 
19400 December 1-l 5. 1670 
13300 · December 16-31 1670 
b. When the stream flow at the Selway gage is greater than 
or equal to 23,700 cfs (as adjusted by upstream junior 
depletions, including depletions from water rights enjoying 
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4. Priority date: 
5. Point of diversion: 
6. Purpose of use: 
7. Period of use: 
8. Place of use: 
ATTACHMENT 4 to 
the subordination provided in this right), the United States 
is entitled to all flows, up to 51,400 cfs. 
c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation, 
diversion and use of water within the Selway River basin 
when the stream flow at the Selway gage exceeds the flow 
amount in Section 3.a. and is less than 23,700 cfs. 
d. The quantification site for the flows identified above is 
the USGS Selway River near Lowell gage, number 
13336500, located in SEI/4NEI/4, Sec. 25, T32N, R7E, 
Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 05' 11.6", Longitude W 
115° 30' 46.3". 
e. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of 
the watershed of the Selway River Basin upstream from .the 
ending point of the Selway Wild and Scenic River at its 
confluence with the Lochsa River at Lowell, except for 
transfers of points of diversion from above the ending point 
to below the ending point. 
October 2, 1968. 
There is no diversion associated with this instrearn flow 
water right. ·Tue legal description of the beginning and 
ending points of the instream flow water right are as 
follows: 
Beginning point: Origin of the Selway River --
SW1/4NE1/4, Sec. 21, T25N, Rl4E, Boise Meridian; 
Latitude N 45° 29' 48.9", Longitude W 114° 44' 33.7". 
Ending point: Confluence with the Lochsa River at Lowell 
,- NWI/4SWl/4, Sec. 4,T32N, R7E, Boise Meridian; 
Latitude N46° 08' 25.0", Longitude W 115° 35' 54.8". 
To fulfill the purposes of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 
Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as 
amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et seq.). 
01-01 to 12-31. 
· This iristream flow water right is used. throughout the 
designated Selway Wild and Scenic River from the 
begillning point to the ending point as identified above. 
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9. Annual volume of 
consumptive use: 
10 .. Other provisions necessary 
for defmition or administration 
of this water right: 
ATTACHMENT 4 to 
This instream flow water right is non-consumptive ( other 
than evaporation and evapotranspiration which may take 
place within the designated segment). 
a. This is a federal reserved water right based on the 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, 
Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et 
seq.). 
b. This Partial Decree is entered pursuant to that 
Stipulation among the United States, the State of Idaho and 
other objectors with an effective date of September 1, 2003 
(the "Stipulation"), and pursuant to that Stipulation this 
water right is subordinated to the following water rights 
and uses that are junior to this federal reserved water right 
and that have points of diversion or impoundment and 
places of use within the Selway River Basin upstream from 
the ending point, as described in element 5 above: 
(I) All water right claims filed in the Snake 
River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as of the 
effective date of the Stipulation to the extent 
ultimately decreed in the SRBA. 
(2) All applications for permit and permits with 
proof of beneficial use due after November 19, 
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of 
the Stipulation, to the extent such applications for 
permit or permits are ultimately licensed; and all 
water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due 
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWRas of 
the effective date of the Stipulation. 
(3) All domestic uses, which for purposes of 
this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at 
LC.§ 42-11 l(l)(a) & (b) to mean the use of water 
for homes, organization camps, public · 
campgrounds, livestock and for any other purpose 
in connection therewith, including irrigation of up 
to one-half acre of land, if the total use is not in 
excess of thirteen-thousand (13,000) gallons per day 
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a 
diversion rate of four one-hundreds (0.04) cubic feet 
per second and a diversion volume of twenty~ five 
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ATTACHMENT 4 to 
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that this 
domestic use subordination is limited and defined 
by IC. 42-111(2), so that the subordination shall 
not and does not apply to multiple ownership 
subdivisions, mobile home parks, or commercial or 
business establishments, unless the use meets the 
diversion rate and. volume limitations set forth in 
LC. 42-11 l(l)(b) (0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by LC. 
42°111(3), so that the subordination shall not and 
does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic 
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that 
would not itself come within the above definition of 
domestic use. 
( 4) All de rninimus stockwater uses, which for 
the of purposes this Partial Decree shall be defined 
as set forth at LC. § 42-1401A(l2) to mean the use 
of water solely for livestock or wildlife where the 
total diversion is not in excess of thirteen-thousand 
(13,000) gallons per day. This de minirnus 
stockwater use subordination is limited and defined 
by LC. § 42-111(3), so that the subordination shall 
not and does not apply to multiple water rights for 
stockwater uses which satisfy a single combined 
water use that would not itself come within the 
above definition of stockwater use. 
(5) (A) Water rights other than those described 
in paragraphs (3) and ( 4) above claimed or applied 
for after the effective date of the Stipulation with a 
total combined diversion of 40 cfs (including not 
more than 500 acres of irrigation with a maximum 
diversion rate of0.02 cfs/acre and no storage other 
than incidental storage). This subordinated amount 
does not include storage, other than incidental 
storage , which is defined as storage of not more 
than a 24 hour water supply for any beneficial use. 
(B) Water rights of the United States, 
instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water 
rights and replacement water rights shall not be 
deducted from the subordination amounts identified 
in this paragraph (5) for future rights. 
Nonconsurnptive water rights mean all beneficial 
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
involves no diversion from the designated reach of 
the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this 
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use 
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use 
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of 
the flow ( other than incidental evap.oration or 
seepage) as determined at the point(s) of return, 
whether or not the depletion or change in timing can 
be measured within the designated reach. Examples 
of such uses include: i) run-of-the-river 
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses; 
and iii) other similar uses. Replacement water 
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for 
the same purpose of use and place of use covered by 
an existing water right with no increase in period of 
use, diversion rate, and, if applicable, volume of 
water. To be considered a replacement water right: 
i) no element of the new appropriation may exceed 
that of the original water right; ii) only the original 
or the replacement water right or part of each water 
right may be used at the same time; and iii) the 
replacement water right cannot be used when water 
would not be legally and physically available under 
the original water right. 
c. The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the 
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference. 
d. These additional provisions contained in element l 0 
do not fall within the other elements listed above and are 
necessary to: (I) define the unique characteristics of these 
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights 
and uses to which these federal reserved water rights are 
subordinated in order to provide for proper administration 
of these water rights and other existing and future water 
rights. 
DATED this_· __ day of _____ , 2004. 
ATTACHMENT 4 to 
JOHN M. MELANSON 
Presiding Judge 
Snake Rivet Basin Adjudication 
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ATTACHMENT 5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
INRESRBA 
CASE NO. 39576 
) 
) 
) 
) 
PARTIAL DECREE FOR 
Federal Reserved Water Right 81-10513 
Lochsa Wild and Scenic River 
l. Name and address of owner: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, on behalf of the 
U.S.D.A. Forest Service 
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033 
Boise, ID 83 724 
2. Source of water: Lochsa River 
3. Quantity of right: a. .When the stream flow at the Lochsa River quantification 
site as defined in Section 3 .d. below ("Lochsa gage") is less 
than 18,600 cfs, the United States is entitled to the 
following flow: 
Period of Use 
January 1-15 
January 16-31 
February 1-15 
February 16-28(29) 
March l-15 . 
March 16-31 
Anri\ 1-15 
Aoril 16-30 
Mav 1-15 . 
Mav 16-31 
Junel-15 
June 16-30 
ATTACHMENT 5 to 
Discharl'e < cfs) Period of Use Dischare:e ( cfs) 
. 
933 July 1-15 . 3600 
933 . Julyl6-31 1400 
933 August 1-15 989 
933 August 16-31 743 
933 September 1-15 646 
2750 September l 6-30 7.19 
4620 October 1-15 855 
8030 October I 6-31 933 
10300 November 1-15 · 933 
17600 November 16-30 933 
13600 December 1-15 933 
8030 December 16-31 933 
b. When the stream flow at the Lochsa gage is greater than 
or equal to 18,600 cfs (as adjusted by upstream junior 
ck:pletions, including depletions from water rights enjoying 
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4. Priority date: 
S. Point of diversion: 
6. Purpose or nse: 
7. Period of nse: 
ATTACHMENT 5 to . 
. the subordination provided in this right), the United States 
is entitled to all flows, up to 39,300 cfs. 
c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation, 
diversion and use of water within the Lochsa River basin 
when the stream flow at the Lochsa gage exceeds the flow 
amount in Section 3.a. and is less than 18,600 cfs. 
d. The quantification site for the flows identified above is 
the USGS Lochsa River near Lowell gage, number 
13337000, located in SWl/4SEl/4, Sec. 33, T33N, R7E, 
Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 09' 2.1 ", Longitude W 115° 
35' 10.6". 
e. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of 
the watershed of the Lochsa River Basin, upstream from 
the ending point of the Lochsa Wild and Scenic River at its 
confluence with the Selway River at Lowell, except for 
transfers of points of diversion from above the ending point 
to below the ending point. 
October 2, 1968. 
There is no diversion associated with this instream flow 
water right. The legal description of the beginning and 
ending points of the instream flow water right are as 
follows: 
Beginning point: Powell Ranger Station (USDA Forest 
Service) -- SWl/4NWl/4, Sec. 33, T37N, Rl4E, Boise 
Meridian; Latitude N 46° 30' 33.1 '', Longitude W 114° 42' 
43.l". 
Ending point: Confluence with the Selway River at Lowell 
-- NWl/4SWl/4, Sec. 4, T32N, R7E, Boise Meridian; 
Latitude N 46° 08' 25.0", Longitude W 115° 35' 54.8". 
To fulfill the purposes of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 
Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as 
amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et seq.). 
01-01 to 12-31. 
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8. Place of use: 
9. Annual volume of 
consumptive use: 
10. Other provisions necessary 
for definition or administration 
of this water right: 
A IT ACHMENT 5 to 
This instream flow water right is used throughout the 
designated Lochsa Wild and Scenic River from the 
beginning point to the ending point as identified above. 
This instream flow water right is non-consumptive ( other 
than evaporation and evapotranspiration which may take 
place within the designated segment). 
a. This is a federal reserved water right based on the 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, 
Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et 
seq.). 
b. This Partial Decree is entered pursuant to that 
Stipulation among the United States, the State of Idaho and 
other objectors with an effective date of September 1, 2003 
(the "Stipulation"), and pursuant to that Stipulation this 
water right is subordinated to the following water rights 
and uses that are junior to. this federal reserved water right 
and that have points of diversion or impoundment and 
places of use within the Lochsa River Basin upstream from 
the ending point, as identified in element 5 above: 
(I) All water right claims filed in the Snake 
River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as of the 
effective date of the Stipulation to the extent 
ultimately decreed in the SRBA. 
(2) All applications for permit and permits with 
proof of beneficial use due after November 19, 
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of 
the Stipulation, to the extent such applications for 
permit or permits are ultimately licensed; and all 
water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due 
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of 
the effective date of the Stipulation. 
(3) All domestic uses, which for purposes of 
this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at 
I.C. § 42-11 l(l)(a)& (b) to mean the use of water 
for homes, organization camps, public 
campgrounds, livestock and for any other purpose 
in connection therewith, including irrigation of up 
to one-half acre ofland, if the total use is not in 
excess of thirteen-thousand (13,000) gallons per day 
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ATTACHMENT 5 to 
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a 
diversion rate of four one-hundreds (0.04) cubic feet 
per second and a diversion volume of twenty-five 
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that this 
domestic use subordination is limited and defined 
by I.C. 42-111 (2), so that the subordination shall 
not and does not apply to multiple ownership 
subdivisions, mobile home parks, or commercial or 
business establishments, unless the use meets the 
diversion rate and volume limitations set forth in 
LC. 42-11 l(l)(b) (0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by LC. 
42-111 (3), so that the subordination shall not and 
does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic 
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that 
would not itself come within the above definition of 
domestic use. 
(4) All de minimus stockwater uses, which for 
the purposes of this Partial Decree shall be defined 
as set forth at I.C. § 42-1401A(l2) to mean the use 
of water solely for livestock or wildlife where the 
total diversion is not in excess of thirteen-thousand 
(13,000) gallons per day. This de minimus 
stockwater use subordination is limited and defined 
by LC. § 42-111(3), so that the subordination shall 
not and does not apply to multiple water rights for 
stockwater uses which satisfy a single combined 
water use that would not itself come within the 
above definition of stockwater use. 
(5) (A) Water rights other than those described 
in paragraphs (3) and (4) above claimed or applied 
for after the .effective date of the Stipulation with a 
total combined diversion of 40 cfs (including not 
more than 500 acres of irrigation with a maximum 
diversion rate of 0.02 cfs/acre. This subordinated 
amount does not include storage, other than 
incidental storage, which is defined as storage of 
not more than a 24 hour water supply for any 
beneficial use. 
(B) Water rights of the United States, 
instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water 
rights and replacement water rights shall not be 
deducted from the subordination amounts identified 
- 212'-
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in this paragraph ( 5) for future rights. 
Nonconsumptive water rights rnean all beneficial 
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use 
involves no diversion from the designated reach of 
the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this 
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use 
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use 
does not cause a depletion or a change in timing of 
the flow ( other than incidental evaporation or 
seepage) as determined at the point(s) ofreturn, 
whether or not the depletion or change in timing can 
be measured within the designated reach. Examples 
ofsuch uses include: i) run-of-the-river 
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses; 
and iii) other similar uses. Replacement water 
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for 
the sarne purpose of use and place of use covered by 
an existing water right with no increase in period of 
use, diversion rate, and, if applicable, volume of 
water. To be considered a replacement water right: 
i) no element of the new appropriation may exceed 
that of the original water right; ii) only the original 
or the replacement water right or part of each water 
right may be used at the sarne tirne; and iii) the 
replacernentwater right cannot be used when water 
would not be legally and physically available under 
the original water right. 
c. The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the 
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference. 
d. These additional provisions contained in element l 0 
do not fall within the other elements listed above and are 
*' necessary to: (1) define the unique characteristics of these 
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights 
and uses to which these federal reserved water rights are 
subordinated in order to provide for proper administration 
of these water rights and other existing and future water 
rights. 
- 213 -
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IT rs SO ORDERED. 
DATED this ___ day of _____ ,, 2004. 
ATTACHMENT 5 to 
JOHN M. MELANSON 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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ATTACHMENT 6 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
INRESRBA 
CASE NO. 39576 
) 
) 
) 
) 
PARTIAL DECREE FOR 
Federal Reserved Water Right 81-10625 
Middle Fork Clearwater Wild and Scenic River 
1. Name and address of owner: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, on behalfoftbe 
U.S.D.A Forest Service 
550 W. Fort Street, MSC033 
Boise, ID 83724 
2. Source of water: Middle Fork Clearwater River 
3. Quantity of right: a. When the stream flow at the Middle Fork Clearwater 
River quantification site as defined in Section 3.d. below 
("Middle Fork Clearwater site") is less than 37,900 cfs, the 
United States is entitled to the following flows: 
Period of Use 
January l-15 .. . 
January 16-31 . 
February 1-15 · 
February 16-28(29) 
March l-15 . . 
Marchl6-3l 
Aprill-IS . 
Aoril 16-30 
. 
Mav. lcl5 
May 16-31 
June 1-15 . · 
June 16-30 
ATTACHMENT 6 to 
Dischan!e ( cfs) Period of Use Discharge ( cfs) 
2070 July l-15 . 6250 
2070 July 16-31 . 3100 
2070 August 1-15 2320 
2070 August 16-31 1730 
2070 Seotember l-15 1480 
4040 September 16-30 1660 
6850 October l-15 1920 
12700 October 16-:31 
. 
2070 
18200 November 1-15 . 2070 
25100 November 16-30 2070 
22000 December 1-15 
. 
2070 
13000 December 16-31 2070 
b. When the stream flow at the Middle Fork Clearwater 
site is greater than or equal to 37,900 cfs (as adjusted by 
upstream junior depletions, including depletions from water 
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4. Priority date: 
5. Point of diversion: 
ATTACHMENT 6 to 
rights enjoying the subordination provided in this right), the 
United States is entitled to all flows, up to 80,700 cfs. 
c. This water right does not prohibit the appropriation; 
diversion and use of water within the Middle Fork 
Clearwater River basin upstream from the ending point of 
the Middle Fork Clearwater Wild and Scenic River at the 
town of Kooskia when the stream flow at the Middle Fork 
Clearwater site exceeds the flow amount in Section 3.a. and 
is less than 37,900 cfs. 
d. The quantification site for the flows identified above is 
at or above the ending point described below, either: based 
on the sum of the discharges measured at the USGS Lochsa 
River near Lowell gage, number 13337000, located in 
SWl/4SEl/4, Sec. 33, T33N, R7E, Boise Meridian; 
Latitude N 46° 09' 2.1", Longitude W 115° 35' 10.6", and 
at the USGS Selway River near Lowell gage, number 
13336500, located in SEl/4NEl/4, Sec. 25, T32N, R7E, 
Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 05' 11.6", Longitude W 
115° 30' 46.3", QI the discharge measured at a new stream 
gage to be established in the vicinity of the ending point 
described below. 
e. This water right precludes any diversion of water out of 
the watershed of the Middle Fork Clearwater River Basin 
upstream from the ending point of the Middle Fork 
Clearwater Wild and Scenic River at the town of Kooskia, 
except for transfers of points of diversion from above the 
ending point to below the ending point. 
October 2, 1968. 
There is no diversion associated with this instream ilow 
water right. The legal description of the beginning and 
ending points of the instream flow water right are as 
follows: 
Beginning point: Confluence of the Lochsa and Selway 
Rivers at the town of Lowell, Idabo -- NW!/4SW1/4, Sec. 
4, T32N, R7E, Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 08' 25.0", 
Longitude W 115° 35' 54.8". 
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6. Purpose of use: 
7. Period of use: 
8. Place of use: 
9. Annual volume of 
consumptive use: 
10. Other provisions necessary 
for definition or administration 
of this water right: 
ATTACHMENT 6 to 
Ending point: Town of Kooskia, Idaho -- NEl/4SWl/4, 
Sec. 4, T32N, R4E, Boise Meridian; Latitude N 46° 08' 
26.6", Longitude W 115° 57' 54.5". 
To fulfill the purposes of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 
Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as 
amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et seq.). 
01-01 to 12-31. 
This instream flow water right is used throughout tbe 
designated Middle Fork Clearwater Wild and Scenic River 
from the beginning point to the ending point as identified 
· above. 
This instream flow water right is .non-consumptive ( other 
than evaporation and evapotranspiration which may take 
place within the designated segment). 
a. This is a federal reserved water right based on the 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, 
Oct 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1271, et 
seq.). 
b. This J?artial Decree is entered pursuant to that 
Stipulation among the United States, the State of Idaho and 
other objectors with an effective date of September l, 2003 
(the "Stipulation"), and pursuant to that Stipulation this 
water right is subordinated to the following water rights 
and uses that are junior to this federal reserved water right 
and that have points of diversion or irnpoundment and 
places of use within the Middle Fork Clearwater River 
Basin upstream from the ending point, as described in 
element 5 above: 
(1) All water right claims filed in the Snake 
River Basin Adjudication (SRBA) as of the 
effective date of the Stipulation to the ex:tent 
ultimately decreed in the SRBA. 
(2) All applications for permit and permits with 
proof of beneficial use due after November 19, 
1987, on file with IDWR as of the effective date of 
the Stipulation, to the ex:teilt such applications for 
permit or permits are ultimately licensed; and all 
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water right licenses with proof of beneficial use due 
after November 19, 1987, on file with IDWR as of 
the effective date of the Stipulation. 
(3) All domestic uses, which for purposes of 
this Partial Decree shall be defined as set forth at 
LC.§ 42-11 l(l)(a) & (b) to mean the use of water 
for homes, organization camps, public 
campgrounds, livestock and for any other purpose 
in connection therewith, including irrigation of up 
to one-half acre of land, if the total use is not in 
excess of thirteen-thousand (13,000) gallons per day 
or any other uses, if the total does not exceed a 
diversion rate of four one-hundreds (0.04) cubic feet 
per sec.ond and a diversion volume of twenty-five 
hundred (2,500) gallons per day, provided that this 
domestic use subordination is limited and defined 
by LC. 42-111 (2), so that the subordination shall 
not and does not apply to multiple ownership 
subdivisions, mobile home parks, or commercial or 
business establishments, unless the use meets the 
diversion rate and volume limitations set forth in 
LC. 42-11 l(l)(b) (0.04 cfs/2,500 gpd), and by LC. 
42-111(3), so that the subordination shall not and 
.does not apply to multiple water rights for domestic 
uses which satisfy a single combined water use that 
would not itself come within the above definition of 
domestic use. 
(4) All de minimus stock:water uses, which for 
the purposes of this Partial. Decree shall be defined 
as set forth at I.C. § 42-1401A(l2) to mean the use 
of water solely for livestock or wildlife where the 
total diversion is not in excess of thirteen-thousand 
(13,000) gallons per day. This de minimus 
stock:water use subordination is limited and defined 
by LC.§ 42-111(3), so that the subordination shall 
not and does not apply to multiple water rights for 
stock:water uses which satisfy a single combined 
water use that would not itself come within the 
above definition of stock:water use. 
(5) (A) Water rights other than those described 
in paragraphs (3) and (4) above claimed or applied 
for after the effective date of the Stipulation with a 
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total combined diversion of 40 cfs (rncluding not 
more than 500 acres of irrigation with a maximum 
diversion rate of0.02 cfs/acre. The 40 cfs of 
diversion and not more than 500 acres of irrigation 
are in addition to the 40 cfs of diversion and not 
more than 500 acres of irrigation from each, the 
Selway and Lochsa Rivers upstream from their 
confluence with the Middle Fork Clearwater River. 
This subordinated amount does not include storage, 
other than incidental storage, which is defined as 
storage of not more than a 24 hour water supply for 
any beneficial use. 
(B) Water rights of the United States, 
instream flow water rights, nonconsumptive water 
rights and replacement water rights shall not be 
deducted from the subordination amounts identified 
in this paragraph (5) for future rights. 
Nonconsumptive water rights mean all beneficial 
uses of water having these characteristics: i) the use 
involves no diversion from the designated reach of 
the Wild and Scenic River as identified in this 
Partial Decree; ii) all return flows from the use 
accrue to the Wild and Scenic reach; and iii) the use 
does not cause a depletion or a change in tirning of 
the flow ( other than incidental evaporation or 
seepage) as determined at the point( s) o freturn, 
whether or not the depletion or change in timing can 
be measured within the designated reach. Examples 
of such uses include: i) run-of-the-river 
hydroelectric facilities; ii) fish propagation uses; 
and iii) other similar uses. Replacement water 
rights means all irrigation appropriations issued for 
the same purpose of use and place of use covered by 
an existing water right with no increase in period of 
use, diversion rate, and, if applicable, volume of 
water. To be considered a replacement water right: 
i) no element of the new appropriation may exceed 
that of the original water right; ii) only the original 
or the replacement water right or part of each water 
right may be used at the same time; and iii) the 
replacement water right cannot be used when Water 
would not be legally and physically available under 
the original water right. 
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. ··. IT IS SO ORDERED, 
c. The administrative provisions of paragraph 3 of the 
Stipulation are incorporated herein by reference. 
d. These additional provisions contained in element l 0 
do not fall within the other elements listed above and are 
necessary to: (l) define the unique characteristics of these 
federal reserved water rights; and (2) describe the rights 
and uses to which these federal reserved water rights are 
subordinated in order to provide for proper administration 
of these water rights and other existing and future water 
rights . 
DATED this ___ day of_·~---' 2004. 
ATTACHMENT 6 to 
JOHN M. MELANSON 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TlIJ!; FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
lNRE: SRBA 
CASE NO. 39576 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316 
Wild & Scenic Rivers Act Claims 
(Encompassing Subcases 75-13316, 77-11941, 77-13844 
78-11961, 81-10472, 81-10513 and 81-10625) 
Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of 
Partial Decrees 
The District Court of the Fifth Judicial District in and for the County of Twin Falls, 
. having entered its Commencement Order on November 19, 1987, commencing the Snake River 
Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"); the United States of America, the State ofidaho and the other 
objectors to these consolidated subcases, through their respective counsel, having presented a 
Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees, with 
the effective date of September 1, 2003 ("Stipulati9n"); due notice of the requested approval of 
the Stipulation and the proposed entry of the Partial Decrees having been given pursuant to the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the SRBA Court Administrative Order l; · the Court having · 
reviewed the Stipulation, the proposed Partial Decrees and supporting affidavits and having 
heard the parties concerning these matters; 
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Tiffi SRBA DISTRICT COURT NOW FINDS AS FOLLDWS: 
The parties have satisfied the requirements of Chapter 14, Title 42, Idaho Code, including 
Section 42-1411 A, the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and SRBA Administrative Order 1. The 
Stipulation is a fair and equitable settlement of all the United States' claims in the SRBA for 
federally designated Wild and Scenic Rivers. The Stipulation does not adversely affect the 
interests of persons not party to the Stipulation and good cause has been shown for granting the 
Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that 
I. All terms of the Stipulation and the Partial Decrees for the United States' Wild 
and Scenic Rivers Act federal reserved water rights claims numbered 75-13316, 77-11941, 77-
13844, 78-11961, 81-10472, 81-10513 and 81-10625, as attached to the Stipulation (the "Partial 
Decrees"), are hereby ratified, confirmed and approved_ 
2. The Court shall retain jurisdiction for the purpose ofresolving disputes regarding 
the implementation and enforcement of the Stipulation and administration of the water rights 
confirmed by the Partial Decrees, including, but not limited to, the relationship between these 
federal water rights and other water rights and administration of the subordination provisions of 
the Partial Decrees. 
3. Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, nothing in the Stipulation, including the 
stipulated entry of Partial Decrees for these claims and any affidavits or other evidence or 
pleading submitted or relied upon for approval of the Stipulation, or any offers or compromises 
made in the course of negotiating the Stipulation, shall be construed as admissions against 
interest or tendered or used as evidence to support or oppose any party's claims or objections in 
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the SRBA or in any other adjudication involving claims for the same or similar purposes, 
including. the quantities of water claimed, or in any other manner by auy party in the SRBA in 
any future proceedings in the SRBA, in auy appellate proceedings concerning the SRBA, ot in 
any other proceeding, other than those for interpretation, enforcement or a<lministration of the 
Stipulation or the Partial Decrees or for a purpose contemplated by Rule 408. This Order is fully 
in accordance with Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, as well as the policy underlying that rule aud the 
policy of the SRBA Court directed at furthering the strong public policy favoring out-of-court 
settlement of disputes over litigation. 
4. The water rights adjudicated by the Partial Decrees are in full satisfaction of all 
the United States' claims in the SRBA for federally designated Wild aud Scenic Rivers. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this __ day of _____ ,, 2004. 
JOHNM. MELANSON 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAil.,ING 
I hereby certify that on this __ day of _____ ~ 2004, I served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER APPROVJNG STlPULATION AND ENTRY 
OF PARTIAL DECREES, by depositing a copy thereof in the U.S. mail, postage prepaid to the 
following: 
All parties indicated on the attached Certificate of Service for Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act Claims, Consolidated Subcase 75-13316 
Deputy Clerk 
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BEFORE THE DEP ARTM:ENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
1N TIIE MATIER OF THE PROPOSED 
CREATION OF A WATERDISTRlCT 
1N THE UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN 
AREA IN ADMJNISTRA TIVE BASINS 71 & 72 
) 
) 
) 
) 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC 
lNFORMA TION MEETING 
ANDHEARlNG 
The Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Director") is authorized to 
divide the state into water districts for the purpose of distributing water among appropriators under 
the laws of the State ofidaho. The authority to create water districts applies to those streams, or 
other water sources including ground water, for which the priorities of appropriation have been 
adjudicated by court decree. During a water rights adjudication, Idah.Q Code § 42-1417 authorizes 
the district court to approve interim administration of the rights by the Director ifreasonably 
necessary to protect senior rights. The district court may permit the distribution of water pursuant to 
chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, in accordance with partial decrees entered by the court or in 
accordance with a Director's Report as may be modified by the court's order. 
On September 29, 2005 the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA") District Court issued 
an order authorizing the Director to distribute water pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, in 
accordance with the Director's Reports and partial decrees that have superseded the Director's 
Reports within Administrative Basins 71 and 72 (a copy of the order is posted on the following 
SRBA Court website link: http://www.idwr.idaho.gov/water/districts/). The Director proposes to 
create a permanent water district for all of Administrative Basins 71 and 72 as shown on the attached 
map. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-604, that the Director of the 
Department of Water Resources will conduct a public hearing regarding the proposed creation of the 
water district as follows: 
PUBLIC BEARJNG FOR PROPOSED WATER DISTRICT: 
7:00 PM, November 9, 2005 at the Challis High School Cafeteria, 
100 High St., Challis, Idaho. 
NOTICE IS FURTHER GIVEN that the Department of Water Resources will also hold a 
public information meeting as follows: 
PUBLIC INFORMATION 1\11:EETING FOR PROPOSED WATER DISTRICT: 
7:00 PM, October 24, 2005 at the Challis High School Cafeteria, 
100 High St., Challis, Idaho. 
Information and testimony presented at the hearing on November 9, 2005, will create a record 
upon which the Director will rely to deterrnine whether formation of a water district is appropriate, 
and if so, how the district should be formed. It is important that holders of water rights understand 
and participate in the hearing process. The Director will serve as the hearing officer. Persons 
attendingthe hearing will be provided an opportunity to provide oral testimony regarding the 
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creation of the proposed district. Written comments may also be submitted to the Director at tbe 
hearing or at any time prior to the close of the written comment period on November 21, 2005. 
Written comments not presented at the hearing can be sent to the Director to be received at the 
Department of Water Resources, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho, 83720-0098, no later than 
November 21, 2005. 
The hearing will be conducted in a facility that meets the accessibility requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act. Should you require special accommodations in order to attend, 
participate in, or understand the hearing, please contact the Department of Water Resources at least 
l O days prior to the hearing. 
The public information meeting scheduled on October 24, 2005, will provide information 
about why the Director is proposing creation of the district; a time!ine for district formation, 
operation, and expansion; and related information regarding the SRBA Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Agreement between.the United States and the State ofidaho. The Director proposes creation of the 
Upper Salmon Water District, which will initially be limited to Basins 71 and 72 and become 
operational in 2006. Upon creation of the water district, a meeting of the holders of water rights 
within the district will be held during the spring of 2006 for the pmpose of electing a watermaster 
and conducting other business necessary to initiate operation of the district The Director proposes 
that the water district waterrnaster be responsible for certain duties under the direction and 
supervision of the Director including: (1) collection and recording of diversion data; (2) enforcement 
of water rights in priority; and (3) curtailment and enforcement of unauthorized or excessive 
diversions, as necessary. 
The Director further proposes that tbe Upper Salmon Water District be expanded by 2007 to 
encompass. all of Administrative Basins 73; 74, and 75, after the water rights in those basins have 
been decreed by the SR.BA District Court or included in a Directors Report submitted to the SRBA 
District Court The Director expects the State ofidaho to petition the SRBA District Court for 
interim administration in Basins 73, 74, and 75 within six months after Director's Reports are 
submitted to the Court for those basins. The Director plans to file Director's Reports for these basins 
with the SRBA District Court in 2006. The Director proposes that existing water districts in the 
Upper Salmon River sub-basins will be converted to sub-districts within the proposed Upper Salmon 
Water District 
The Director proposes that all water rights with points of diversion located within the 
boundaries of the proposed district be included in the district, except those used solely for domestic 
and/or stock water pmposes. Permitted and licensed rights not decreed in the SRBA and/or not 
included in SRBA Director's Reports, and all future rights that maybe permitted in accordance with 
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement, are subject to inclusion within the proposed water district 
unless used solely for domestic and/or stock water purposes. This notice of hearing has been sent to 
all water right holders of record in accordance with these criteria. 
If you have questions concerning this notice, please call the Department of Water Resources 
hotline at (800) 451-4129. You can also contact the Department's field office in Salmon at 
(208) 756-6644 or state office at (208) 287-4958. 
. . ' ,~ ~- . 2 0 DA TED th1s._.c..,___ uay of October O 5 
Director 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
OFTHESTATEOFIDAHO 
INTHEMATTEROFCREATING THE ) 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER DISTRICT ) 
(DESIGNATED AS WATER DISTRICT NO. 170) ) 
FOR AD:MINISTRATION OF RJGHTS TO THE USE ) 
OF SURFACE WATER AND GROUND WATER IN ) 
AD:MINISTRA TIVE BASINS 71 AND 72 ) 
AMENDED FINAL 
ORDER CREATING 
WATERDISTRICTNO.170 
The Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Director" or "Department") 
is required by Idaho statutes to divide the state into water districts for the purpose of performing 
the essential governmental function of distributing water among appropriators under the laws of 
the State of Idaho. The requirement to create water districts applies to those streams, or other 
water sources, for which the priorities of appropriation have been adjudicated by court decree. 
By statute, during the pendency of a water rights adjudication, the district court having 
jurisdiction for the adjudication can authorize interim administration of the water rights by the 
Director if reasonably necessary to protect senior water rights. The district court may authorize 
the distribution of Water pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, in accordance with partial 
decrees entered by the court or in accordance with one or more Director's Reports as may be 
modified by the court's order. 
On March 6, 2006, the Director issued Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 . 
. On March 17, 2006, Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson Creek") filed Petition for 
Reconsideration of the Final Order Creating Water District No. 170. Based on review of the 
petition filed by Thompson Creek, the Director finds that certain Findings and Conclusions of 
Law should be clarified. Consequently, the Director enters this Amended Final Order Creating 
Water District No. 170, which (1) includes new Findings of Fact 16 and 24; (2) renumbers 
Findings of Fact l7s23 and 25-26; (3) revises Conclusions of Law 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 16, 17, 18, and 
20; (4) adds new Conclusions of Law 23-26; (5) renumbers Conclusions ofLaw27-31; (6) 
revises renumbered Conclusion of Law 31; (7) revises Ordering Paragraphs 2, 3, and 5; and (8) 
adds new Ordering Paragraph 6. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
l. On May 16, 2005, the State ofldaho ("State") filed a motion requesting an order 
authorizing the interim administration of water rights by the Director in the Department's 
Administrative Basins 71 and 72 with the Snake River Basin Adjudication (''SRBA'') District 
Court. The State served copies of its motion and supporting briefing and affidavits on all 
affected parties by regular U.S. Mail on May 13, 2005. The State's motion included a Notice of 
Hearing setting the matter for hearing by the SRBA DistrictCourt on September 20, 2005. The · 
SRBA District Court designated the matter as SRBA Subcase 92~00021 (Interim · 
Administration). The State's motion and supporting briefing and affidavits are a part of the 
Amended Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 -Pagel 
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public record in the matter of creating the Upper Salmon River Basin Water District within the 
Department's Administrative Basins ("Basins") 71 and 72. 
2. The State's motion for interim administration described in Finding 1 above states 
that "interim administration of water rights in Basins 71 and 72 is reasonably necessary because 
an efficient means of administering water rights from ground water sources and some surface 
water sources in these basins does not exist. The establishment of water districts in these basins 
will provide watennasters with the ability to administer water rights in accordance with the prior 
appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law." 
3. All of the water rights claimed in Basins 71 and 72 have been reported or partially 
decreed in the SRBA as required under Idaho Code§ 42-1417. 
. . 4. On November 16, 2004, the SRBA District Court entered a partial decree for 
water rights no. 75-13316 and no. 77-11941. These year-round water rights are held by the 
United States of America on the Salmon River to fulfill the purposes of the. Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act, Pub.L. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906, Oct. 2, 1968 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 
1271, et seq.), and the Central Idaho Wilderness Act of 1980, Pub.L. 96-312,.94 Stat. 948, July 
23, 1980(codifiedasamendedat 16U.S.C. §§ 1132, 1274, 1281). Water rights no. 75~13316 
and no. 77-11941 are downstream of all of the water rights in Basins 71 and 72. 
5. On September 20, 2005, fue SRBA District Court held a hearing on the State's 
motion. No objections were filed in opposition to the motion, and no party appeared in 
opposition to the State's motion. 
6. On September 29, 2005, the SRBA District Court issued an order authorizing the 
interim administration of water rights by the Director in Basins 71 and 72, pursuant to chapter 6, 
title 42, Idaho Code, based upon a determination that such interim administration is necessary to 
protect senior water rights. 
7. On October 7, 2005, the Director signed a notice proposing to establish a water 
district in the Upper Salmon River Basin within Basins 71 and 72, pursuant to the provisions of 
Idaho Code§ 42-604. Notice was mailed on October 11, 2005, by regular mail, to each holder of 
a water right within the boundaries of the proposed water district.. The notice described the water 
district proposed to be established, the reasons fuerefor, the time and place for a public 
information meeting to be held on October 24, 2005, and the time and place for a hearing to be 
held on November 9, 2005, concerning establishment of the proposed Water district. The notice 
also provided a time period within which written comments on the proposed action would be 
accepted. 
8. In addition, the Director caused notice to be published of the proposed action 
establishing the Upper Salmon River Basin Water District ("Upper Salmon Water District'), 
designated Water District No. 170, once a week for two (2) weeks in the following newspapers 
having general circulation within the area of the proposed water district: The Challis Messenger 
of Challis, Idaho, on October 13 and 20, 2005; and the WoodRiverJournal of Hailey, Idaho, on 
October 12 and.19, 2005. 
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9. The notice mailed to water right holders proposed that establishment of the Upper 
Salmon Water District would include all water rights authorizing the use of surface water and 
ground water with points of diversion located within the boundaries of Basins 71 and 72, except 
those used solely for domestic or stock water purposes as defined under Idaho Code§§ 42-111 
and 42-140 lA(ll ). The Director's notice advised that a meeting of the holders of water rights 
within the district be held during the spring of2006 for the purpose of electing a watermaster and 
conducting other business necessary to initiate operation of the district. Tue Director also 
proposed that the water district watennaster be responsible for certain duties under the direction 
and supervision of the Director including: (1) collection, recording, and reporting of diversion 
data; (2) enforcement of water rights in priority; and (3) curtailment and enforcement of 
unauthorized or excessive diversions, as necessary. 
10. The Director's notice also included a description of the Director's proposal to 
expand tlle Upper Salmon Water District by 2007 to encompass all of Basins 73, 74, and 75, 
after the water rights m those basins have been decreed by the SRBA District Court or. inclµded 
in one or more Director's Reports anticipated to be filed with the SRBA District Court in 2006, 
provided the SRBA District Court grants the Director authority for interim administration in 
1hose basins. 
11. The Director proposes to include existing water districts in the Upper Salmon 
River sub-basins as sub-districts within the proposed Upper Salmon Water District. There are 
currently three existing water districts within Basin 72 and the boundaries of the proposed Upper 
Salmon Water District: Water District No. 72-B, Garden Creek and tributaries; Water District 
No. 72-C, Challis Creek and tributaries; and Water District No. 72-F, Morgan Creek and 
tributaries. These districts include only water rights from surface water sources, and do not 
include any water rights from ground water. There are no existing ·water districts located witl!in 
Basin 71. 
12. Water districts 72°B and 72-C do not administer water rights from surface water 
sources outside the irrigation season for those rights included within the districts, nor do these 
districts administer water rights during the irrigation season when the surface water sources are 
not under watennaster regulation. Water District 72-F has not been aetive until recently and has 
not evolved to effectively administer water rights from surface water sources either during or 
outside of the irrigation season for those rights included wiihin the district. 
13. The Director conducted a hearing on the proposed establishment of the Upper 
· Salmon Water District at the Challis High School Cafeteria.in Challjs, Idaho, at 7:00 pm on 
November 9, 2005. Approximate1y forty people attended the hearing. 
14. Prior to commencing the hearing, the Director described factors he considered io 
proposing to establish the Upper Salmon Water District and answered questions about.the 
establishment of the proposed water district and how the district was envisioned to function, both 
over a period of approximately 60 minutes. 
15. Persons attending the hearing were provided an opportunity to make oral 
statements for the record. In addition, the Director held the record open through November 21, 
2005, for the submittal of written comments. 
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16. At the beginning of the hearing on November 9, 2005, and prior to taking oral 
statements, the Director gave a brief introduction and reviewed the record and procedural history 
for the proposed establishment of the Upper Salmon Water District. During this introduction, the 
Director stated that: "Notice of this hearing was mailed to each affected water right holder in the 
proposed district as required under the provisions ofldaho Code § 42-604." The Director also 
stated that notice of the hearing was published in several newspapers of general circulation 
within the proposed district, and that Department staff had conducted a public information 
meeting on October 24, 2005, to discuss the reasons for establishing the water district and to 
ex.plain the duties of the watermaster for the district. The Director further stated that notice of 
the public information meeting was also given in both the individual notice and the newspaper 
notices. Transcript of Hearing Conducted November 9, 2005, p. 2, Ln. 16-27. 
. . 17. ·.· .. Five individuals gave oral statements for the record at the hearing in Challis, 
Idaho. Three written statements were submitted to the Department on or before the deadline of 
November 21, 2005. 
18. Mr. Jack Challis of Challis, Idaho, testified on his own behalf as a water right 
holder on Challis Creek in Basin 72. He also stated that he is the acting secretary-treasurer for 
both water districts 72-B and 72-C, Garden and Challis Creeks, respectively. In past years, 
Mr. Challis served as the watermaster for both districts. He also currently serves as a lateral 
manager on the Warm Springs Canal near Challis, Idaho. Mr. Challis testified that water 
districts 72-B and 72-C are already in compliance with all state water district requirements, and 
that other areas in the Upper Salmon River Basin should comply with similar standards before 
districts 72-B and 72-C participate in funding a watennaster for the proposed Upper Salmon 
Water District. 
19. Mr. Jerry Hawkins of Challis, Idaho, testified on behalf of Water District No. 72-
F, Morgan Creek and tributaries. Mr. Hawkins stated that Water District No. 72-F does not 
agree with the Director's proposal for a basin-wide water district that provides for a watermaster 
having oversight for existing water districts, such as district 72°F. Mr. Hawkins stated that 
Water District No. 72.-F has a watermaster and secretary-treasurer, and that if district 72-F needs 
to answer to the Department, then it can do so through the existing Department employee based 
in Salmon, Idaho, rather than the water right holders contributing to the funding for a 
watennaster of a basin-wide water district. Mr. Hawkins also stated that Water District No. 72-F 
concurs with prior written comments submitted to the Department by certain water right holders 
from existing water districts in Basins 73, 74, and 75, which recommended that if the Upper 
Salmon Water District is established the watermaster should be a direct employee of the 
Department and paid by the State of Idaho. 
20. Mr. Blair Kauer of Leadore, Idaho, testified on his own behalf: Mr. Ka11,er stated 
that he holds water rights in water districts 74, 74-W, and 74-Q, all in Basin 74. Mr. Kauer 
stated that he agreed with the need for water districts, but that it is not necessary to have another 
watermaster with oversight for other existing water districts in the Upper Salmon River Basin. 
He further stated that water districts in Basin 74 do not need to be in the proposed Upper Salmon 
Water District, or any proposed expansion of such district. Mr. Kauer also stated that water 
district assessments should be based on water rights held, not the amount of water diverted. 
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21. Mr. James Whittaker of Leadore, Idaho, testified on his own behalf but stated for 
the record that he is an advisory committee member for both Water District No. 74-W and Water 
District No. 74-Z. Mr. Whittaker stated that most water districts in Basin 74 do an adequate job 
of regulating themselves. Mr. Whittaker did not oppose appointment of a watennaster for the 
proposed Upper Salmon Water District at the Department's expense for a period of two years, as 
proposed by the Director, but that after two years there should not be a need for a basin-wide 
watermaster that has oversight for existing water districts because watermasters in those districts 
should be better trained and any problems after that point in time could be addressed by those 
watermasters and Department staff, including the Department's employee based in Salmon, 
Idaho. 
22. Ms. Katie Breckenridge of Picabo, Idaho, testified on her own behalf . 
. . Ms. Breckenridge holds water rights in Basin 71. In her testimony, Ms. Breckenridge 
distinguished between areas in the Upper Salmon River Basin, like sub-basin 71, where 
diversions of water are not being measured or administered, and other areas within Basin 72 and 
74 where existing water districts may be adequately measnring and regulating diversions of 
water. Ms. Breckenridge recommended that areas in Basin 71 and 72 that are not currently 
included in any water district where there are no watennasters measuring and reporting 
diversions be prioritized for inclusion in any new water district. She recommended that areas not 
cmrently within a water district be brought into compliance within two years, and then the 
Department and Upper Salmon liver Basin water right holders could re-evaluate whether to 
organize under one district. 
23. The Director received written comments from Mr. Scott Campbell, attorney for 
Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson Creek"). Thompson Creek comments are 
summarized as follows: 
a. The Director failed to comply with the mandatory notice requirements of 
Idaho Code § 42-604, because the notice gave no explanation of the reasons 
for creating the water district; 
b. The public record does not support a determination by the Director that 
creation of the district is "required in order to properly administer uses of the 
water resource" as required by Idaho Code § 42-604; 
c. The Director cannot legally determine that a water district is "required in 
order to properly administer uses of the water resource" because an SRBA 
District Court order dated November 18, 2004, provides that a stipulated 
agreement involving the State ofldaho, the United States of America, and 
other parties in the matter of the Wtld and Scenic Rivers Act Claims 
(Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316), "shall not affect the rights of 
Thompson Creek or any other non-signatory party to participate in and object 
to any motion for interim adimnistration, proceeding for creation of a water 
district, or other administrative action or other judicial action proceeding 
affecting their water rights or their use, diversion, or measurement of water;" 
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d. The Director has no legally supportable basis for creation of the proposed 
water district because he cannot rely upon the provisions of the SRBA Wild 
and Scenic Rivers Agreement between the United States and the State of 
Idaho to justify creation of the district, and because the order of the SRBA 
District Court dated November 18, 2004, provided that the provisions in the 
Wild and Scenic Rivers agreement relative to water rights administration 
"shall not affect the disposition or review of such proceedings;" and 
e. No administration of the Thompson Creek water rights is necessary "to 
properly administer the uses of the water resource" because the rights held by 
the United States for the purposes of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act are 
subordinated to Thompson Creek's rights. 
24. Thompson Creek also filed a petition for reconsideration March 17, 2006, 
reiterating many of the same issues raised in its written cmfunents describedin Finding 23. 
25. The Department also received written comments from Mr. James Hawkins.of 
Water District No. 72-F, Morgan Creek and tributaries. The Department received a petition from 
Mr. Hawkins dated May 19, 2005, on behalf of Water District No. 72-F seeking inclusion of 
certain water rights and diversions from the Salmon River near its confluence with Morgan . 
Creek. This petition was submitted to the Department following a meeting that the Department 
held with representatives of existing water districts in the Upper Salmon River Basin in February 
of2005 regarding the potential establishment of the Upper Salmon Water District. Mr. Hawkins 
submitted additional comments to the Department dated November 21, 2005, and received by the 
Department on November 28, 2005. The latter comments expressed concerns about overlapping 
duties with existing waterrnasters and additional costs resulting from appointment of a "super" 
watermaster. Mr. Hawkins' second letter urges using local waterrnasters to collect data; 
encourages the Director to look at creating water district boundaries that go beyond the "normal" 
boundary ofa drainage area such as Morgan Creek or Challis Creek; and recommends that 
"lockable" measuring device requirements be phased in over a reasonable period of time, such as 
two to three years. · · · · · 
26. The Department also received written comments from representatives of existing 
water districts in. Basins 73, 74, and 75 on September 26, 2005. The comments were submitted 
in response to a steering committee meeting organized by the Department in September of 2005 
with representatives of water right holders in the Upper Salmon River Basin regarding 
establishment of the Upper Salmon Water District. The comments submitted by the water 
districts' representatives recommends that the watennaster for the Upper Salmon Water District 
be a direct employee of the Department at no additional costs to either the Department or water 
right holders who are affected by creation of the water district. The comments further 
recommend creation of sub-districts where deputy watemiasters are elected and compensated by 
water right holders in each sub-district. A number of other detailed recommendations were 
proposedregardingwaterrnasterand deputywatennasterduties, as well as headgate and 
measuring device requirements. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Statutory Authorities 
1. Idaho law declares all surface and ground waters in the State of Idaho to be the 
property of the state, whose duty it is to supervise the appropriation and allotment of the water to 
those diverting the same for beneficial use. See Idaho Code §§ 42-101, 42-103, and 42-226. 
2. The Director has the statutory responsibility to administer the use of surface and 
ground water in the state so as to protect prior surface and ground water rights. See Idaho Code 
§§ 42-103, 42-202(1), 42-226 and 42-237a.g. 
3. The Director has the responsibility for direction and control over the distribution 
of water in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law within 
water districts to be accoinplfshed through watennasterssupervised by the Director, and subject 
to removal by the Director, as provided in chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code. 
4. The Director is authorized to form water districts as necessary to properly 
administer uses of water from public streams, or other independent sources of water supply, for 
which a court having jurisdiction thereof has adjudicated the priorities of appropriation. The 
Director may also revise the boundaries of a water district, abolish a water district, or combine 
two (2) or more water districts, by entry of an order, if such action is required in order to 
properly administer uses of the water resource. See Idaho Code§ 42-604. 
5. Idaho Code § 42-1417, General <Uijudication - Interim administration of water 
rights, provides authority to the district court having jurisdiction over a general water rights 
adjudication to authorize the interim administration of water rights pursuant to chapter 6, title 
42, Idaho Code. Idaho Code§ 42-1417(1) states, in pertinent part: 
The district court may permit the distn1mtion of water pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, 
Idaho Code: 
(a) in accordance with the director's report or as modified by the court's order; 
(b) in accordance with applicable partial decree(s) for water rights acquired nnder state 
·law; 
(c) in accordance with applicable partial decree(s) for water rights acquired under federal 
law. 
Idaho Code§ 42-1417(4) states, in pertinent part: 
After entry of the district court's order for interim administration, the director may fonn a 
water district pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code. 
Response to Testimony, Written Comments, and Petition for Reconsideration 
6. Most of the testimony at the hearing in Challis Idaho conducted on November 9, 
2005, and written comments submitted to the Department, raised concerns about inclusionof 
existing water districts as sub-districts in the proposed Upper Salmon Water District. Concerns 
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about the funcfu1g required for the watennaster of the Upper Salmon Water District and the 
oversight of watermasters for existing water districts were stated. Additional concerns regarding 
the duties of the Upper Salmon Water District watermaster with respect to the duties of existing 
watennasters were also identified, and the need to include existing water districts in the Upper 
Salmon Water District was questioned. Much of the testimony asserted that existing districts are 
already compliant with state law and Department requirements. Recommendations were made 
both in oral testinlony at the hearing and in written comments to the Department that the costs . 
for the Upper Salmon Water District watermaster should be borne by the Deparonent. 
7. In response to the hearing testinlony, the written comments submitted on behalf of 
Water District No. 72-F, the written comments submitted on behalf of holders of water rights in 
existing water districts in Basins 73, 74, and 75, and the historic records of the water districts in 
Basins 72, 73, 74, and 75 on file at the Department, the Director concludes that during the 
. ,irriglJ+ion season for the water rights in some of the existing water districts in Basins 72, 73, 74, 
and 75, the statutory requlrements of Chapter 6, Title 42, Idaho Code, are mostly being met, 
while in oilier water districts in tile Upper Salmon River Basin some or many of the statutory 
requirements are not being saili,fied. For example, surface water diversions in some of fu,:: 
existing districtslack adequate measuring devices and controlling headgates, are not measured or 
recorded on a regular basis, or are not monitored or regulated during po11ions of the irrigation 
season. Additionally, some of the existing water districts do not maintain adequate measurement 
records, annual watermaster reports are not always complete or timely submitted, and some 
existing water districts have been inactive for many years. None of the existing water districts 
enforce linlitations of surface water rights outside of the irrigation season for the rights, and none 
of the existing water districts regulate water rights diverting from ground water. 
8. Given that: (1) there are no water districts in Basin 71; (2) the administration of 
surface water rights in the existing water districts in Basin 72 is often inconsistent; (3) none of 
the existing water districts in Basin 72 administer surface water rights outside of the irrigation 
season for .those rights or during the irrigation season when tile surface water sources are not in 
regulation;· and ( 4) none of the existing water districts in Basin 72 regulate diversions from 
ground water; the Director concludes that there should be one water district created tllat 
encompasses all of tile water rights witllin the Upper Salmon River Basin, and that tile existing 
surface water districts in Basin 72 should be designated as sub-districts, in order to provide 
consistent and effective administration of water rights from both surface water sources and 
ground Water sources year-round iliroughout the Upper Salmon Rivet Basin. 
. . 9. Exiwng water districts in Basin 72, which now will be sub-districts witllin tile 
Upper Salmon Water District, will each continue to function as water districts and continue to 
elect their own watem1asters, who will serve as deputy watermasters under the watermaster for 
the Upper Salmon Water District, and adopt their own budgets for purposes of measuring, 
recording, reporting, and regulating surface water diversions within their districts. A sub-district 
that adequately measures, records, reports, and controls diversions should not be subject to future 
assessments to fund the watem1aster for the Upper Salmon Water District for purposes of 
measuring, recording, reporting, and regulating surface water diversions within fuat sub-district. 
However, each sub-district may be subject to future. assessments for costs associated wifu 
oversight of that sub-district. Oversight costs may include, but may not be limited to, technical 
assistance, enforcement assistance, training of deputy waterinasters, collection and quality 
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control review of diversion data, periodic field checks of diversions, periodic or miscellaneous 
field calibration measurements of measuring devices, review of annual sub-district and budget 
reports, coordinating distribution of water to the Wild and Scenic River rninirnum instream flow 
water rights for the Salmon River as necessary, and general coordination with federal, state, and 
local agencies regarding water district operations, water use, and water right administration 
issues. 
10. The written comments and the petition for reconsideration submitted by 
Thompson Creek both raise several legal or administrative issues. First, Thompson Creek 
alleges that the Director failed to comply with the mandatory notice requirements ofldaho Code 
§ 42-604 because the notice gave no explanation of the reasons for creating the Upper Salmon 
Water District. AJ; required by Idaho Code § 42-602, the notice described the proposed action, 
the reasons for the proposed action, !llld the time and place of a public hearing concerning the 
proposed action. The notice stated that the reason for tile hearing was to consider the proposal to 
create a permanent water district in order to protect senior water rights. The notice referenced 
the SRBA District Court order that approved interim administration of the rights by the Director 
to protect senior water rights. The notice also provided a website link to a copy of the SRBA 
District Court order. The court's order found that the Director had sent individual notice of the 
State's Motion for Interim Administration and supporting documents, as well as notice of the 
SRBA Court's scheduled hearing on the matter, to all affected right holders in Basins 71 and 72. 
l I. Based on the State's motion for interim administration descnoed in Finding 1 and 
its presentation to the SRBA District Court on September 20, 2005, the court made the following 
findings of fact and conclusions oflaw in its Order Granting State's Motion for Order of Interim 
Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 and 72, dated September 29, 2005: 
The State of Idaho has complied with the notice and service requirements of Idaho Code 
§§ 1417(2)(b) by serving of the State's Motion and related documents on those claimants 
in IDWR Basins 71 and 72 reasonably determined to be adversely affected by entry of 
the requested Order. Interim Administration in IDWR Basins 71 and 72 in accordance 
with the Director's Reports and Partial Decrees for water rights is reasonably necessary 
to efficiently administer water rights and protect senior water rights. The establishment 
of Water Districts for Basins 71. and 72 will provide 1he watennasters with the ability to 
administer water rights in accordance. with the prior appropriation doctrine as established 
by Idaho law. 
The creation of water districts will provide for a mechanism for administration, 
regulation, and enforcement of water rights, including ground and surface water rights. 
12. The Director's notice also provided the following information regarding the 
necessity for creating a water district in Basins 71 and 72: 
The Director proposes that the water district watennaster be responsible for certain duties 
under the direction. and supervision of the Director including: (1) collection and 
recording of diversion data; (2) enforcement of water rights in priority; and 
(3) curtailment and enforcement of unauthorized or excessive diversions, as necessary. 
13. The Director concludes that the notice required by Idaho Code § 42-604 was 
sufficient. The notice gave the time and place of a hearing, and provided a time period within 
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which written comments could be submitted. The notice stated that the proposed hearing was to 
consider the creation of a pem1anent water district in order to protect senior water rights. The 
notice informed affected right holders that the SRBA District Court had issued an order for 
interim administration of water rights in Basins 71 and 72 and provided a reference to a copy of 
the order. Finally, the notice listed specific watermaster duties in the proposed water district. 
14. Thompson Creek's second allegation is that the public record does not support a 
determination by the Director that creation of the district is "required in order to properly 
atlminister uses of the water resource" as required by Idaho Code § 42-604. 
15. The public record in 1hls case includes the State's motion for Order of Interim 
Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 and 72, together with supporting documentation, 
dated May 16, 2005; the SRBA District Court's transcript of the hearing on the State's motion 
... for Or<ler oflnterim Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 and 72, held on September 20, 
2005; the SRBA District Court's Order Granting the State of Idaho's Motion for Order of 
Interim Administration of Water Rights in Basins 71 and 72, dated September 29, 2005; the 
Director's Notice of Public lnfonnation Meeting and Hearing in the Jvfatter of the Proposed 
Creation of a Water District in the Upper Salmon River Basin Area in Administrative Basins 71 
and 72, signed by the Director on October 7, 2005, and mailed on October 11, 2005; the 
transcript of the Director's hearing regarding creation of the proposed water district held on 
November 9, 2005, in Challis, Idaho; and written comments submitted for the record on or 
before November 21, 2005. 
16. Justification for creation of the proposed district "to efficiently administer water 
rights and protect senior water rights" is provided in the Department's Notice of Public 
Information Meeting and Hearing in the Matter of the Proposed Creation of a Water District in 
the Upper Salmon River Basin Area in Administrative Basins 71 and 72, the SRBA District 
Court's Order Granting Interim Administration, and the State's motion for interim 
administration. The State's motion for interim administration and the Department's notice of 
public information meeting and hearing were served on all affected parties by regular U.S. mail, 
as required by Idaho Code §§ 42-6-4 and42-1417(1 ). The Director concludes that the public 
record supports a detennination that creation of the district is "required in order to properly 
administer uses of the water resource" as required by Idaho Code § 42-604. 
17. Thompson Creek next alleges that the Director cannot legally determine that a 
V\7ater district is required because an SRBA District Court order dated November 18, 2004, 
provides that paragraph 2 of the stipulated agreement between the State ofidaho, the United 
States of America, and other parties in the matter of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act Claims 
''shall not affect the rights of Thompson Creek or any other non-signatory party to participate in 
and object to any motion for interim administration, proceeding for creation of a water district, or. 
other administrative action or other judicial action proceeding affecting their water rights or their 
use, diversion, or measurement of water; nor shall the provisions of paragraph 2 affect the 
disposition or review of such proceedings." 
18. Toe SRBA District Court's order dated November 18, 2004, provides that 
. Thompson Creek or other non-signatory parties of the Wild and Scenic Rivers agreement have 
rights to participate in and object to a motion for interim administration, or other administrative 
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proceeding for creation of a water district. The court's order does not prohibit the Director from· 
determining that a water district is necessary. The court's order of November 18, 2004, does not 
prohibit the creation of a water disu:ict in the Upper Salmon River Basin, nor does it place limits 
on how the Director shall create a water district in the Upper Salmon River Basin. 
19. Thompson Creek further argues that the Director has no legally supportable basis 
for creation of the proposed water district because he cannot rely upon the provisions of the 
SRBA Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement between the United States and the State ofidaho to 
justify creation of the district, and because the SRBA District Court's Order dated November 18, 
2004, provided that the provisions in the Wild and Scenic Rivers agreement relative to water 
rights administration shall not "a.fleet the disposition or review of such proceedings." 
20. The Director relies on the authority provided by Idaho Code § 42-604 for creation 
ofthe_prop_osed water district. Idaho Code§ 42-604 authorizes the Director to create a water 
district for streams or water supplies for which a court havingjiirlsdiction thereof has adjudicated 
the priorities of appropriation. As stated in Finding 3, all of the water rights claimed in Basins 
71 and 72 have been reported or partially decreed in the SRBA as required under Idaho Code 
§ 42-1417. The Director proposes creation ofa water district in Basins 71 and 72 for efficient 
administration of surface and ground water rights. 
21. Next, Thompson Creek alleges that administration of Thompson Creek's water 
rights is not necessary "to properly administer the uses of the water resource" because the United 
States' Wild and Scenic River rights are subordinated to Thompson Creek's rights. 
22. The Director finds that Thompson Creek is the holder of water rights to which 
the United States' Wild and Scenic River rights that have been partially decreed by the SRBA 
District Court are subordinated. This fact alone, however, does not preclude the need for 
creation of a water district, nor does it provide a reason to eliminate Thompson Creek's rights or 
other water rights to which the United States' Wild and· Scenic River rights are subordinated. On 
the contrazy, creation of the proposed water district is intended to fulfill the Director's statutory 
responsibilities to administer water rights for the purpose of protecting all prior water rights and 
distributing water in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as estahlished by Idaho 
Jaw. 
23. The petition for reconsideration filed by Thompson Creek on March 17, 2006, 
states that "since all of the water rights within the proposed water district boundaries have not 
been adjudicated, the Director may not ufilize his authorities under Idaho Code § 42-604 to 
create the Upper Salmon Water District/' This argument is without merit and ignores Idaho 
Code§ 42-1417 which clearly authorizes the Director to create a water district after the entry of 
the district court's order for interim administration, and that interim administration may be 
granted by the district court in accordance with a director's report or partial decrees acquired 
under state or federal law. 
24. Thompson Creek's petition for reconsideration further states that there is no legal 
authority for the creation or recognition of"sub-districts" within a water district. This argument 
is without merit since«sub-districts" remain water districts pursuant to Idaho Code §§42-602 et· 
seq. and Idaho Code§ 42-604 specifically provides that: 
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The Director mey create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a water district or combine 
two (2) or more water districts by entry of an order if such action is required in order to 
properly administer uses of the water resource. 
The designation of existing water districts in Basin 72 as "sub-districts" in Water District 
No. 170 is withln the discretionary authority of the Director under Idaho Code § 42-604 to 
"create, revise the boundaries of, or abolish a water district or combine two (2) or more water 
districts by entry of an order if such action is required in order to properly administer uses of the 
water resource." Conclusion of Law No. 7 of the Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 
and the revised Conclusion of Law No. 7 of this Amended Order provide the necessary reason.~ 
as to why the designation of sub-districts is required in order to properly administer uses of the 
water resource within Water District No. 170. 
· · 25. . · Thompson Creek's petition for reconsideration alleges that "sub-district(' and. 
other features of Water District No. 170 established by the Director's Final Order are provisions 
within paragraph 2 of the SRBA Wild and Scenic Rivers Stipulated Agreement and that the 
inclusion of any such provisions from paragraph 2 of the stipulated agreement violates the SRBA 
District Court's order dated November 18, 2004. Again, as stated in the revised Conclusion of 
Law No. 18, the court's order ofNovember 18, 2004, with respect to paragraph 2 of the 
stipulated agreement, does not prohibit the creation of a water district in the Upper Salmon River 
Basin nor does it place limits on how the Director shall create a water district in the Upper 
Salmon River Basin. Moreover, Thompson Creek's assertion that the Department is relying on 
the provisions of paragraph 2 of the stipulated agreement to create Water District No. 170 is 
without merit given that the Department either created or is in the process ofcreating water 
districts in other areas ofldaho that have the same or similar features established by the Final 
Order Creating Water District No. 170. 
26. The remaining issues raised by Thompson Creek provide no new or additional 
· reasons why Water District No. 170 should not be created. The Department has revised, 
. clarified, or added certain Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in this Amended Order 
· based on some of the points raised in Thompson Creek's petition for reconsideration. All other 
· concerns and issues raised in Thompson Creek's petition for reconsideration were raised in the 
comments previously submitted by Thompson Creek. The Director concludes that those issues 
have been adequately addressed in either the Director's Final Order dated March 6, 2006, or this 
Amen(ied. Order. Thompson Creek requests the Director to issue a revised order not creating the 
Upper Salmon Water District 
District Creation 
27. Based on the statutory autho:rities described in preceding conclusions of law, the 
order of the SRBA District Court authorizing the interim administration of water rights pursuant 
to Idaho C(?de .§ 42-1417,the Director's authority under chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, and the 
record in this proceeding, the Director should create the Upper Salmon Water District to 
administer water rights within Administrative Basins 71 and 72, as shown on the map appended · 
hereto as Attachment A. · 
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28. The Director concludes that the Upper Salmon Water District should be fom1ed 
on a permanent basis and operated to administer the affected water rights in accordance with the 
prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law. 
Administration of Affected Water Rights 
29. The Director concludes that immediate administration of water rights, other than 
de minimis domestic and stockwater rights as defined u.nder Idaho Code §§ 42-111 and 42-
1401A(l l ), pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, is necessary for the protection of prior 
surface and ground water rights. 
30. The Director concludes that the watermaster for the Upper Salmon Water 
,, Qis\rjct creat~ by this order shall perfonn the following duties in accordance with guidelines, 
.direction, and supervisfori provided by the Director:· 
a. Measure, record, and report the diversions under water rights; 
b. Enforce the water rights in priority; 
c. Curtail unauthorized or excessive diversions as necessary (i.e., any 
diversion without a water right or in excess of the elements or conditions 
of a water right); and 
d. Consult with and coordinate the work activities of deputy watermasters, 
including the elected and appointed watermasters for sub-districts within 
the Upper Salmon Water District. 
31. The Director concludes that the Upper Salmon Water District created by this 
order shall include the following· organizational features: 
a. Election and appointment of a single watermaster for the water district. 
The water tight holders may elect to have the district contract with the . 
Department to provide watermaster services. Under a district contract 
with the Department, the watertnaster will be a direct employee of the 
Department. · 
b. Existing water districts in Basin 72 shall be combined with the Upper 
Salmon Water District pursuant to Idaho Code 42-604, and designated as 
sub-districts of the Upper Salmon Water District, or as otherwise 
detennined by the Director. 
c. The water right holders may select a Water District Advisory Committee 
that includes, but need not be limited to, representation from advisory 
committees of existing water districts. 
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d. The watennaster is authorized to appoint assistants or deputy watennasters 
as deemed necessary by the water users. Assistants are subject to 
appointment by the Director. Deputy watermasters shall work pursuant to 
instructions of the watermaster. Deputy watermasters may be other 
Department employees, or watermasters elected by sub-districts. 
e. Holders of water rights in the water district shall be assessed the costs for 
operating the Upper Salmon Water District directly by the water district 
watermaster. ' 
f. Water districts that are organized as sub-districts may collect assessments 
to pay the pro-rat a expenses of the Upper Salmon Water District, if any, 
on behalf of the diversions and water right holders within their respective 
sub-district to avoid individual water right holders being assessed by both 
the sub-district and the Upper Salmon Water District. 
g. The Department will waive the requirement of compen!>lltion for providing 
watermaster services dudng 2006 and 2007 if the water right holders elect 
to have the Upper Salmon Water District contract with the Department to 
provide watermaster services. 
ORDER 
The Director enters the following Order for the reasons stated in the foregoing Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
1. Toe Upper Salmon River Basin Water District,. designated as Water District 
· No. 170, is hereby established to include all surface water and ground water rights in the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Administrative Basins 71 and 72, other than de mini.mis 
domestic and stockwater rights as defined )lllderldaho Code§ 42-111 and 42-1401A(ll), within 
· the area depicted on the map appended hereto as Attachment A and incorporated herein by 
reference. 
2. Water District No. 72-B (Garden Creek and tributaries), Water District No. 72-C 
(Clµllis Creek and tributaries), and Water District No. 72-F (Morgan Creek and tributaries), are 
hereby designated as sub-districts within Water District No. 170. These sub-districts shall 
continue to meet annually to elect a watermaster, adopt a budget, and select an advisory 
coinmittee. These subcdistricts shall be responsible for distributio11 of surface water rights that 
have been reported or partially decreed in the SRBA and located within the respective sub-
districts. For 2006, water right holders within the sub-districts shall meet at a time and place as 
normally determined by the district. 
3. For 2006, the water right holders within Water District No.170 shall meet at a 
time and place to be announced by the Director to. elect a watennaster, consider selection ofan 
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advisory committee, and set a budget to be collected to operate the district. In futnre years, the 
annual meeting shall be held as provided in Idaho Code § 42-605. 
4. The watermaster for Water District No. 170 shall perform the following duties in 
accordance with guidelines, direction, and supervision provided by the Director: 
a. Measure, record, and report the diversions under water rights; 
b. Enforce the water rights in priority; 
c. Curtail unauthorized or excessive diversions as necessary (i.e., any 
diversion without a water right or in excess of the elements or conditions 
of a water right); and 
d. Consult with and coordinate the work activities of deputy watermasters, 
including the elected and appointed watermasters for sub-districts within 
the Water District No. 170. 
5. The Director shall issue separate orders, as necessary, requiring the installation of 
measuring devices and lockable controlling works for diversions within Water District No. 170. 
Such orders will allow installations to be phased in over a period of one to two years from the 
date of issuance, thereby allowing a sufficient period of time in which to comply with such 
orders. 
6. The relief requested under the Petition for Reconsideration of the Final Order 
Creating Water District No. 170 filed by Thompson Creek on March 17, 2006, asking that the 
Director issue a revised order not creating the Upper Salmon Water District, is denied. 
DATED this b+." day of April 2006. 
Director 
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ATTACirMENT A 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN 
WATER DISTRICT NO. 170 
·&'S:Sl Water District No. 170: Basins 71 & 72 
l]J IDWRAdminis.tra!lve Basins 
• Cities 
j\/Rlveni 
1~ 0 10 · 20 30 MIies 
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CERTIFirATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 'J<{h day of April, 2006, the above and foregoing 
docwnent was served on each individual or entity on the service list for this matter on file at the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources, 322 East Front Street, Boise, Idaho, and posted on the 
Department's website: www.idwr.idaho.gov. Each individual or entity on the service list was 
served by placing a copy of the above and foregoing document in the United States mai~ postage 
prepaid and properly addressed. 
Victoria Wigle 
Administrative Assistan to the Director 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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KAREN PORTER 
598 SUNRISE BLVD N 
TWIN FALLS, JD 8330 I 
US DEPT OF AGRJCUL TURE 
FOREST SERVICE 
SAWTOOTH NA T!ONAL FOREST 
2647 KlMBERL Y RD E 
TWIN FALLS, JD 83301-7976 
MARY LYNNE HARR1S 
35955 HWY 79 
WANNER SPRINGS, CA 92086 
. w·MICHAEL HUMPHREYS· 
72ABBOTTRD 
WELLESLEY, MA218l 
BERT L CHESNEY 
16 RONDELDR 
WEWOKA, OK 74884 
SCOTT CAMPBELL !SB NO. 2251 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, 
ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 SCAP!TOLBLVDPOBOX829 
BOISE, ID 83701 
ROBERT J PORTER ll 
598 SUNRISE BLVDN 
TWJN FALLS, ID 83301 
NEAL H MORRJSON 
PO BOX 165 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
JAMES LEE BEHRENS 
35955 HWY79 
WARNER SPRINGS, CA 92086 
YANKEE FORK GOLD DREDGE ASSN 
POBOX459 
WENDELL, ID 83355 
JOHN SIMPSON 
309 MANDELLA 
WOODSIDE, CA 94062 
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MARK ANDERSON 
871 MORNlNGSlDE DR 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
RICKCPARKS 
PO BOX 801 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-080 l 
THE DANIEL J MAHONEY JR 
LIFETIME TRUST II 
C/0 JOHN D WARD ESQ 
1200 NEW HAMPSHIRE A VE 
NWSUT!E800 
WASHINGTON, DC 20036-6802 
JAMES R PETERS. 
605 BRD RUN RD 
WEST CHESTER, PA 19382 
LYNN SIMPSON 
309 MANDELLA 
WOODSIDE, CA 94062 
EXHIBITD 
to 
Thompson Creek Mining Company's 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Clarify Service List 
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BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE MATTER OF THE PROPOSED ) 
CREATION OF A WATERD[STRTCI IN ) 
THE UPPER SALMON RlVER BASIN AREA ) 
IN ADMlNISTRATIVE BASINS 71 &.72 ) 
TRANSCRIPT OF HEARING 
Conducted November 9, 2005, Challis, Idaho 
Before Presiding Officer Karl J_ Dreher 
Directo1, Idaho Depru:tment of Water Resources 
Transcribed by Patsy McGowty 
Administrative Assistant 
Depru:tment of water Resources 
Proceedings transcribed from electronic sound recording .. 
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Exhibit D 
I KARL DREHER: Good evening. I am Karl Drehet, Director of the Idaho Department of 
2 Water Resources I am serving as the presiding officer in this mattet which deals with 
3 the creation of a watetdistrict in the Upper Salmon Rivet Basin. The matte, concerns the 
4 creation of this proposed dist1ict that would include both deprutment administcative 
5 basins 71 and 72 .. Ihe p1ovisions ofldaho Code§ 42-604 1equite that this heruing be 
6 held pdot to the creation ofa water disttict by the director of the Deprutment of Water 
7 Resources. The heruing is being conducted on November 9, 2005 We went on the 
8 record at approximately 8:10 p.m. fhis meeting began shmtly after 7:00 p.m. but was 
9 preceded by a pe1iod of questions and answets on related matte1s. 
IO The pwpose of this heruing is to pmvide affected water 1ight holdets or their 
11 reptesentatives an opportunity to make an om! statement on the record stating their 
12 position, views 01 concerns regarding the creation of the pmposed water district. For tl1e 
13 pUiposes of this heating persons making statements do not need to be sworn in nor will 
14 they be subject to crnss-examination.. All persons signingUp to speak will be heard 
15 before others rue herud and all persons wishing to speak once will be heard once befote 
16 anyone speaks a second time .. Notice of this heruing was mailed to each affected wate1 
17 tight holder in the prnposed district as 1equired under the ptovisions of Idaho Code§ 42-
18 604. In addition, notice was published in the Challis Messenget and the Big WoodRiver 
I 9 Joumal, two newspapets of general circulation within the proposed district. I his hearing 
20 was preceded by a public information meeting that was held on October 24, 2005. That 
2 l meeting was conducted by Mr. Dave I uthill and Mr. Iim Luke of the Deprutment of 
22 Water Resomces and it too was noticed along with this.heruing in the individual notices 
23 sent to individual right holde1s as well as the notice that was published in the Challis 
2 
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24 Messenget and the Big Wood River Journal. The pwpose of the public information 
25 meeting was to determine the reasons for the creation of the proposed water district and 
26 to describe the duties that the watecmaster of the district would be expected to cauy out 
27 unde1 the supe,vision of myself or the person in my position. 
28 Assuming that there are no further questions, we're now at the point to where we 
29 need to take formal statements and comments fiom those pernons who wish to be heard at 
30 . thjs time. So we'll take these in order of the people that signed up. The first individual is 
31 JR Challis if you would come forward and state your name and address for the record. 
32 Go ahead and have a seat 
33 
34 CHALLIS: Ditector Dreher my name is Jack Challis. ['ma water right owner in Challis 
35 Creek Water District 72C. Also cwrently serve as sec,etary-treasnrer for both water 
36 district 72C and 72B and have served in past years as watermaster· for both of these 
J 7 districts and cwrently continue to .serve as watermaster for the Warm Spring Canal wate1 
38 users. Though my testimony this evening is my own, [ am confidant that put to a vote it 
39 would represent the opinion ofthe vast majo,ity of all wate1 right owners in both districts 
40 72C, having 86 1ight owne,s representing 158 swface water eights, as well as 72B having 
41 3 2 water 1ight ownecs representing 60 swface water rights. 
42 In 1997 our district)2C took the initiative with the help of!DWR personnel to . 
43 GPS and numecically identify all diversions in onr drainage. At the same time while 
44 utilizing dully approved district resolutions all divecsions were mandated within a 
45 reasonable tune fiame to be brought into compliance with IDWR Water Master 
46 Handbook Construction Gt1idelines, as wdl as Idaho Code, with regard to lockable head 
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4 7 gates and approved measuring devices. This was completed by our water district as well 
48 as 72B in 1997. Simultaneously, we began to develop a data base software program 
49 subsequently dubbed watermaster whereby we could l) maiutain complete records of 
50 individual water right owneis, both past and current, as well as designated authorized 
51 representatives in cases of out-of-state or off premises wate1 right owners; 2) key to each 
52 owne1 their respective water right, their purchase date, their maximum allowable cfs and 
53 the priotity date; 3) key water right and source to each dive1sion or diversions designated 
54 by the light to receive such deliveries; 4) allow an ongoing entry of flows throughout the 
55 irrigation season as logged and submitted by our wate1master for each water right at their 
56 respective point of diversion; and 5) configure data base extraction procedures whe1eby 
57 wate1 deliveries could be detailed and made available in hard copy or electronically in 
58 vi1tually any format for repo1ting usage by owner, tight, diversion, source, inigation 
59 season, and time pe1iod within any irrigation season ot any combination the1eof 
60 Now we are being presented with the creation of what is deemed the Upper 
61 Salinon Water District though many in this proposed new distiict would question any 
62 actual needs fot such actually exists. Let it suffice to say that the majo,ity realize, like it 
63 or not, the now finalized Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement has made this ptoposed new 
64 district mandatory. That having been said, I like othe1s in the ptoposed district have been 
65 wot king in a steering committee ci-eated by your department to establish a wmkable 
66 format This effo1t continues but in light of the hearing tonight preceding any steering 
67 committee recommendations or conclusions, I felt it necessary to b1ing fo1ward facts and 
68 a resulting proposal I feel should be considered in your evaluation of this new district. 
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69 [n the presentation by the depattment's Mr. Dave Tuthill and Mr. Tim Luke in the 
70 Upper Salmon Water Disttict public meeting held here October 24, slides were included 
71 outlining the necessity for an Upper Salmon Water Disttict watermaster to oversee this 
72 new district. Relevant discussion revealed expense to water owners for this man or 
73 woman anywhere from $70,000to $100,000 annually. While it was noted the 
74 department, you specifically, had generously offered to provide this individual and 
75 support requirements free of charge for the first two years, thereafter this expense will 
76 undoubtedly have to be borne by Upper Salmon Water District water right owners. This 
77 is where my concern arises. The justification for the aforementioned expense depicted by 
78 Mr. Tuthill and Mr. Luke's slides outlined the obligations to which [DWR must comply 
79 in order to meet conditions of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement and the resulting 
80 requirements of the Upper Salmon Water District watermaster and in tum all water tight 
8 l owners. These include lockable controlling works, approved measuring devices, 
82 collection and recording diversion data, enforcing water rights in prioiity, curtailing 
83 unauthorized and excessive diversions, include surface water as well as ground water, 
84 quarterly reporting of diversions, again surface water and groundwate1, annual reports 
85 and budgets. Director Dreher, other than inclusion of the ground water information 
86 easily added to our database and 1eporting quarterly rather than annually, a simple two-
87 hour matter of programming our current software to cceate such. a report from data 
88 already available, we can do everything you require now today Not only that, we could 
89 provide the same data back to 1997. No less important and the obvious lea.ming curve 
90 we faced were done at om sole expense. In this light, how is it logical much less fair that 
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91 water disttict 72C as well as 72B should be burdened to pay fot the other watet users in 
92 the new Upper Salmon Water Disttict to comply with everything we can already do? 
93 One last point I'm going to take the liberty of anticipating your suggestion that 
94 by providing the Upper Salmon Water Disttict watermaster the first two yeais this will 
95 allow sufficient time to even the playing field, as to say, and allow the others to catch up. 
96 With all due respect, IDWR has not been able to get anyone in the proposed Upper 
97 Salmon Water Disttict othe1 than 72C and 72B to comply for the many, many years 
98 Idaho Code has always mandated most of these exact pmcedUies Frankly, we consider it 
99 highly unrealistic that in the next two years the department can possibly get this done 
100 However, ifwe are proven wrong, and you get it done, we should then unquestionably 
101 conl:J.ibute our pmpo1tional shar·e. On the other hand, if you cannot, we do not feel we 
102 should be forced to participate in any of the costs ilntil all Upper Salmon Water District 
I 03 water tight owne,s are in compliance with what we have already done and will continue 
104 to do in the future Thank you'. 
l05 DREHER: Th.ank you Okay, Jeny Hawkins. 
I 06 HA WK.INS: Mr. Director; I'm going to be short. I might even write mine out l can't 
107 remember that much I'm Jeuy Hawkins. Live here in Challis. I'm here for Water 
108 District 72F and I don't have a lot to say except on the concerns of putting an upper basin 
I 09 water master over that we have to pay for up in her<l. When Mr. Foster's already ovet 
110 there and we view him as the man to go to in the upper basin and since our watermaster 
111 and our secretary-treasUiers mn the districts that are established and the one that will be 
112 required will have to compile and keep documentation ar1d information that the 
I 13 Department of Water Resources need, we feel that there is no nee_d for the uppe1 basin 
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114 wate1master because if the district needs to answer to the department, that can be done 
115 through Mr. Foster at the Salmon office and eliminate the middle man in a role them that 
116 we'd have to pay for out of our pocket. 
117 Now so many of the people that we've been dealing with here the last few years 
l 18 especially around through the many challenges the state's been up against with the 
119 landowners and water users here, we understand about a head gate and a measwing 
120 device because we're going to go theie through a court One or the other is where we'te 
121 going and we have no problem with that and we understand it and as a matte1 of fact, the 
122 people in a lot of areas ar·e suppo1tive of it since they fully understand the position of the 
123 state .. But we do not support the upper basin watermaster a.nd have to pay for him. We 
124 would talk to the department to give us Mr. Foster here, let us work with him. Let him be 
125 our wate1maste1 and we've asked to sign oii with the 1ecomrnendation that was made by 
126 73, 74 and 75 that put together here awhile back and outlined that a plan of what we 
127 would like to go to and we would fully like to support him in this and we hope that you 
128 all would suppo1t us in it [ do want to thank you fot having the town meetings in closing 
129 here because it saved us and the people around here a lot of tiavel lime and stuff and put 
130 it on yawl's back instead of just having a.regional meeting and have us come down to em 
131 We really appreciate that and thank you for listening. 
132 DREHER: Thank you. Blair. 
133 . KAUER: Director Dreher and those concemed, my name is Blair Kauer. I'm a person · 
134 within the boundaries of water district 74, 74W, 74Q and seveial other wate1 distticts. 
135 We have seveml water districts in Basin 74, more than is on tny toes and feet, more than ! 
136 can count. The creation ofwaterdistticts is necessary ce!lainly for the administiation of 
7 
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13 7 water, but particularly in water distdct 74, all of the apprnpriated wateris being mastered. 
138 Itjust isn't necessary to have another watermaster mastering something that isn't 
139 necessary.. That's the whole reason for c,eating a water disttict is to master appropriated 
140 water; the1efo1e, I do not feel that water district 74 needs to be an Upper Salmon Basin 
141 water district Whose senior water rights are not already being protected? 
142 Another question that I had is who's going to pay for that Upper Salmon Basin 
143 watermaster once it is created and of course, and if it is created under one pe1son, one 
144 vote regardless of how much water they own, they would have an equal share of election 
145 for that watermaster. In my opinion, also, as we do in water disttict 74, we pay the 
146 assessment on water right held and it works very well for paying that watermaster under 
147 the water tight held, not the water right used. It's a good system. And those particular 
148 statutes I think can be created in this water disttict and function quite welL 
149 My last comment is ifwe don't need it, we don't want it and I guess we don't 
l 50 want it in water district 7 4. I hank you. 
151 DREHER: Mr. Kauer, you did not state yom address for the record. 
152 COWER: The address is Box l 1 l, Lemhi, Idaho 83465. 
153 - DREHER: Thank you. Okay, I believe that's.eve,ybodythatsigned up to testify that 
154 didn't subsequently indicate that they had decided not to testify. ls there anybody else 
155 here ..... oh, wait a minute. I'm souy, Mr. Whitaker, if you would.like. to testify, please 
156 WHITAKER: Director Dreher, I'm James Whitaker, Leodore; Idaho, P.O. Box 240 I'm 
157 on the advisory board of74W and 74Z, and I guess the thing [ k,ind of want to 
- 158 reemphasize -_ J disagree somewhat with a little that's been said here but I think we're 
159 pretty unanimous on this Upper Salmon Rivet Basin head watermaster as fat as who's 
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160 going to pay for him and who's deriving the benefit_ And as you've already indicated 
161 that the.Forest Service and the Idaho Dept of Water Resouces, the main reason we're 
162 having the waterrnaster is to make sure that we're not inigating any ground that's not 
163 supposed to be irrigated 01 we're not diverting any water that's not supposed to be 
164 diverted. Well, in most of these dist:Iicts, we're pretty good policemen ourselves on om 
165 neighbors and I feel like that the concept has been wo1king real good in o,u area the way 
166 we have it in essence ... over there we've got the sub dist:Iicts 74W and 74Z, and if we've 
167 had a problem as far as measming or training or something, we've called in Rick Sager 
! 68 who is on the Lemhi River or Bob (Foster) to come or both of them to come out and 
169 st:Iaighten that tiling out and I feel like ..... I think it's good to have that the first two yeatS 
170 to get this whole organization put together and I agree that the state should pay for that at 
171 that point in time, but after we kind of get this thing evolved and l tbink as you've 
172 indicated, it's kind of open to dotbings, but with the days that we've got computers and 
173 we get these people trained .... .in essence I can't see why we probably need anybody that 
l 74 we don't piesently have in the system already. We might just need to expand Bob's area 
l 75 over the whole area or something like that because I realize that 71 and 72 probably 
176 haven't been receiving th.is same covecage, but I feel like that 73, 74 and 75 apparently 
177 have, and we're pretty well aheady, like I say, policing each other; and ifwe have a 
178 problem, why we've always called in your personnel probably out of the Eastern [daho 
179 office and they've come up and went through with the watermaster and we've had that 
180 done on om· tdbutaries .. just as in the past when. somebody isn't happy, why we've had 
181 them come up and go with the watermaster and the advisory board and then we'd go out 
182 and go up and check the ditches and ifwe needed.to put in and block somebody's head 
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l &3 gate, or if we needed a measuxing device fixed, why we got it fixed, but I think we 're 
184 way over emphasizing the need down the mad for this fellow that's going to be requiring 
1&5 a lot of money to police us in essence .. And if that's his job, merely police us and tiain 
186 us, [ think he can train us in a couple years and I think that we've got the training with 
187 Bob and Rick already on the grnund. Those guys can come; they're close to us. [ don't 
188 see a need after a couple of years of possibly having this head watermaster in at least why 
189 we can't just go to the water department if we have problem. I think that we ought to give 
190 that some real consideiation not cut in stone that we're going to have that and assume that 
191 responsibility of paying fo1 him down the rnad, but anyway with. that, thank you, Director 
192 Dreher, for giving me the opportunity to testify tonight and I think we'1e heading in the 
193 right direction, and I appreciate the effort that you folks have made working with the 
194 steering committee, and coming up and giving everybody an opportunity to ask questions 
195 and hopefully work this thing out tight to begin with. I realize that we've come to a point 
l 96 in time when water is very impottant and that we need it tied to us and with that, thanks 
197 agam. 
198 DREHER: Thank you .. Okay, now is there anybody here who's had a change of heart 
199 that didn't sign up to testify that now wants to testify? Okay. Please state your name and 
200 · address for the tecord 
201 BRECKINRIDGE: Katie Bteckinridge, Box: 685, Picabo 83348: After Listening to a lot 
202 of testimony and understanding very significantly that there are large poctions of water 
203 that have already been measuxed and there are already adequitte water measru·ement 
204 distJicts in place, I refer back to my experience in a different water management district 
205 where the same scenario took place, but there were still large ar·eas and amounts of water 
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206 that did not have a current way to be measured and so that became. .I question now if the 
207 first stage of this district could be looking at a map and including all of the area that does 
208 not have a cutrent water measurement disttict, a current means of measuring their water. 
209 And [ think a lot of that is going to fall in 71 and my understanding is that 71 and 72 are 
2 lO the first districts that have to come on line. It sounds like 72 is well prepared. I know 71 
21 l is not And if there could be a way that 71 could look in a different matter instead of 
212 looking at 71 and 72, but look at all of the districts that fall under the proposed water 
213 measurement distcicts, and identify the aieas and the water use1s that are not cunently 
214 being measured, and identify that water and those water.right use1s become the first ones 
215 that have to step forward and come up with a form of measuring our water and would fall 
216 under the benefit of the fit st two years of your offer to pay or hire a wate,master. [ think 
217 from that point forward we could then look at all the other ar·eas that have the current 
218 water measur·ement district and try to decide how we could all come together and that 
219 . would alleviate the strung question here tonight of why do we need to have a layered 
220 system. There are laige quantities of water that are already measured Ihete ;ire also 
221 laige quantities of wate1 th;it are not measmed. I think we need to be able to identify 
222 both of those aswe move fo1ward. Thank you very much. 
223 DREHER: Ihank you.. Okily. anybody else that did not sign up to testify that wants to 
224 testify now? ls there anybody that has testified that wishes to add something or testify a 
225 second time? Okay. Going once, going twice: All right. 
226 Given that it appears that there ate no other persons that want to make a 
227 statement, th;t will conclude the recmd ofmal statements in this proceeding. Thank you 
228 to all that did come forward to testify. The hearing record for this matter will remain 
11 
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229 open for a little more than ten days through November 21 st to allow time for the submittal 
230 of additional wtitten comments as provided for in the notice of this p,oceeding and as 
231 required by Idaho Code§ 42-604. After conside1ing the entirety of the 1eco1d, I will 
232 issue a final order following the close of the comment period to dispose of this mattet and 
233 a copy of that tinal order will be sent by 1egular mail to all holders ofwate1 lights 
234 affected by the order. Any water tight holder who disagrees with the final order may file 
235 a petition for reconsideration with me within I 4 days of the se,vice date of the otder. 
236 Any patty feeling aggrieved by the final order may seek judicial review before the disliict 
231. cowt within28 days of the issuance of the final order or within 28 days of the action 
238 taken on any petition for teconsideiation.. Thank you fot attending. The record is now 
· 239 closed except for the taking of additional wtitten comments. 
PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED 
********************** 
FXHIBIT D - ¼o -
CERIIFICAHON 
I CERTIFY IBAT IHE FOREGOING IS A CORRECT TRANSCRIPT FROM 
TIIE ELECTRONIC SOUND RECORDING OF THE PROCEEDINGS IN IHE 
ABOVE-EN III LED MATTER. 
<llt:~~ Itanscn er Date 
13 
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' 
Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
MOFFATT, THOMAS,BAR.RETT,ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
18976.7 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO 
CLARIFY SERVICE LIST 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Petitioner Thompson Creek Mining Company will 
call up for hearing its Motion to Clarify Service List before the Honorable James C. Herndon, in 
the courtroom of the above-entitled court at the Custer County Courthouse, Challis, Idaho, on 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO CLARIFY SERVICE LIST - l 
- 262 -
BOI_MT2:631141.1 
Monday, November 20, 2006, at the hour of3:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be 
heard. 
DATED this ~y of October, 2006. 
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By?~~ 
Scott L. Campbell--OeFirm 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining 
Company 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO CLARIFY SERVICE LIST - 2 
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BOI_MT2:631141:1 
•. 
Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Dylan R Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
18976.7 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
?rt1r ; 1tn1 I ;"·1·, .... , .... 5_ LU' a r,.,iJ .. - r-- ... 1 •. ,. ~-. "' '·'' V • , i -.I' ._;, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RNER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMP ANY, 
Petitioner, · 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 31st day of October, 2006, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Service and the following documents: 
1. Motion to Clarify Service List; 
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 1 BOI_MT2:631129.1 
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2. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Clarify Service List; and 
3. Notice of Hearing on Motion 
to be served by U.S. Postal Service, postage pre-paid, and to the addressed service list and 
Director 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Idaho Water Center 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
NOTICE OF SERVICE - 2 - 265 ~ 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Susan E. Hamlin Nygard 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Idaho Water Center 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
BOI_MT2:631129.1 
AEGIS RESOURCES INC 
AEGIS RESOURCES INC 
C/0 ROBERT AND MARILYN BRUCE 
POBOX27740 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89118 
BRECKENRIDGE FAMILY LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP 
C/O KA TIE BRECKENRIDGE 
PO BOX 685 
PICABO, ID 83348 
CHALLIS IRRIGATION CO 
CHALLIS IRRIGATION CO 
PO BOX 71 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CHRISTOPHER W JAMES TRUST 
CHRISTOPHER W JAMES TRUST 
CHRISTOPHER JAMES TRUSTEE 
PO BOX 510 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CITY OF STANLEY 
CITY OF STANLEY 
PO BOX 53 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
COUNTY OF CUSTER F AJR BOARD 
COUNTY OF CUSTER F AJR BOARD 
POBOX385 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DAVID R PINGREE JR FAMILY LLC 
DAVID R PINGREE JR FAMILY LLC 
818 TONI COURT 
INCLINE VILLAGE, NV 89451 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
PO BOX 225 
CHALLIS, ID 83.226 
EST A TE OF GERALD D GREEN 
ESTATE OF GERALD DGREEN 
-311 S GILLETTE AVE 
GILLETTE, WY 82716 
FISHER CREEK PARTNERS LLC 
FISHER CREEK PARTNERS LLC 
AN IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY CO 
HC63 BOX 9934 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
NOTICE.0OF SERVICE 
BACK COUNTRY LL C 
BACK COUNTRY LL C 
DBA SMILEY CREEK LODGE 
HC 64 PO BOX 9102 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
CARMEN M ROMANOWSKJ TRUST 
CARMEN M ROMANOWSKI TRUST 
319TANORD 
SANTAFE,NM 87501 
CHALLIS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
#181 
CHALLIS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
#181 
POBOX304 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CITY OF CHALLIS 
CITY OF CHALLIS 
PO BOX 587 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP 
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP 
REAL ESTATE DIV 12TH FLOOR 
50 E NORTH TEMPLE ST 
SALTLAKECITY,UT 84150 
CSL INC 
CSL INC 
PO BOX 193 
STANLEY, ID 83278-0193 
· DOTLLP 
DOTLLP 
581 E PROVJDENT DR 
BOISE, ID 83706 
DUNFEE LAND CO LP 
DUNFEE LAND CO LP 
HC 68 BOX 357 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
EVERETT P ENZENAUER FAMILY 
TRUST 
PO BOX 1776 
HEALDSBURG, CA 95448-1776 
FOOTHILL DEVELOPMENT 
FOOTHILL DEVELOPMENT 
9337 S J300E 
SANDY, UT 84094 
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BLICK BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP 
BLICK BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP 
POBOX635 
CASTLEFORD, ID 83321 
CHALLIS CREEK REUNION LLC 
CHALLIS CREEK REUNION LLC 
C/O WILLIAM HASSKAMP PRESIDENT 
POBOX765 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CHALLIS RECREATION & 
DEVELOPMENT CO 
CHALLIS RECREATION & 
DEVELOPMENT CO 
PO BOX 81 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CITY OF CLAYTON 
CITY OF CLAYTON 
POBOX33 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
CORP PRES BISHOP LDS CHURCH 
CORP PRES BISHOP LDS CHURCH 
REAL EST ATE DIVISION/NRS 
50 E NORTH TEMPLE ST 
12THFLOOR 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84150-6320 
CYPRUS THOMPSON CREEK MINING 
co 
C/O BERT DOUGHTY 
POBOX62 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
JUDE C DUNFEE TRUSTEE AND 
JOYCE I DUNFEE TRUSTEE _ 
713 W COLCHESTER DR 
EAGLE, ID 83616 
ELKHORN PLACER ASSN 
ELKHORN PLACER ASSN 
C/O D H SCHOONEN 
1364 12TH ST 
IDAJ1O FALLS; ID 83404 
FIRSTFRUITS FOUNDATION 
FIRSTFRUITS FOUNDATION 
POBOX510 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
FRANK R BERLAGE LIVING TRUST 
FRANK R BERLAGE LIVING TRUST 
PO BOX 1771 
LA JOLLA, CA 92038 
FREDERICK H BLECHMANN TRUST 
FREDERICK H BLECHMANN TRUST 
POEOX 184 
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353 
HANNAH C ROVETTO FAMILY TRUST 
HANNAH C ROVETTO FAMILY TRUST 
POBOX31 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
HIGH MOUNTAIN RANCHES LTD 
PARTNERSHIP 
HIGH MOUNTAIN RANCHES LTD 
PARTNERSHIP 
2027 SIL VER CREEK LN 
BOISE, ID 83 706 
IDAHO ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLUB INC 
IDAHO ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLUB INC 
STANLEY 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
K F AND LILLIAN B MORGAN 
REVOCABLE TRUST 
K F AND LILLIAN B MORGAN 
REVOCABLE TRUST 
710 FILMORE ST 
AMERJCANFALLS,ID 83211 
L & W STONE CORP 
L & W STONE CORP 
PO BOX 789 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MORGAN CREEK CATTLE ASSN 
MORGAN CREEK CATTLE ASSN 
C/0 DELBERT HUGHES 
HC 61 BOX 3054 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PARKINSON FOUNDATION SEED 
FARM 
C/0 BOB P ARKJNSON 
BOX65 
ELLIS, ID 83235 
ROGER A BROWNING TRUST 
ROGER A BROWNING TRUST 
ROGER A BROWNING 
360 N BEDFORD. DR # 204 
BEVERLY HILLS.CA 90210 
ROZAL YS B SMJTH TRUST 
ROZAL YS B SMJTHTRUST 
IDAHO ROCKY MOUNTAIN RANCH 
HC 64 BOX 9934 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
GIN! DITCH CO INC 
' GIN! DITCH CO INC 
C/0 HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & 
CRAPO 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS, JD 83405 
HEADWATERS RANCH 
HEADWATERS RANCH 
C/0 SALLY ROLAND MAC NICHOL 
LYME, CT 06371-3404 
HIGH MOUNTAIN RANCHES LTD 
PARTNERSHIP 
HIGH MOUNTAIN RANCHES LTD 
PARTNERSHIP 
2209 S CROSSCREEK LANE 
BOISE, ID 83706 
JR SJMPLOTCO 
J R SIMPLOT CO 
C/0 RON GRAYES 
999 MAIN ST STE 1300 
POBOX27 
BOISE, ID 83707 
KENT AND KATHRYN BROWNING 
FAMILY TRUST 
KENT AND KATHRYN BROWNING 
FAMILY TRUST 
18803 STUDEBAKER RD 
CERRJTOS, CA 90703 
LILAC THREE LLCILJLAC SIX LLC 
LILAC THREE LLCILILAC SIX LLC 
C/0 JOAN MARTJNKO MGR 
1118 S BRADDOCK A VE (REAR) 
PITTSBURG, PA 15218 
MOUNT AJN SPRJNGS RANCH 
MOUNTAIN SPRJNGS RANCH 
5550 BARTON FLAT RD 
MACKAY, ID 83251 
PETERSEN RANCH TRUST 
PETERSEN RANCH TRUST 
C/0 CLARENCE E PETERSEN 
585 W 33RD S 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115 
ROJOEMCO 
ROJOEMCO 
POBOX4 
C/0 RON SMITH 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
SALMON FALLS LAND & LIVESTOCK 
CO INC 
SALMON FALLS LAND_& LIVESTOCK 
CO INC 
123 BELL RAPIDS RD 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332 
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HAMMOND FAMILY CORP 
. HAMMONDFAMILYCORP 
HC 63 BOX 1544 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
HECLA MINING COMP ANY 
HECLA MINING COMPANY 
POBOX647 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0647 
IDAHO AG CREDIT FLCA 
IDAHO AG CREDIT FLCA 
POBOX386 
REXBURG, ID 83440-0386 
JOSE DITCH CO INC 
JOSE DITCH CO INC 
POBOX274 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KEY BANK OF IDAHO TRUSTEE 
KEY BANK OF IDAHO TRUSTEE 
IDAJiO ROCKY MOUNTAIN RANCH 
HC 64 BOX 9934 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
LITTLE W!CKJUP RANCH LLC 
LITTLE WICK!UP RANCH LLC 
AN IDAJiO LIMITED LIABILITY CO 
33244 EGLON RD NE 
KINGSTON, WA 98346 
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT 
SERVICES FLCA 
NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT 
SERVICES FLCA 
2225 W BROADWAY #A 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 
REDFISH LAKE LODGE INC 
REDFISH LAKE LODGE INC 
C/OJACKSEE 
POBOX9 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
ROUND VALLEY ACRES WATER 
ASSN INC 
ROUND VALLEY ACRES WATER 
ASSN INC 
POBOX941 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0941 
SALMON FALLS SHEEP CO 
SALMON FALLS SHEEP CO 
RT I 130X 174 
HAGERMAN, ID 83332-6041 
SALMON RJVER ELECTRJC 
COOPERA TlVE INC 
POBOX384 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SHOSHONE BANNOCK TRJBES 
SHOSHONE BANNOCK TRIBES 
PO BOX 306 
FORT HALL, ID 83203 
STAN HARRAH CORP 
ST AN HARRAH CORP 
PO BOX 12968 
RENO, NV 89510 
STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF FISH & GAME 
POBOX25 
BOISE, ID 83707 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION 
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS 
3483 RJCKENBACKER 
BOISE, ID 83705 
THE ANDREW & LINDA LAWLER 
FAMILY TRUST 
THE ANDREW & LINDA LAWLER 
FAMILY TRUST 
2691 BAYSHOREDR 
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92663 
THE HUMPHREYS TRUST 
THE HUMPHREYS TRUST 
!0495 STONE QUARRY RD 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING CO 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING CO 
PO BOX 62 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
USDI BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT 
IDAHO STATE OFFICE 
1387 S VINNELL WAY 
BOISE, ID 83709-1657 
US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
US DEPT OF AGRJCULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 
324 25TH ST 
OGDEN, UT 84401 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
.. SALMON RJVER EMERGENCY CLINIC 
INC 
POBOX20 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
SMILEY CREEK RANCH LLC 
SMILEY CREEK RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 7133 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
STANLEY LAKE CREEK WATER 
USERS ASSOCIATION 
2212 RJDGEPOINT WAY 
BOISE, ID 83712 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF LANDS 
954 W JEFFERSON 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0050 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
322 E FRONT ST 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
THE DANIEL J MAHONEY JR 
LIFETIME TRUST II 
C/0 JOHN D WARD ESQ 
1200 NEW HAMPSHIRE A VE 
NWSUTIE800 
WASHINGTON, DC 20036-6802 
THE MC COMISHFAMILY TRUST 
THE MC COMISH FAMILY TRUST 
300 HOTSPRJNGS RD #221 
MONTOCITO, CA 93!08-2035 
THREEGCO 
THREEGCO 
C/0 ROBERT Y KOPF 
BUCHANAN-INGERSOLL 
600 GRANT ST 58TH FLOOR 
PITTSBURGH, PA 15219 
UNITED ST ATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
USDl FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING 
9IINEIITHAVE 
PORTLAND, OR 97232-4181 
US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 
SAWTOOTH NATIONAL FOREST 
2647 KJMBERLY RD E 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301-7976 · 
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SAWTOOTH INTERPRETIVE & 
HISTORICAL ASSN 
POBOX75 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
SMILEY CREEK WATER USERS 
ASSOC 
HC 64 BOX 9108 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
ST A TE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF FISH & GAME 
PO BOX 1336 
SALMON, ID 83467-1336 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF PARKS & RECREATION 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0065 
SUNRJSE ACRES HOMEOWNERS 
ASSN 
PO BOX JI 15 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-1115 
THE ESTATE OF FRED C HUMPHREYS 
THE ESTATE OF FRED C HUMPHREYS 
C/0 ERNEST DAY 
10495 STONE QUARRY RD 
PAYETTE, ID 83661-5134 
THOMAS A ROMANOWSKI TRUST 
THOMAS A ROMANOWSKI TRUST 
319TANORD 
SANT A FE, NM 87501 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
550 W FORT ST MSC 033 
BOISE, ID 83724 
US ANTIMONY CORP 
US ANTIMONY CORP 
POBOX643 
THOMPSON FALLS, MT 59873 
US DEPT OF INTERJOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
SALMON DISTRICT 
1206 S CHALLIS ST 
SALMON, ID 83467 
VALLEY SUN LLC 
VALLEY SUN LLC 
C/O ANN M DOWN 
POBOX844 
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353-0844 
WO-HE-LO SUBDIVISION 
WO-HE-LO SUBDIVISION 
HC 64 BOX 9951 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
JOSEPH N ANDERSEN 
POBOX8l6 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KATHLEEN ANDERSON 
PO BOX 1177 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-1177 
CATHY ANDREWS 
PO BOX 1405 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-1405 
ROBERT ANDREWS 
POBOX22 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARK A ARMBRUSTER 
PO BOX 1127 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KEITH AXLINE 
PO BOX 733 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BILL BABCOCK 
1927 ALTURAS DR 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
GLORIA BAIRD 
!0BAJRDLN 
SALMON, ID 83467-5023 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
VERSALLES REAL ESTATE CORP 
VERSALLES REAL ESTATE CORP 
C/O ANDREE DOYLE 
725 N RIVERSIDE DR #20 I 
POMP ANO BEACH, FL 33062 
WOOD RIVER LAND TRUST CO 
WOOD RIVER LAND TRUST CO 
1 19 E BULLION ST 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
ALLEN R ANDERSON 
HC 68 BOX 353 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
MARK ANDERSON 
871 MORNINGSIDE DR 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
CRAJG ANDREWS 
PO BOX 1405 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-1405 
STEVEN ROBERT APPLETON 
PO BOX 15508 
BOISE, ID 83715 
VICKI ARMBRUSTER 
POBOX 1127 
CHALLIS; ID 83226 
PA TRICIA AXLINE 
POBOX733 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
GLYNN BACKUS 
1666 SPRING VISTA CT 
SP ARKS, NV 89436-3636 
SHERRILL M BAIRD 
POBOX33263 
PHEONIX, AZ 85067 · 
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WDWLLC 
WDWLLC 
l 15 VICTOR DR 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
YANKEE FORK GOLD DREDGE ASSN 
YANKEE FORK GOLD DREDGE ASSN 
POBOX459 
WENDELL, ID 83355 
ARTHUR W ANDERSON 
PO BOX Jl77 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-1 177 
BARBARA ANDREWS 
POBOX22 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RICHARD J ANDREWS 
SUNBEAM VILLAGE 
HC 67BOX310 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
SANDRA K ARMBRUST 
PO BOX 851 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SAMUEL F ARMOUR 
944E 1300N 
SHELLEY, ID. 83274 
SCOTT AXLINE 
POBOX733 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SHARON L BACKUS 
1666 SPRING VISTA CT 
SPARKS, NV 89436-3636 
CHERYL K BAKER 
HC 68 BOX 350 
· CLAYTON, ID 83227 
DWAYNE BAKER 
HC 68 BOX 304 
CLAYTON, ID 83227-9601 
EDDIE E BAKER 
HC68BOX 375 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
RICHARD DOUGLAS BAKER 
HC 68BOX350 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
WILLIAM P BARNES 
RT 1 BOX 919 
MOORE, ID 83255 
MICHAEL HARDY BARRETT 
PO BOX 1104 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
L YNDELLA A BAUCHMAN 
4075W DESERT INN RD STE B 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89102 
STEPHEN G BAUCHMAN 
4075 W DESERT INN RD STE B 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89!02 
VELMA BEALE 
647 WEST 24TH 
BURLEY, ID 83318 
WILLIAM C BEIN 
PO BOX 746 
ELKHART, WI 53020 
JAMES R BENNETTS 
POBOX36 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NOTICE OF".SERVICE 
DA YID WAYNE BAKER 
HC68BOX304 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
GLORIA J BAKER 
PO BOX 69 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ROBERT E BAKER 
POBOX69 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LENORE H BARRETT 
POBOX347 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RM BARRETT 
POBOX347 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
L YNDELLA A BAUCHMAN 
PO BOX 10 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
STEPHEN G BAUCHMAN 
PO BOX 10 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
JAMES LEE BEHRENS 
35955 HWY79 
WARNER SPRINGS, CA 9.2086 
FRANK H BELKOWSKI 
HC 63 BOX 1533 · 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
JO ANN BENNETTS 
POBOX36 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 · 
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DOUGLAS L BAKER 
POBOX995 
EAGLE, ID 83616 
MELODIE L BAKER 
HC68 BOX 304 
CLAYTON, JD 83227 
EDDIE BAKER JR 
HC68 BOX375 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
MICHAEL H BARRETT 
POBOX347 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
L YNDELLA A BAUCHMAN 
3730PAMALN 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89120 
STEPHEN G BAUCHMAN 
3730PAMALN 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89120 
ROSS BEALE 
647W24TH 
BURLEY, JD 83318 
LINDAHBEIN 
POBOX746 
ELKHART, WI 53020 
GENEVIEVE E BELKOWSKI 
HC 63 BOX 1533 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
DAVID K BENNION 
2212 RIDGE POINT WAY 
BOISE, JD 83712 
SUSAN D BENNION 
2212 RIDGE POINT WAY 
BOISE, ID 83712 
BYRONRBIRD 
89668TH AVE 
AMERY, WI 54001 
RENEEMBIRD 
89668THAVE 
AMERY, WI 54001 
DENNIS HERSHALL BLACK 
HC 63 BOX 1605 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SHELLEY£ BLOXHAM 
POBOX359 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARJORIE D BOREN 
I 002 E BANNOCK 
BOISE, ID 83702 
WDEANBOYLE 
I 05 l O WILDROSE CT 
BOISE, ID 83704 
SHARON SKROH BRADLEY 
POBOX24I 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LETA F BRADSHAW 
POBOX58 
CLAYTON, ID 83226 
JOANNE BRAUN 
POBOX474 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
FRANK R BERLAGE 
PO BOX 1771 
LA JOLLA, CA 92038 
MARY BIRD 
PO BOX 1044 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
DEBRA A BITTON 
PO BOX 736 
661 TENT ST 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MIMI MARY BLACK 
HC 63 BOX 1605 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JAMES F BOLEN 
1529 N 145 ST 
OMAHA, NE 68154 
ROBERT R BOREN 
I 002 E BANNOCK 
BOISE, ID 83702 
KENNETH BRADBURY 
POBOX390 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JAY L BRADSHAW 
PO BOX 155 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PETER W BRADSHAW 
PO BOX 155 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MICHAEL BRAUN 
POBOX474 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
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DANIEL L BERMAN 
50 S MAJN ST STE 1250 
SALTLAKECITY,UT 84144 
RANDY BIRD 
PO BOX 1044 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
JEFFREY M BITTON 
POBOX736 
661 TENT ST 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RONALD W BLOXHAM 
POBOX359 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
VICKIE L BOLEN 
1529 N 145 ST 
OMAI1A, NE 68 I 54 
ALICE R BOYLE 
10510 WILDROSE CT 
BOISE, ID 83704 
ROBERT D BRADLEY 
PO BOX 241 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KENNETH BRADSHAW 
PO BOX 58 
CLAYTON, ID 83226 
JROBBBRADY 
314 E SUNNYSIDE RD 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404 
KATHERINE A BROWNING 
360 N BEDFORD DR #204 
BEVERL YHILLS, CA 90210 
ROGER A BROWNING 
360 N BEDFORD DR 
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90210-5157 
ALYMBRUNER 
PO BOX 1146 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JANICE LEE STANFORD BURCH 
318 SMONROE 
MOSCOW, ID. 83843 
JENNESS R BUTTERFIELD 
POBOX87 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WAYNE F BUTTS 
DBAGATEWAY AUTO PARTS 
POBOX624 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CAROLYN CALKINS 
260 CHECO LA CIRCLE 
BOISE, ID 83704 
CHARLES E CAMPBELL 
PO BOX 182 
. CLAYTON, JD 83227 
HANS L CARSTENSEN Ill 
PO BOX 159 
NORWELL, MA 02061-0159 
JOHN R CHALLIS 
CHALLIS CREEK RANCH 
PO BOX 1220 
CHALUS, ID 83226-1220 
BERT L CHESNEY 
16RONDELDR 
WEWOKA, OK 74884 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
. DELA DEVLIN BRUBAKER 
POBOX97 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
BRENT J BRUNKER 
HC68BOX303 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
R RJCHARD BURCHILL 
HC 63 BOX 1575-3 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-9301 
DONNA L BUTTS 
PO BOX 6 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JONIDCAIN 
PO BOX 1132 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ANDREW M CALLISTINJ 
POBOX909 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CHARLIE CAMPBELL 
4050 N 3400 E 
KIMBERLY, ID 83341 
MARGARET C BREMER CASEY 
HC 61 BOX 3058 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PATRJCIA W CHALLIS 
CHALLIS CREEK RANCH 
PO BOX 1220 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-1220 
JOE D CHESTER 
POBOX759 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
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FRED HAROLD BRUBAKER 
POBOX97 
STANLEY, JD 83278 
RUTHE ROUNDS BRUNKER 
HC68BOX 303 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
RUTHE BURCHILL 
HC 63 BOX 1575-3 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-9301 
THOMAS A BUTTS 
POBOX6 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PIERRE C CAIN 
PO BOX 1132 
CHALLIS, ID 83226. 
CHERYLL YNN CALLISTINI 
POBOX909 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARY S CARSTENSEN 
PO BOX 159 
NORWELL, MA 0206F0159 
GEORGE C CASTLE 
POBOX3070 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
ROSANNA CHAMBERS 
407 10TH 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83404 
NANCY L CHESTER 
PO BOX 759 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
GARTH T CHIVERS 
HC 63 BOX 1771 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JON L CHRISTIANSON 
FOUR TIMES SQUARE 
NEW YORK CITY, NY I 0036 
STEW ART CHURCHWELL 
HC 82 BOX 4024 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WHITNEY COLLINS 
PO BOX 1035 
CARMEL VALLEY, CA 93924 
ESTELLE A COOK 
POBOX400 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
RC COOPER 
588 BUCKINGHAM 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
ORLANDO A CORDOVA 
POBOX978 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
COLLEEN A COYNE 
POBOX2062 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
REBECCA CRON 
POBOX79 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
RAY CULLINANE 
POBOX969 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
. GLENIS M CHIVERS 
HC63BOX 1771 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WEI S CHRISTIANSON 
FOUR TIMES SQUARE 
NEW YORK CITY, NY 10036 
TAMARA COLE 
BOX 1416 
SALMON, ID 83467 
ROBERT W COMPTON 
HC 33 BOX 1175 
BOISE, ID 83706 
GEORGE E COOK 
POBOX400 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
STEPHEN G COPE 
PO BOX 1348 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
EUGENEMCOX 
HC63BOX 1583 
. CHALLIS,. ID 83226 
JAY CRESTO 
PO BOX 1028 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83647 
TIMOTHY CRON 
POBOX79 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BETTY M CURTIS 
214MYRL 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
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ALBERT R CHORN 
PO BOX 1414 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARY JO CHURCHWELL 
HC 82 BOX 4024 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CAROL M COLLINS 
PO BOX 1035 
CARMEL VALLEY, CA 93924 
PATRICKLCONNOLLY 
HC 63 BOX 1594 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PATRICIA I COOPER 
588 BUCKINGHAM 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
CAROLINE CORDOVA 
POBOX978 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARYE COX 
HC 63 BOX I 583 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KAY CRESTO 
PO BOX 1028 
MOUNT AlN HOME, ID 83647 
F ALMA MOYE CULLINANE 
POBOX969 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LINDA CURTIS 
POBOX207 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RONALD V CURTIS 
214MYRLST 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
DONALD CUTLER 
PO BOX 65 HWY 21 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
SHARON CUTLER 
PO BOX 65 HWY 21 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
KHEMA R DANNER 
PO BOX 196 
STANLEY, ID 83278-0196 
ERNEST DAY 
1919 S PHILLIPI 
BOISE, ID 83705 
CYNTHIA T DEININGER 
PO BOXY 
CLAYTON, JD 83227 
ROBERT J DIZES 
PO BOX 117 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0117 
NIKKILDOLL 
PO BOX 154 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SYDNEYL DOWTON 
POBOX7 
ELLIS, ID 83235-0007 
DARYL DRYDEN 
104 SEMINOLE CIR 
JEROME, ID 83338 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
' RONALD VINAL CURTIS 
2 I 28 MARJ GOLD ST #2 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
HELEN A CUTLER 
2233 HILLCREST DR 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
ZELLA M CUTLER 
HC 67 BOX 2066 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CAROLMDAY 
5930 ARNEY LN 
BOISE, ID 83703 
PAULRDAY 
5930 ARNEY LN 
BOISE, ID 83707 
NANCY A DEL COLLETTI 
PO BOX 1146 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CYNTHIA A DMOCHOWSKI 
POBOX773 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0773 
NORMAND DOLL 
PO BOX 154 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NANCY J DRAZNIN 
1281 SPRENGER RD 
GENESEE, ID 83832 
WILLIS DU PONT 
POBOX2468 
PALM BEACH, FL 33480 
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CHERYL LAVERTY CUTLER 
POBOX8 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
HOW ARD R CUTLER 
HC 67 BOX 2066 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LYNDALDALE 
PO BOX 1391 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ERNEST DAY 
10495 STONE QUARRY RD 
PAYETTE, ID 83661-5134 
MARK WILLIAM DEEN 
POBOX796 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
UPENDRA DESAI 
465 S UNDER RD 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
JOHN E DMOCHOWSKI 
POBOX773 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0773 . 
KAREN A DOWTON 
POBOX7 
ELLIS, ID 83235 
TOMDREWIEN 
POBOX83 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
JOYCE I DUNFEE 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
POBOX225 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JUDE C DUNFEE 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
POBOX225 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JAMES A DUNKLE 
PO BOX 1072 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CLAREL YN ELGAN 
POBOX82 
GOODING, ID 83330 
BARBARA A ELLIS 
POBOX388 
BOISE, ID 83701 
ROLF ENGH 
1928 HUMBOLDT A VE S 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55403 
MARYE ENZENAUER 
PO BOX 1176 
HEALDSBURG, CA 95448-1776 
RODNEY E EV ANS 
HC 63 BOX 1855 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LEONARD L FISHER 
HC67BOX619 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
BEN ROY FORSGREN 
HC67BOX300 
STANLEY,.ID 83278 
SALLY FOSS 
BOX 1416 
SALMON, ID 83467 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
JJMLDUNGAN 
PO BOX 1176 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-1176 
WALTRAUDRDUNKLE 
PO BOX 1072 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DOUGLAS L ELG AN 
POBOX82 
GOODING, ID 83330 
KAY M ELSETHAGEN 
BOX 1416 
SALMON, ID 83467 
TONY ENGLEMAN 
671 N MORNINGSIDE WAY 
BOISE, ID 83712 
KENNETH ERJCKSEN 
POBOX78 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
ANN FINLAYSON 
374 FAIRWAY DR 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
GEORGE B FORESTIER 
POBOX924 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JANETT FORSGREN 
HC67BOX300 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
BARBARA J FRANKLIN 
534 TAM-O-SHANTER DR 
· SAN MARCOS, CA 92069 
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WAT ANA DUNGAN 
PO BOX 1176 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-1176 
DAVID A EASTER 
1520 W CANAL CT# 210 
LITTLETON, CO 80120 
ALLEN BOYD ELLIS 
POBOX388 
BOISE, ID 83701 
SHARON ARLENE ENDERLIN 
PO BOX 1210 
ALTURAS, CA 96101 
EVERETT P ENZENAUER 
PO BOX 1776 
HEALDSBURG, CA 95448-1776 
KARLENE EV ANS 
HC 63 BOX 1855 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DIANE W FISHER 
HC 67BOX 619 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
PAMELLA L FORESTIER 
6548 RED ROCK RD 
MARSING, ID 83639 
KATHARJNE A FORSTER 
POBOX86 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARK FRANKLIN 
534 T AM-O-SHANTER DRIVE 
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069 
CATHERINE SUE FREEMAN 
12148 BAKMAN CT 
LAKESIDE, CA 92040 
CLYDE FULLER 
POBOX151 ., 
SUNDANCE, WY 82729 
THOMAS GAMMACHE 
PO BOX 146 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
STEVEN P GARMAN 
POBOX4029 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
JAY D GIAMPEDRAGLJA 
HC 67 BOX 2093 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
T RANDY GILLETTE 
I I 260 BONDSHIRE DR 
RENO, NV 89511 
WILLIAM S GODFREY 
HC67BOX745 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
DAVID C GOODWIN 
1730NWHITEOAKWAY 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
LUCILLE B GRAHAM 
PO BOX 630956 
LANAI CITY, HI 96763-0956 
JAN GREEN 
4884 JOHANNSEN PLACE 
CHUBBUCK, ID 83202 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
DUANE LEE FREEMAN 
12148 BAKMAN CT 
LAKESIDE, CA 92040 
JACKBFUREY 
POBOX280 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WILLIAM T GAMMACHE 
PO BOX 146 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ANITA L GETTY 
HC68 BOX 355 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
RICHARD GIAMPEDRAGLIA 
HC 67 BOX 2093 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LOIS A GLENN 
HC 64 BOX 9107 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
JERRY J GOICOECHEA 
POBOX6190 
BOISE, ID 83707 
DEBBIE E GOODWIN 
J730NWHITEOAK WAY 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
BEYERL Y I GREEN 
859WLANDER 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
ROBERT AH GREEN 
HC 63 BOX I 570 
· CHALLIS, ID 83226 
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JEAN ANN FROST 
PO BOX 318 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ANTHONY D GAMMA CHE 
PO BOX 146 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BONNIE LYNN GARMAN 
POBOX4029 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BRET A GETTY 
HC68BOX355 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
DOROTHY GIFFEN 
3243 N NATIVE LN 
BOISE, ID 83704-6000 
MARGUERITE C GODFREY 
HC67BOX 745 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
JUDITH K GOICOECHEA 
PO BOX 6190 
BOISE, ID 83707 
DIANA K GOODWIN 
1730NWHITEOAK WY 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
ERROL L GREEN 
859WLANDER 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
ROBERTA H GREEN 
POBOX213 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RONALD CLYDE GREEN 
4884 JOHANNSEN PL 
CHUBBUCK, ID 83202 
CHARLES GRJFFITH 
PO BOX 1098 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ROBERT G GRJSWOLD 
. HC 64 BOX 9965 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
LYLE GUFFY 
HC68BOX365 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
NANCY GUNTER 
3250 W CANYON RIDGE DR 
TWINFALLS,ID 83301 
ALISON L HAMMERBECK 
POBOX268 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
ROBERT C HAMMOND 
1828 S 55 W 
· IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 
CL HANSEN 
SUMMER HOME TLER CT 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
KATHLEEN D HARDING 
PO BOX 180 
CLAYTON, ID 83227-0180 
RICHARD L HARRIMAN 
PO BOX 1275 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
.NOTICE OF SERVICE 
. DON A GREENWELL 
418 E LINCOLN 
POBOX236 
PAUL, ID 83347-0236 
NADINE GRIFFITH 
PO BOX 1098 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DAN C GUERRERO 
POBOX248 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0248 
ROBERT L GUFFY 
223 RANCH VIEW RD W 
JEROME, ID 83338 
HALLI HAMILTON 
PO BOX 144 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DANIEL J HAMMERBECK 
POBOX268 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
WILLIAM L HAMMOND 
HC 63 BOX 1544 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CLIFFM HANSEN 
HC 64 BOX 9910 
STANLEY, JD 83278 
VERNA HARRAH 
PO BOX 12968 
RENO, NV 89510 
DEBORAH HARRJS 
1730 N WHITE OAK WY 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
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MAUDE LOU GREENWELL 
418 E LINCOLN 
POBOX236 
PAUL, ID 83347-0236 
JUDY A HALL GRJSWOLD 
HC 64 BOX 9965 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
LINDA J GUFFY 
223 RANCH VIEW RD W 
JEROME, ID 83338 
GERALD K GUNTER 
3250 W CANYON RJDGE DR 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
RUSSELL HAMIL TON 
PO BOX 144 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BESSIE I HAMMOND 
HC 63 BOX 1544 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BLAINE HANSEN 
POBOX46 
MORELAND, JD 83256 
MATTIE HANSEN 
SUMMER HOME TLER CT 
STANLEY, ID. 83278 
DONNAM HARRJMAN 
PO BOX 1275 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARY LYNNE HARRIS 
35955 HWY 79 
WANNER SPRJNGS, CA 92086 
& 
LUTHER B HARTSHORN 
POBOX507 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JACOB JAMES HAWKINS 
PO BOX 1074 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BRUCE M HAYSE 
PO BOX 1884 
JACKSON, WY 83007 
CORI HENDERSON 
POBOX296 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
GERALD D HERRJCK 
2027 SIL VER CREEK LN 
BOISE, ID 83706 
MARK HICKS 
2402 NEW WORLD TOWER 
100 N l 5 BlSCA)'NE BL VD 
MIAMI, FL 33132-2513 
ANNPHILL 
PO BOX 281 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
PAULDHILL 
POBOX281 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
DELBERT M HUGHES 
HC 61 BOX 3054 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JULIA MARJE HUGHES 
l 1681 LEONIDAS HORTON RD 
CONROE, TX 77304 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
ANNA M HAWKINS 
PO BOX 1074 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
PATRJCIAM HAWKINS 
HC 61 BOX 3050 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
GERALDINE M HEINER 
4846 NANILOA DR 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117 
DON HENDERSON 
POBOX296 
CHALLIS,,ID 83226 
KATHRYN S HERRJCK 
2027 SIL VER CREEK LN 
BOISE, ID 83706 
ANN HILL 
2635 HABERSHAM RD NW 
ATLANTA, GA 30305 
PAUL HILL 
2635 HABERSHAM RD NW 
ATLANTA, GA 30305 
JOHN HOLLEY 
PO BOX 113 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
DONNA LENOR HUGHES 
HC 61 BOX 3054 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
C PETRE HUMPHREYS 
C/O W MICHAEL HUMPHREYS 
72 ABBOTT RD . 
WELLESLEY,MA 2181 
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GERALD D HAWKINS 
HC 61 BOX 3050 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
TINA WEEKS HAWKINS 
HC 82 BOX 4023 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ALAN HENDERSON 
POBOX645 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
HARRIET HENDERSON 
POBOX645 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ANN CHICKS 
C/O MARK HICKS 
STE 2402 NEW WORLD TOWER 
I 00 N BJSCA YNE BLVD 
MIAMI, FL 33132-2513 
ANNPHILL 
975 WALKER A VE 
ASHLAND, OR 97520 
PAULDHILL 
975 WALKER AVE 
ASHLAND, OR 97520 
ROZ HOLLEY 
PO BOX 113 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
EDWARD WAYNE HUGHES 
l 1681 LEONIDAS HORTON RD 
CONROE, TX 77304 
CANDACE P HUMPHREYS 
C/O H HOOK RANCH 
10495 STONE QARRY RD 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
FRED C HUMPHREYS 
I 0495 STONE QUARRY RD 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
GLENDON H HUNT 
HC 61 BOX 3021 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CLAYTON HURLESS 
POBOX358 
GLENNALLEN, AK 99588 
PA TRICIA M HUTCHISON 
329 BALMORAL RD 
BOISE, ID 83702 
JACKJE INGRAM 
HC68BOX320 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
PHILLIP NINGWERSEN 
24085HWY 75 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BRENT IVIE 
POBOX851 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SAM JACKSON 
RT I BOX 919 
MOORE, ID .83255 
ROBERT JARRETT 
2397 STRYKER AVE 
FORT LEWIS, WA 98433 
MELBOURNE H JENSEN 
2615 FALLS AVE E 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
NOTIEE OF SERVICE 
W MICHAEL HUMPHREYS 
72ABBOTTRD 
WELLESLEY, MA 2 I 8 I 
RYANN HUNT 
PO BOX 719 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARGARET HUTCHENS 
HC 67 BOX 2088 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RALPH W HUTCHISON 
HC 61 BOX 3039 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
TIMOTHY A INGRAM 
HC 61 BOX 3020 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DORIS E INSKEEP 
HC 63 BOX 1548 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DOLORES IVIE 
POBOX521 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CHRJSTOPHER W JAMES 
PQBOX 1190 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BONNIE JARVIS 
PO BOX 1117 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LARRY G JOLLEY 
POBOX323 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
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W MICHAEL HUMPHREYS 
C/O H HOOK RANCH 
10495 STONE QUARRY RD 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
BERNADINE HURLESS 
POBOX358 
GLENNALLEN, AK 99588 
JOHN D HUTCHISON 
329 BALMORAL RD 
BOISE, ID 83702 
GARY INGRAM 
HC68BOX320 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
BARBARA J INGWERSEN 
24085HWY75 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
OLIVER R INSKEEP 
HC 63 BOX 1548 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JACK IVIE 
POBOX521 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DEBRAE JAMES 
·PO BOX 1190 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LON THOMAS JARVIS 
PO BOX 1117 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
'I"ONILJOLLEY 
POBOX323 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JOHNF JONES 
PO BOX 1252 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
VERNA M JONES 
PO BOX 1252 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PETER KALENIK 
HC67BOX693 
CLAYTON, II) 83227 
NANCY KELLY 
POBOX4474 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
KELLI KERNS 
POBOX79 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
WINFREY K KIMBLE 
POBOX568 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CAROLE KLEIN 
PO BOX 146 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
FAYE KNOX 
POBOX301 
. CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WILLIAM L KNOX 
HC 67 BOX 2089 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MAE KOPP 
POBOX98 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
TUDDIE JONES 
HC 82 BOX 4020 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
GRACE A JOSLYN 
1130 N ALLUMBAUGH APT 223 
BOISE, ID 83704 
BRIAN KELLY 
POBOX4474 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
ESTHER KEPPNER 
POBOX243 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
GARY KIMBLE 
POBOX376 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DAVID O KINGSTON 
4 77 SHOUP A VE #207 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 
ERIC KLEPFER 
C/0 KLEPFER MINING SERVICE LLC 
13058 SHERWOOD CT 
HAYDEN LAKE, ID 83835 
JERRYWKNOX 
POBOX30I 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KENT K KOEPPEN 
PO BOX 1302 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CATHERINE A KRATZ 
5352 W BUCKSKIN 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
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'VERLJONES 
HC 82 BOX 4020 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SPENCER A JOSLYN 
3213 N 39TH ST 
BOISE, ID 83 703 
LARRY KELLY 
18499 TWIN CREEKS RD 
MONTE SERENO, CA 95030 
RAY KEPPNER 
POBOX243 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SANDRA M KIMBLE 
POBOX376 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CAROLE KLEIN 
11541 HARTSOOK ST 
NORTHHOLLYWOOD,CA 91601 
WILLIAM A KNIGHT 
HC67BOX725 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
LAW ANA G KNOX 
HC 67 BOX 2089 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JIMTKOPP 
POBOX98 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LAWRENCEJKRATZ 
5352 W BUCKSKIN 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
THOMAS KREEGER 
7320 HILL RD 
ROSEVILLE, CA 95661 
JOHN WR LANGERMANN 
6ASHPLACE 
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138 
GLADYS LAVERTY 
PO BOX 178 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RUTH LEATON 
POBOX97 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
GARY LEUZINGER 
118El000N 
FJRTH, JD 53236 
MADI LEVINSON 
4503HOOVER 
BOISE, ID 83705 
DOUGLAS G LONG 
POBOX6 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
LA VON D LOYND 
HC67 BOX 2097 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ARTHUR LUSHER 
POBOX349 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RICHARD E MAC MILLEN 
705FOSS RD 
TALENT, OR 97540 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
LISA LAMB 
PO BOX 1273 
FRJDAYHARBOR, WA 98250 
ALLICYN LATIMER 
HC 61 BOX 3029 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RAY LAVERTY 
PO BOX 178 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CLARENCE LEUZINGER 
POBOX271 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JUDI LEUZINGER 
HC 67 BOX 2085 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ROBERT PAUL LIND 
HC 67 BOX 2060 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JANICE LONG 
PO BOX 981 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARY LUCACHICK 
671 NMORNINGSIDEWAY 
BOISE, ID 83712 
BETTY RUSTIN LUSHER 
POBOX349 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
J MICHAEL MAHONEY 
77 MURRY AVE . 
LARKSPUR, CA 94939-1003 
- 2a1 e 
NEAL LAMB 
PO BOX 1273 
FRJDA Y HARBOR, WA 98250 
JACK LATIMER 
HC 61 BOX 3029 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
HAROLD LEATON 
POBOX97 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DOYLE LEUZINGER 
HC 67 BOX 2085 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
TIMOTHY LEUZINGER 
BOX 157 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NANCYLOGAR 
1855 MAYBERRY DR 
RENO, NV 89509 
STEVEN G LONG 
POBOX981 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LLOYD LUKKES 
8472 WINSTON RD 
STANTON, CA 90680 
BARBARA J MAC MILLEN 
705FOSSRD 
TALENT, OR 97540 
DANIEL J MAHONEY Ill 
234 EL BRJLLOWAY 
PALM BEACH, FL 33480 
FLOYD T MAJORS 
HC 63 BOX 1542 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
TEDLMALONE 
HC 63 BOX 1749 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PA TRICIA A MALONEY 
BOX487 
SMITHERS, BC V0J2N0 
JACQUELINE A MATTHEWS 
PO BOX 116 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RANDALL G MAUGHAN 
PO BOX 1354 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LARRY L MC DOWELL 
HC 67 BOX 2030 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MICHELLE MC GINLEY 
PO BOX 182 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
. THOMAS V MC GOW AN 
POBOXJ040 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 · 
ELBERTA BMC KEAN 
3730 CATALPA DR 
BOISE, ID 83703 
JAMES B MITCHELL 
10502JAY RD 
BOISE, ID 83703 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
MARY L MAJORS 
HC 63 BOX 1542 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MICHAEL M MALONEY 
BOX487 
SMITHERS, BC V0J2N0 
P ATRJCIA A MALONEY 
PO BOX 108 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
WILLIAM A MATTHEWS 
POBOX116 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PAULL MAY 
805 EL PASO DR 
HEYBURN, ID 83336 
PHYLLIS W MC DOWELL 
HC 67 BOX 2030 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BECKY J MC GOW AN 
PO BOX 1040 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
VERNE A MCGOWAN 
POBOX325 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 . 
KELLY MC KEAN . 
3730 CAT ALP ADR 
BOISE, ID 83703 
MARY J MITCHELL 
10502 JAYRD _ 
BOISE, ID 83703 
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HELEN P MALONE 
HC 63 BOX 1749 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MICHAEL M MALONEY 
PO BOX 108 
CLAYTON, JD 83227 
JONATHAN H MARVEL 
PO BOX 1602 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
KATHYLYNMAUGHAN 
PO BOX 1354 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
SHARONLMAY 
805 EL PASO DR 
HEYBURN, JD 83336 
CHERJE MCFARLAND 
POBOX73 
CARMEN, JD 83462 
RUBY H MC GOW AN 
POBOX325 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
JOHN MMC KAIN 
253 MARTIN ST 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
CAROL MENDIOLA 
1050 PARK HILL 
BOISE, ID 83702 
DALE MIZER 
POBOX728 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
EUGENE DURELL MOON 
677 GREENBRIER DR 
HEYBURN, JD 83336 
GWENDOLYN L MOORE 
HC67BOX640 
217.70 HWY 75 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
MARCY T MORGAN 
HC 67 BOX 2060 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
M VICTORIA MUMFORD 
POBOX402 
STANLEY, JD 83278 
KENENAGY 
128 I SPRENGER RD 
GENESEE, ID 83832 
CONNIE A NEIDER 
5821 MORNING DOVE RD . 
NAMPA, ID 83686 
RICHARD A NEUSTAEDTER 
PO BOX 170 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
MARKT NJCKUM 
PO BOX 1565 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
RUTHVNIECE 
POBOX45 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
ROBERT L NORTON 
C/0 MARK HICKS 
STE 2402 NEW WORLD TOWER 
100 NBISCAYNE BLVD 
MIAMI, FL 33132-2513 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
BRIDGET MOORE 
POBOX522 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
JOHNMMOORE 
HC67BOX640 
217.70 HWY 75 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
NEAL H MORRISON 
PO BOX 165 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303 
HERBERT W MUMFORD III 
POBOX402 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
MYLAR NALLION 
HC 63 BOX 1812 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JAY CARROL NEIDER 
5821 MORNING DOVE RD 
NAMPA, ID 83686 
DIANE C NICHOLSON 
RT3 BOX 6432 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
PATRICIA A NICKUM 
POBOXJ565 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
JAYPNORRIS 
2612 TOR CT 
CROFTON, MD 2 II I 4 
SUSAN P NORTON 
C/O MARK HICKS 
STE 2402 NEW WORLD TOWER 
IO0N BISCAYNE BLVD 
MIAMI, FL 33132-2513 
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DONNIE G MOORE 
POBOX522 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
JETTE MORACHE 
POBOX299 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARILYN ANN MUELLER 
HC 64 BOX 9475 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
AH MUNSON 
HC 63 BOX I 757 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WILLIAM M NALLION 
HC 63 BOX 1812 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
FLORIS NEUST AEDTER 
PO BOX 170 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
JULIANO NICHOLSON 
RT3 BOX 6432 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301 
JACK NIECE 
POBOX45 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
LINDA M NORRIS 
2612 TOR CT 
CROFTON,MD 21114 
DANNUTSCH 
.4050 N 3400 E 
KIMBERLY,JD 83341 
JOLENE OGDEN 
HC67BOX550 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
HELEN MAHONEY PARDOE 
234 E49TH ST 
NEWYORK,NY 10017 
RJCKCPARKS 
POBOX801 
TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0801 
DEBRA J PETERS 
PO BOX766 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DEAN PETERSON 
POBOX723 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BETTE Y PHILLIPS 
9293 WOODLARK 
BOISE, ID 83709 
KENNETH C PHILLIPS 
9293 WOODLARK 
BOISE, ID 83709 
CHERYL PHILPS 
HC 63 BOX 1630 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SABEY D PINGREE 
1171 CHANDLER DR 
SALTLAKECITY,UT 84103 
KAY APIVA 
HC 63 BOX 1641 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NO'l·ICE OF SERVICE 
' MARSHALL D OGDEN 
HC67BOX550 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
JOSEPH L PARKINSON 
123 W HIGHLAND VIEW DR 
BOISE, ID 83702 
JAMES K PENINGER 
PO BOX 781 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DONALD W PETERS 
POBOX766 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
HAROLD G PHARRJS 
POBOX9 
HAZELTON, ID 83335 
ELIZABETH N PHILLIPS 
POBOX544 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARJORIE J PHILLIPS 
PO BOX 1235 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RICK PHILPS 
PO BOX 910 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0910 
BRUNOP!VA 
PO BOX 176 
CHALLIS,!D 83226 
MARIONPIVA 
POBOX94 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
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ALMA MARIE OSBORN 
2439 .N BJRCHGROVE LN 
BOISE, ID 83703 
REBECCAJPARKINSON 
123 W HIGHLAND VIEW DR 
BOISE, ID 83702 
SUSAN P PERIN 
PO BOX 2338 
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353-2338 
JAMES R PETERS 
605 BRD RUN RD 
WEST CHESTER, PA 19382 
VIRGINIA PHARRIS 
POBOX9 
HAZELTON, ID 83335 
GEORGE F PHILLIPS 
POBOX544 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
STEVE F PHILLIPS 
PO BOX 1235 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DA YID R PINGREE 
1171 CHANDLER DR 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84103 
JULIAN PIVA 
POBOX94 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MARYCPIVA 
PO BOX 176 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MICKY ROSKELLEY 
HC 67 SOX 2051 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
PA TRICK RUSSELL 
PO BOX II 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
AARON E SAATHOFF 
6310 S 530 E 
MURRAY, UT 84107 
iOSEPH SAMPINO 
POBOX1411 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ROBERT N SAVAGE 
HC 63 BOX 1687 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SHAWNA SCHNABEL 
HC 63 BOX 1750 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CHRISTINE E SCHOWENGERDT 
2794 HWY 93 S 
SALMON, ID 83467-5396 
JUDY A SCHULTZ 
HC 63 BOX 1565 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NEDRA SESSIONS 
HC 64 BOX 9696 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
. M.ICHAEL D SHANNON 
PO BOX 121 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
JOYCE C ROTIIBAUER 
40 CHIMILES TL 
GORDON VALLEY 
SUISUN, CA 94585 
PHYLLIS RUSSELL 
PO BOX II 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
DONAR SAATHOFF 
6310 S 530 E 
MURRAY, UT 84107 
MARIE SAMPINO 
PO BOX 1411 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BILLY SCHLUNEGGER 
POBOX374 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
DORIS I SCHNEIDER 
PO BOX 103 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
RICHARD W SCHOWENGERDT 
2794 HWY 93 S 
SALMON, ID 83467-5396 
PAUL SCHUT 
RT I BOX474 
ARCO, ID 83213 
ANNESHANNON 
POBOX5067 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
CAROL ANNE SHEFTS 
703HWY93N 
SALMON, JD 83467 
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TED J ROTHBAUER 
40 CHJMILES TL 
GORDON VALLEY 
SUJSUN, CA 94585 
KENNETH CRY AN 
631 S 7TII ST 
POCATELLO, ID 83201 
MARTHA MAHONEY SADLER 
PO BOX 1024 
PALM BEACH, FL 33480 
GEORGE E SANTEE JR 
PO BOX 2341 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83403-2341 
ROBERT SCHNABEL 
HC 63 BOX 1750 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RICHARD L SCHNEIDER 
PO BOX 103 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
HARRY SCHULTZ 
HC 63 BOX I 565 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
J DON SESSIONS 
HC 64 BOX 9696 
KETCHUM,.ID 83340 
MICHAEL D SHANNON 
PO BOX 1039 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
GREGORY MARTIN SHEFTS 
703HWY93N 
SALMON, ID 83467 
ARCHIE SHERWOOD 
PO BOX 163 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
STEPHEN L SIEMERS 
PO BOX 196 
STANLEY, ID 83278-0196 
CINDY SIMMONS 
HC 63 BOX 1552 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DEBORAH SIMPSON 
PO BOX 1056 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WAYNE SIMPSON 
PO BOX 1056 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WILLIAM J SLATTERY 
401 B!TTEROOTDR 
BOISE, ID 83709 
JUDY SMITH 
POBOX734 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LOYELDEAN SMITH 
POBOX734 
. CHALLIS, ID 83226 · 
CAROLE SORENSEN · 
11541 HARTSOOK ST 
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601 
ALAN ERNEST STANFORD 
318 SMONROE 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 · 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
' JUDY A SIDLO 
HC 63 BOX 1580 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
FRED SILVA 
1923 N 2ND ST 
BOISE, ID 83702 
DWIGHT SIMMONS 
HC 63 BOX 1552 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JOHN SIMPSON 
309 MANDELLA 
WOODSIDE, CA 94062 
CHARLOTTE J SINCLAIR 
29 STARFISH CT 
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92663 
CHARLOTTE M SMITH 
POBOX27 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KATHY SUE SMITH 
BOX 1416 
SALMON, ID 83467 
JOYTSMOUSE 
PO BOX 418 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CAROLE K SORENSEN 
PO BOX 146 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
ERIC LYLE STANFORD 
318SMONROE 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
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LARRY G SIDLO 
HC 63 BOX 1580 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JIM SILVA 
POBOX743 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352-0743 
PETER A SIMON 
3034 S WHITE POST WAY 
EAGLE, ID 83616 
LYNN SIMPSON 
309 MANDELLA 
WOODSIDE, CA 94062 
JANEN SLA1TERY 
401 BITTEROOT DR 
BOISE, ID 83709 
JOHNS SMITH 
POBOX27 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KENNETH GILMORE SMITH 
PO BOX 15508 
BOISE, ID 83 715 
RANDY M SOMERVILLE 
4050 N 3400 E 
KIMBERLY,ID 83341 
ROBERT C ST CLAIR 
POBOX659 
DAVENPORT, WA 99122 
LOUDON ROBERTS STANFORD· 
318 SMONROE 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
WILLIAM D STANLEY 
354 N300W 
BLACKFOOT, ID 83221 
BETH N STEPHENS 
HC 61 BOX 3028 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
FRED R STEW ART 
RT4BOX4826 
JEROME, ID 83338 
SALLY L STRAND 
PO BOX 81 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ESTHER A STRICKLER 
2480 E HUBBARD RD 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
TED -STRICKLER 
PO BOX 191 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
TABJSTUART 
PO BOX 1092 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JOE SULLIVAN 
PO BOX 119 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
RJCHARD SWINDELL 
POBOX236 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
STEVEN R TANNER 
129TANNERWAY 
ORLAND, CA 95963 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
' BRENDASTARK 
HC 63 BOX 1778 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DOLLY STERLING 
PO BOX 195 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DANNIE A STRAND 
PO BOX 81 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SPENCER D STRAND 
PO BOX 81 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
FREDE STRICKLER 
2480 EHUBBARD RD 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
ELAJNE STUART 
PO BOX 1092 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
THOMAS R STUART III 
1719N 11TH 
BOISE, ID 83702 
TONI K SULLIVAN 
PO BOX 119 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
DANJEL C TANNER 
905 W MONTERAY 
ORLAND, CA 95963 
KATHRIN S TAYLOR 
POBOX771 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
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MARK STARK 
HC 63 BOX 1778 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LYNN T STEVENSON 
POBOX367 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
EVELYN A STRAND 
POBOX81 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WILLIAM A STRICKLAN 
PO BOX 174 
CARMEN, ID 83462 
MYRA STRICKLER 
PO BOX 191 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JERRY S STUART 
PO BOX 1092 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
THOMAS R STUART III 
2301 HILLWAY DR 
BOISE, ID 83702 
LULA SWJNDELL 
POBOX236 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DE MARIA E TANNER 
129 TANNER WY 
ORLAND, CA 95963 
ROBERT L TAYLOR 
POBOX771 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DENJSE THOMAS 
I 02 HORSESHOE CIR 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
MIKE THOMAS 
HC 63 BOX 1575-4 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NYLE J THORNOCK 
POBOX570 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
CHRJSTINE L THORNTON 
POBOX246 
KETCHUM, ID. 83340 
THOMAS T TIERNEY 
· 24l2MESADR 
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660 
MICHAEL TUPPER 
HC 63 BOX 1814 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DANJURBAN 
PO BOX 1391 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MlKE WV AN DUSEN 
BOX171 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
CINDY VAN PELT 
HC 67 BOX 2015 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
WILLIAM H V ANDERBJL T 
2651 COCONUT DR 
SANJBEL, FL 33957 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
EDWINA THOMAS 
HC 63 BOX 1575-4 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
MORGAN THOMAS 
I 02 HORSESHOE CIR 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
SHIRLEY ANN THORNOCK 
POBOX570 
CHALLIS, JD 83226 
GLENN CONRAD THURSTON 
1900 PARKWOOD ST APT A 107 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401 
THOMAS L TRJTTJPO 
HC67BOX320 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
ROBERT E TURNER 
HC67BOX692 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
MARGARET J V ALNOSKJ 
POBOX796 
CHALLJS, ID 83226 
LESLIE VAN KAMPEN 
POBOX361 
CHALLJS, ID 83226 
KURTWVANPELT 
HC 67 BOX 2015 
CHALLJS, ID 83226 
RUSSELL VERBECK 
POBOX532 
CHALLJS, ID 83226-0532 
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LEE THOMAS 
HC 63 BOX 1575-4 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SANDY THOMAS 
HC 63 BOX 1575-4 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
C ROD THORNTON 
POBOX246 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
ELJZABETH C TIERNEY 
2832DOWAVE 
TUSTJN, CA 92680 
FRANCES TUPPER 
HC 63 BOX 1814 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
SANDRA L TURNER 
HC67BOX692 
CLAYTON, ID 83227 
ROBERT J V ALNOSKI 
POBOX796 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
THOMAS VAN KAMPEN 
POBOX36J 
CHALLJS, ID 83226 
ANN S VANDERBILT 
2651 COCONUT DR 
SANJBEL, FL 33957 
· BONNJE L VINCENT 
POBOX4029 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
LOIS VON MORGANROTH 
1223 MONTANA A VE 
SANTA MONICA, CA 90403 
JEROLD P WALSH 
51 N BAILEY ST 
FALLON, NE 89406 
KENT S WATSON 
POBOX650 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0650 
ROBERT M WEBSTER 
JO IO INDUSTRIAL RD SP 124 
BOULDER CITY, NV 89005 
RICHARD E WELCH JR 
PO BOX 813 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
FRANK P WILLEY 
601 RIVERSIDE AVE 12TH FLOOR 
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204 
FRED M WINTER 
87 VALLEY VIEW 
POCATELLO, ID .83204 
DEBORAH K WOOD 
PO BOX 946. 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
ANDREW JACKSON WOOLWINE 
POBOX942 
CHALLIS, ID 83226c0942 
ANTONY R YACOMELLA 
C/0 MADGE Y ACOMELLA 
POBOX51 .. 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
1 GOLDE WALLINGFORD 
POBOX4671 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
MARGARET WATKINS 
2397 STRYKER AVE 
FORT LEWIS, WA 98433 
JERI L W AXENBERG 
PO BOX 1680 
SUN VALLEY, ID 83353 
ROBIN J WEGNER 
HC 63 BOX 1576 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
D ELAINE WELP 
POBOX270 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
HAROLD D WILSON 
POBOX343 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
KATHERINE K WINTER 
. 87 VALLEY VEIW DR 
POCA TELLO, ID 83204 
BRETf WOOLLEY 
POBOX23 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
GWENDOLYN O WOOLWINE 
POBOX942 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0942 
ANTONY R YACOMELLA 
POBOX318 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
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; CAROL J WALSH 
51 N BAILEY ST 
FALLON, NV 89406 
DEBRAL WATSON 
POBOX650 
CHALLIS, ID 83226-0650 
LUCILLE WEBB 
RT I BOX474 
ARCO, ID 83213 
ELIZABETH K WELCH 
POBOX813 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
THEODORE M WELP 
POBOX270 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
MEITA D WILSON 
PO BOX 188 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
DAVIDMWOOD 
POBOX946 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
DANIEL WOOLLEY 
POBOX23 
STANLEY, ID 83278 
DOROTHY M WREN 
HC 63 BOX 158lc2 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BILL ROY YACOMELLA 
PO BOX 318 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
BILL ROY Y ACOMELLA 
PO BOX 51 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
THOMAS LY ACOMELLA 
POBOX769 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
TONY S Y ACOMELLA 
POBOX51 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
• MADGE E Y ACOMELLA 
PO BOX 51 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
THOMAS LEE Y ACOMELLA 
POBOX318 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
JEFFREY J YEO 
POBOX299 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
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' TERRI S Y ACOMELLA 
POBOX769 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
THOMAS LEE Y ACOMELLA 
POBOX51 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
LINDA ANN ZOLLINGER 
HC 63 BOX 1170 SP JO 
CHALLIS, ID 83226 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DIS1RIC1 (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
TIIOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
Memorandum in Response to Motion to Clarify Service List 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE 
TO MOTION TO CLARIFY 
SERVICE LIST 
P. l 
Nov. 13. 2006 3: 07PM Id Oept. of Water Resources No. 2177 P. 3/9 
COMES NOW, the Idaho Department of Water Resources, an executive agency of the 
state ofldaho ("IDWR" or "Department"), by and through the undersigned deputy attorney 
general, and submits the following memorandum in response to Thompson Creek Mining 
Company's ("Thompson Creek") Motion to Clarify Service List ("Motion") and acoompanying 
memorandum ("Memorandum") in support thereof. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On October 31, 2006, Thompson Creek served the Department with its Motion and 
Memorandum. The Motion seeks "entry of an order clarifying whether Thompson Creek should 
serve water users within Idaho Department of Water llesources Administrative Basins 73, 74, 
and 75 with its Notice of Petition for Judicial Review of the Creation of Water District No. 170 
(the "Notice')." Motion at 1-2. According to the Memorandum, notice is necessary because 
the Department bas consistently indicated that it will expand the district to include 
Basins 73, 74, and 75. In order to avoid the potential for subsequent challenges to 
this proceeding from water right owners in Basins 73, 74, and 75, Thompson 
Creek believes it is appropriate to serve those parties with notice of the 
proceeding and allow them the· opportunity to participate if they so desire. And, 
because Due Process rights are implicat.ed, Thompson Creek believes that any 
ambiguity or uncertainty on this issue should be resolved in favor of providing 
such notice. · 
Memorandum at 7. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. Only Water Users in Basins 71 and 12 are Parties to the Proceeding 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(b) states: "Judicialreview is commenced by filing a 
petition for judicial review with the district oourt, an:d the petitioner shall concurrently serve 
copies of the notice of petition for judicial review upon the agency whose action will be 
reviewed and all other parties to the proceeding before the agency." Idaho Rule of Civil 
Memorandum in Response to Motion to Clarify Service List 
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P.2 
Nov. 13. 2006 3:08PM ld1'• Dept. of Waler Resources No. 2177 P. 4/9 
Procedure 84(b)(l) (emphasis added). The tenn "party" is defined by the Idaho Administrative 
Procedure Act as "each person or agency named or admitted as a party, or properly seeking and 
entitled as of right to be admitted as a party." Idaho Code§ 67-5201(13). For purposes of 
judicial review, the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act further provides that "A party aggrieved 
by a final order in a contested case decided by an agency other than the industrial commission or 
the public utilities commission is entitled to judicial review under this chapter if the person 
complies with the requirements of sections 67-5271 through 67-5279, Idaho Code." Idaho Code 
§ 67-5270(3). 
Tue Director is mandated by Idaho Code § 42-604 to create water districts: "The director 
of the department of water resources shall divide the state into water districts .... " Emphasis 
added. In order to create a water district, the Director is required to follow the parameters set 
forth in Idaho Code§ 42-604, which ensure that those persons who will be affected by the action 
are afforded notice and the opportunity to be heard.1 While Idaho Code § 42-604 obligates the 
Director to "divide the state into water districts," the Director cannot create a water district that 
encomp.asses "srrearns or water supplies whose priorities of appropriation hnve nor been 
a4iudicared by the courts having jurisdiction thereof" Emphasis added. 
The creation of Water District No. 170 for the administration of surface and ground water 
rights in administrative basins 71 and 72 was possible because all water rights claimed in basins 
71 and 72 had either been reported to, or partially decreed by, the Snake River Basin 
1 ''Before enttting an order creating, modifying, or abolishing a district, the director shall, by regular mail, send 
no rice of !he proposed action to each water user in the district or proposed district. The notice shall describe th.e 
proposed action to be taken, the reasons therefore, the time and place of a hearing to be held concerning the 
proposed action, and provide a time period within which written comment on the action will be accepted." Idaho 
Code §42-604. 
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Adjudication ("SRBA'') District Court.2 Since all water rights clairned in basins 73, 74, and 75 
have not been reported or partially decreed, Idaho Code § 42-604 prevented the Director, at that 
time, from including those basins in Water District No. 170; thus, the need for future expansion. 3 
Because only water rights in administrative basins 71 and 72 could have been implicated 
by the Director's proposal to create Water District No. 170, only holders of water rights in those 
basins were served with notice and became "parties to the proceeding before the agency." 
I.R.C.P 84(b )(I). Water users in basins 73, 74, and 75, therefore, could never have been parties 
to the proceeding before the Department and should not now be served with notice of Thompson 
Creek's petition for judicial review, 
B. Due Proa,ss will not be Violated if Water Users in Basins 73, 74, and 75 are not 
Served with Notice of Thompson Creek's Petition for J11dieial Review 
In its Memorandum, Thompson Creek correctly asserts that the Department, on previous 
occasions, has stated its intention of expanding Water District No. 170 to include basins 73, 74, 
and 75. Memorandum at 3-4. Furthermore, Thompson Creek correctly states that "the creation 
of a water district has a sufficiently burdensome affect on real property rights to require 
constitutional Due Process protections. And, ,when Due Process applies, it generally requires 
notice and an opportunity to present one's case." Memorandum at 5, 
It is incorrect to assume, however, that due process will be denied to water users in basins 
73, 74, and 75 if Thompson Greek does not serve them with notice of this proceeding. Once the 
Department makes its determination to expand the boundaries of Water District 170 to include 
' Upon motion by a party in a general s1J'eam adjudication, the district court having jurisdiction may enter an order 
permitting the interim adlJlinjstration of water rights in accordance with director's reports filed witb, or partial 
decrees issued by, the court. _Idaho Code§ 42-1417. On May 16, 2005, the State of Idaho, a party ro the SRBA, 
filed a motion with the SRBA Dislrict Court for interim adminislration of water rights in basins 71 and 72. On 
_ September 29, 2005, the SRBA District Court entered an order authorizing the interim administration of Water rights 
by the Director in basins 71 and 72, 
' All of the rights in basins 73, 74, and 75 are projected to be recommended by the Dirocror ro the SRBA District 
Court by the end of 2006. 
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basins 73, 74, and 75, the due process protections contained in Idaho Code § 42-604 will apply. 
Therefore, contrary to Thompson Creek's assertion, due process will not be violated if this Court 
does not grant its motion to serve water users in basins 73, 74, and 75 with notice of its petition 
for judicial review. 
C. The: Integrity of this Proceeding will not be Jeopardized if Water Users in Basins 73, 
74, and 75 are not Given Legal Notice of Thompson Creek's Petition for Judicial 
Review 
It is wiclear why Thompson Creek believes that the integrity of this proceeding could be 
jeopardized if water users in basins 73, 74, and 75 are not served with notice of Thompson 
· Creek's petition for judicial review. Water users in basins 73, 74, and 75 could not have been 
party to these proceedings because Idaho Code§ 42-604 prevented the Director from creating a 
water district that encompassed those basins. therefore, any complaints that water users in those 
basins might have as to these proceedings are not justiciable. Any complaints that users in those 
basins might have as to the creation of Water District No. 170 will be ripe once the Director 
announces his intention of expanding its bowidaries. 
D. What Harm Could Result if Thompson Creek'$ Motion is Granted? 
In its Memorandum, Thompson Creek poses the question: "it is difficult to imagine what 
harm will come from providing water users within Basins 73, 74, and 75 with notice of the 
proceeding and the opportunity to be heard if they so desire." Memorandum at 5. Any number 
of harms could result, however, if Thompson Creek's Motion is granted. Since water users in 
basins 73, 74, and 75 were not served with notice of the Department's intention to create Water 
District No. 170, granting the Motion would lead to confusion among water users in those basins. 
By receiving notice at this time, water users in basins 73, 74, and 75 could be led to the 
conclusion that they were wrongly excluded as parties in the underlying action, or should have a 
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right to participate in Thompson Creek's petition for judicial review. However, until all water 
rights claimed in basins 73, 74, and 75 have been reported to, or partially decreed by, the SRBA 
District Court, water users in those basins cannot be party to, or participate in litigation 
concerning the creation of Water District No. 170 as it is currently established. Idaho Code§ 42· 
604 
Furthennore, Thompson Creek's petition for judicial review is an appellate proceeding. 
Accordingly, the matter is limited to the record created before the Department, and new facts and 
issues cannot be raised. If Thompson Creek's Motion is granted, and water users in basins 73, 
74, and 75 decide to participate, it is likely that those users would raise facts and issues that were 
not before the Department, and cannot now be considered on judicial review,4 Even Thompson 
Creek acknowledges in its Memorandum that users in basins 73, 74, and 75 may raise different. 
and unique issues: 
Thompson Creek wants to avoid a situation in which water users from Basins 73, 
74, and 75 may question the validity of this proceeding based upon a lack of 
notice, For example, some water users within those basins may support the 
creation ofWD170, while others may oppose WDl70 based upon concerns that 
are altogether different than rhose of Thompson Cteek. The fact is that these 
water users may have other, more general argume'flts for or against the creation 
of WD/70 that do not relate specifically to the need for water resource 
administration within Basins 71 and 72. 
Memorandum at 5-6 (emphasis added). 
Because war.er users in basins 73, 74, and 75 will likely raise facts and issues that are outside the 
record, the Court and parties would be required to spend time and effort parsing through 
statements never considered by the Department. For purposes of judicial economy, Thompson 
Creek's Motion should be denied. 
' Idaho R~ of avil Procedure 84(1); Idaho Appellate Rule 28; State ex rel Ohman v. Ivan H. Talbot Family 
Trust, 120 Idaho 825,827,820 P .2d 695,697 (1991) ("We are bound by the record and connot consider matters or 
materials not part of or contained therein,"), 
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III. 
CONCLOSION 
Based on the foregoing, Thompson Creek's Motion to Clarify Service List should be 
denied. 
DATED this /.3+" day ofNovember, 2006. 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
CHIEF: NATURAL RESOURCES DMSION 
-i~RA~SIJl~ 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am a duly licensed attorney in the state of Idaho, employed 
by the Attorney General of the state of Idaho and residmg in Boise, Idaho; and that I served a 
true and correct copy of the following described document on the persons listed below by 
mailing in the United States mail, first class, with the correct postage affixed thereto on this 
\ 3-t-i,.,;day of November, 2006. 
Document Served: 
Persons Served: 
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Scott L. Campbell 
Dylan B. Lawrence 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered 
IO I S. Capitol Blvd., I 0th Floor 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I 
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Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
MOFFA IT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
18976.7 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
'" ,," i ',,_ 
-..",)'.,; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
CaseNo. CV-2006-66 
REPLY TO MEMORANDUM IN RESPONSE 
TO MOTION TO CLARIFY SERVICE LIST 
COMES NOW Petitioner Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson 
Creek") by and through its undersigned attorneys and submits the following reply to Respondent 
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Idaho Department of Water Resources' (the "Department") Memorandum in Response to Motion 
to Clarify Service List (the "Response") pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7(b)(3). 
[. 
INTRODUCT[ON 
Thompson Creek previously submitted and served its Motion to Clarify Service 
list and supporting memorandum ( collectively, the "Motion"), asking this Court to clarify 
whether water users within Basins 73, 74, and 75 should be provided with an opportunity to 
participate in this judicial proceeding challenging the Department's creation of Water 
District 170 ("WD 170"). The Department submitted its Response to this Motion on 
November 13, 2006. Thompson Creek stands by its arguments set forth in its original Motion 
and feels that it is unnecessary to repeat them here. However, some of the arguments advanced 
in the Department's Response warrant some additional discussion, as set forth below. 
n. 
ARGUMENT 
A. The Procedural Rules Cited lo The Department's Response Do Not Preclude 
The Participation Of Water Users In Basins 73, 74, And 75 
In Section II.A of the Response, the Department argues that notice and an 
opportunity to participate should not be provided to water users within Basins 73, 74, and 75 
because they were not "parties" to the administrative proceeding before the Department. 
Response at 2-4. Thompson Creek has several objections to this argument. 
First, the Idaho court rules and statutory provisions relied upon by the Department 
merely establish minimum requirements for service and judicial review; they do not preclude the 
inclusion of other parties that may have an interest in the proceeding. For example, the 
Department notes that Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(b)(l) requires a party challenging an 
agency action to "serve copies oftbe notice of petition for judicial review upon ... all other 
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parties to the proceeding before the agency." However, this is a minimum standard for notifying 
other parties of a judicial challenge; it in no way precludes the participation of other parties 
potentially interested in the proceeding. 
Similarly, as the Department explains, Idaho Code Section 67-5270(3) provides 
that "[a] party aggrieved by a final order in a contested case decided by an agency other than the 
industrial commission or the public utilities commission is entitled to judicial review .... " 
And, "party" is defined somewhat circularly as "each person or agency named or admitted as a 
party, or properly seeking and entitled as of right to be admitted as a party.'' IDAHO CODE 
§ 67-5201(13). Again, these provisions simply provide a minimum standard, in that they provide 
parties aggrieved by an agency action with a right of judicial review. They in no way limit or 
preclude the participation of other potentially interested parties in such a proceeding. 
The Department's discussion of Idaho Code Section 42-604--the operative water 
district statute-contains similar defects. See Response at 3. That statute requires the 
Department to "send notice of the proposed action to each water user in the district or proposed 
district" It does not preclude the participation of other potentially interested parties in an appeal 
of that action. Thompson Creek is not challenging the notice previously provided by the 
Department, so Section 42-604 is oflimited applicability here (although it is notable that the 
Department assumes that the phrase "proposed district" should not include Basins 73, 74, 
and 75). 
The Department states that "[w)ater users in basins 73, 74, and 75 ... could never 
have been parties to the proceeding" creating WDI 70. Response at 4. However, this is not 
entirely accurate. As has been explained, there is no law or rule precluding the inclusion of 
those water users. Rather, it was the Department that decided not to include those parties in the 
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original proceeding, despite its consistent position that WDI 70 would be expanded to include 
Basins 73, 74, and 75. This previous decision by the Department should not now be used as a 
justification to exclude water users in those basins from participating in the appeal of the creation 
ofWD170. 
B. The Department's Blurring Of The Lines Between WDl 70 Creation And 
WD170 Expansion Justify The Inclusion Of Water Users From Basins 73, 74, 
And 75 
Given the limited applicability of the legal provisions on which the Department 
relies, Thompson Creek believes that certain factual aspects oflhe Department's creation of 
WDI70 dictate that water users within Basins 73, 74, and 75 be given the opportunity to 
participate in this proceeding if they so desire. As the Department has conceded, it has 
consistently expressed its intention to expand WDl 70 to include Basins 73, 74, and 75. 
Response at 4. In addition, the Department actively recruited members of those basins to 
participate in the steering committee that oversaw the creation ofWDI 70, and several members 
of those basins did in fact serve on the committee. And, as Thompson Creek explained in its 
original Motion, water users from Basin 74 participated in the hearing on the .creation of WD 170. 
In short, despite its attempts now to keep the creation of WD 170 separate from 
the proposed expansion of WD 170, the fact remains that the Department itself opened the door to 
this issue by consistently blurring the lines between these two potentially distinct administrative 
actions. As Thompson Creek concedes in its original Motion, water users not located wilhin a 
proposed water district generally would not have standing to challenge water district creation. 
However, the Department's actions have essentially created a situation in which the creation of 
WD170 is the first step in a sequence of events that will ultimately culminate in the expansion of 
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WDI 70 to encompass Basins 73, 74, and 75. For this reason, waler users from those Basins 
should have the opportunity to participate in the challenge to this "first step." 
C. The Department's Assertions That Due Process Will Be Provided In The 
Future Does Not Preclude Providing Due Process Now 
li!)006/009 
In Section !LB of the Response, the Department argues that water users from 
Basins 73, 74, and 75 should not be allowed to participate in this proceeding because Due 
Process will be afforded to them when WD 170 is expanded to include those basins in the future. 
Response at 4-5. However, a promise to provide Due Process in the future as to the expansion 
of WD 170 should not be determinative as to whether Due Process should be provided now as to 
the formation ofWDI 70. 
Again, the Department has essentially created a situation in which the formation 
ofWD 170 that is currently being challenged by Thompson Creek is the first step in a sequence 
of events that is intended to culminate in the expansion ofWD170 lo include Basins 73, 74, and 
75, Accordingly, water users within those basins should have the opportunity to participate at 
both phases, as they have already done through their service on the WD 170 Steering Committee 
and their testimony al the hearing on the formation ofWDl70. 
D. Thompson Creek Is Not Proposing That New Rights Be Created Or New 
Issues Raised 
Much of the Department's resistance to allowing water users in Basins 73, 74, 
and 75 to participate in this proceeding appears to based on the fact that doing so does not neatly 
fit within the framework laid out by the water district statutes discussed in its Response. See 
Response at 2-4. However, bluning the lines between water district creation and water district 
expansion as the Department has done is not called for in the water district statutes, either. 
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The Department seems to imply in its Response that allowing the waler users 
from Basins 73, 74, and 75 to participate would essentially provide them with some radical new 
right that is not called for in the applicable statutes and court rules. In this regard, it is important 
to note that what Thompson Creek is proposing-allowing potentially interested water users to 
participate in this proceeding-is not radical at all. AB the Department correctly notes, 
Thompson Creek's challenge to the creation of WD 170 is essentially an appellate proceeding. 
Response at 6. Idaho Appellate Rule 7.1 specifically provides a procedure through which a 
petitioning party "whose interest would be affected by the outcome of an appeal or proceeding" 
may intervene in that proceeding. See also I.R.C.P. 24. Accordingly, providing the Basin 73, 
74, and 75 water users with notice of the proceeding would essentially notify them that they have 
the right to intervene pursuant to the Idaho Appellate Rules. And, Thompson Creek has no doubt 
that this distinction can be adequately explained so as to clear up any potential "confusion" 
among those water users about which the Department is so concerned. See Response at 5. 
In its Response, the Department argues that allowing the Basin 73, 74, and 75 
water users to participate would necessarily result in the introduction of new issues that were not 
part of the administrative record. Response at 6. In addition, the Department argues that 
Thompson Creek acknowledged this possibility in its original Motion. Id. However, this is not 
Thompson Creek's position. Thompson Creek agrees that this proceeding-regardless of 
whether it involves water users from Basins 73, 74, and 75-must be limited to the 
administrative record pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act. See IDAHO CODI, 
tit. 67, ch. 52. The point that Thompson Creek intended to convey in its original Motion is that 
water users from Basins 73, 74, and 75 may have different opinions or perspectives on issues that 
· are contained within the administrative record. 
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Perhaps a few examples will help to illustrate this point. Clearly, a water user 
from Basin 73, 74, or 75 could not advance arguments in this particular proceeding that relate to 
whether the formation of a water district in one of those basins meets the statutory requirement 
of being "required in order to properly administer uses of the water resource" contained in Idaho 
Code Section 42-604. With respect to Basins 73, 74, and 75, such an argument would patently 
address a matter not addressed in the administrative record and would accordingly be barred. 
However, whether the Department recognized all of the necessary formalities in creating WD 170 
is a matter that is contained within the administrative record that co.uld be raised by a water. user 
from Basin 73, 74, or 75. Thompson Creek's point was that water users from those basins may 
have different perspectives on that particular issue---or any other issued contained in the 
record-that would not necessarily be considered or advanced by Thomp·son Creek. Thompson 
Creek does not maintain that those water users could raise issues not addressed within the 
administrative record. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
There are no applicable statutes or rules that preclude the participation of water 
users within Basins 73, 74, and 75. Rather, the provisions discussed in the Department's 
Response simply provide minimum standards for Due Process. Allowing water users within 
Basins 73, 74, and 75 to participate in this proceeding would essentially allow them to intervene, 
which is clearly provided for by Idaho court rules. And, the Department opened the door to this 
issue by consistently expressing its intention to expand WDI 70 to include Basins 73, 74, and 75, 
and by soliciting the participation of water users from those basins. For these reasons and those 
discussed in Thompson Creek's original Motion, Thompson Creek's Motion should be granted. 
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DATED this {fll.-ttday of November, 2006. 
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By Sc~gl~fthe~ 
li!I009/009 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining 
Company 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .JJd;k-day ofNovember, 2006, l caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing REPLY TO MEMORANDUM lN RESPONSE TO MOTlON TO 
a.ARJFY SERVICE LIST to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Director 
IDAHO DEPAR1MENT OF WATER REsOURCES 
Idaho Water Center 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720·0098 
Fax:208-287-6700 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Garrick Baxter 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Idaho Water Center 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 . 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax:208-287-6700 
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MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARR£TT, ROGK & 
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101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
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Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DlSTRlCT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEJ:IARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
JOINT STIPULATION FOR ORDER 
CLARIFYING S:&RVlCE LIST 
Petitioner, Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson Creek"), and 
Respondent, Idaho Department of Water Resources (the "Department"), by and through their 
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respective undersigned attorneys, hereby stipulate- for the Court to decide and issue an order the 
. A 
Motion to Clarify Service List without oral argument from lhe parties. 
DATEDthis'lO;t- dayof N~ ,2006. 
MOFFATT, TlrOMAS,BAIW!TT,ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTllREl> 
Bys~tGfthe$~ 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining 
Company 
DATED this ~otkdayof l\ldve,..,k" , i006. 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
C}{IEF, NATIJRAL RESOURCES 
DIVISION 
By:~.R~ 
PHILLIPJ.RASS 
Oeputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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I HE>REBY CE>RTIFY that on this io·ti. day of t-}d<.!<t..M-b<?.I' 2006, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing JOINT STIPULATION FOR ORDER CLAlmYING 
SERVICE LIST to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed r.o the following: 
Scott L. Campbell 
MOFFATT, nmMAs, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
IOI S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829 
Telephone: (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 385-5384 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
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(X, Facsimile 
Phillip J. Rass1er 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
INTHEMATTEROFCREATINGTHE ) 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER) 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER ) 
DISTRICT NO. 170) ) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING 
COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
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Case No. CV 2006-66 
ORDER DENYING PETITIONER'S 
MOTION TO CLARIFY SERVICE 
LIST 
BEFORE THIS COURT is the Motion of Petitioner Thompson Creek Mining Company 
(hereinafter "Thompson Creek") to Clarify Service List.1 Ibis case, which is an appeal of an 
administrative order, involves the creation of Water District No. 170 by Respondent, the Idaho 
1 Motion to Clarify Service List, In re Creating the Upper Salmon River Basin Water District, Custer County case 
no. CV 2006-66 (filed November I, 2006) (hereinafter"Thompson Creek's Motion"). 
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Department of Water Resources {the "IDWR").2 Water users within IDWR's Administrative 
Basins 71 and 72 are affected by the creation of Water District No. 170, and therefore shall receive 
notice of this administrative appeal and an opportunity to opt into the proceeding.3 In its Motion, 
Thompson Creek argues that water users within IDWR's Administrative Basins 73, 74 and 75 
should also receive notice of this administrative appeal because IDWR "has consistently stated that 
it intends to expand Water District No. 170 to include Basins 73, 74 and 75.4 
IDWR objects to Thompson Creek's Motion to Clarify on the grounds that the water rights 
of water users within Administrative Basins 73, 74 and 75 have not been implicated at this time by 
the creation of Water District No. 170 and expanding the service list to include those water users 
causes potential confusion among the water users and the record. 5 
Having reviewed Thompson Creek's Motion, IDWR's Response, and Thompson Creek's 
Reply,6 this Court is of the opinion that expansion of the service list to include water users in 
Administrative Basins 73, 74 and 75, based on a future probability of action by IDWR, is 
premature. Whereas water users in Administrative Basins 73-75 may be affected by IDWR's 
actions in the future, their right to notice and an appearance is properly left for that future action, 
rather than the proceeding at bar. 
2 See: Thompson Creek Mining Company's Petition for Judicial Review of Idaho Department of Water Resources' 
Amended Final Order Creating Water District No. 170, In re Creating the Upper Salmon River Basin Water 
District, Custer County case no. CV 2006-66 (filed May 5, 2006). 
3 Thompson Creek's Motion, at p. 2; Order Requiring Notice of Intent to Participate in Appeal, In re Creating the 
Upper Salmon River Basin Water District, Custer County case no.· CV 2006-66 (filed in Chambers at Blackfoot, 
Idaho on September 26, 2006). 
4 Thompson Creek's Motion, at p. 2. 
5 Memorandum .in Response to Motion to Clarify Service List, In re Creating the Upper Salmon River Basin Water 
District, Custer County case no. CV 2006-66 (filed November 13, 2006). 
ORDER DENYING PETITIONER'S MOTION TO CLARIFY SERVICE LIST 2 
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For these reasons,.this Court shall deny Thompson Creek's Motion to Clarify. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
0---:::·. 
DATED this J±_ clay of December, 2006. 
James C. Herndon 
District Judge 
6 
Reply to Memorandum in Responseto Motion to Clarify Service List, In re Creating the Upper Salmon River 
Basin Water District, Custer County case no. CV 2006-66 (filed November 17, 2006). 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on/ 2 -14- oh , I served a true copy of the foregoing 
Order Denying Petitioner's Motion to Clarify on the persons listed below by mailing, first class, 
postage prepaid, or by hand delivery. 
Scott L. Campbell, Esq. 
Dylan B. Lawrence, Esq. [S1 U.S. Mail O Courthouse Box 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, 
BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, 
CHARTERED 
10 I S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
-P.O. Box 829 
...Boise, ID 83701 
Lawrence Wasden, Esq. 
Attorney General ~ U.S. Mail O Courthouse Box 
Clive J. Strong, Esq. 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Phillip J. Rassier, Esq. 
Garrick L. Baxter, Esq. 
Chris M. Bromley, Esq. 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water 
Resources 
,p:o. Box 83720 
"Boise, ID 83720-0098 
DFacsimile 
DFacsimile 
ETHEL PECK, District Court Clerk 
-~~ ... 
ORDER DENYING PETITIONER'S MOTION TO CLARIFY SERVICE LIST 
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4 
Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
MOFFATT, THOMAS,BARRETI,ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
18976.7 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
-13 2 • .. , C• I 3 2001 ft;· - .;;; J" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
INTHE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMP ANY, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
NOTICE OF PETITION FOR JUDICIAL 
REVIEW OF THE CREATION OF WATER 
DISTRICTNO.170 
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NOTICE 
On April 6, 2006 the Idaho Department of Water Resources (the "Department") 
issued its Amended Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 (also known as the Upper 
Salmon Water District). The purpose of this new water district is to administer water rights 
within the Department's Administrative Basins 71 and 72. 
On May 5, 2006, Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson Creek'), an 
owner of water rights within the affected area, filed a Petition for Judicial Review with the 
Custer County District Court challenging the Department's decision to create the new Water 
District No. 170. A copy of the Petition is included with this Notice as Attachment l. 1 
You are receiving this Notice because Thompson Creek is required by the Court 
to notify all water right holders within the affected area of its Petition, and Department records 
reflect that you own water rights within this affected area. A copy of the Court's Order is 
included with this Notice as Attachment 2. 
If you would like to participate as a party to this proceeding, please complete the 
Notice of Intent _to Participate in Appeal that is included with this Notice as Attachment 3 and 
mail it to the following address within forty-two (42) days of the date of this Notice: 
Custer County Clerk 
District Court 
Seventh Judicial District 
Post Office Box 385 
Challis, Idaho 83226 
1 The Exhibits to the Thompson Creek Petition for Judicial Review are voluminous and 
are, therefore, not attached. If you wish to obtain copies of the Exhibits, please contact Debby 
Long by mail at Moffatt Thomas, Post Office Box 829, Boise, ID, 83701-0829; by phone at 
208-385-5323; or by email at dll@moffatt.com. 
- 3161"-'-' 
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In addition, if you decide to participate, please also send a copy of your completed 
Notice of Intent to Participate in Appeal to the following addresses within the same time frame: 
Thompson Creek Mining Company 
c/o Scott Campbell 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83 720-0098 
Please note that, should you decide not to participate in this proceeding, such 
decision will not affect your water rights or your ability to enforce those rights. The scope of 
this proceeding is limited to determining whether the creation of Water District No. 170 was 
proper. Accordingly, it is not necessary for you to participate in this proceeding in order to 
preserve or protect your water rights. 
DATED this 7.!fJ!:;_day of January, 2007. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By__,,;:.~cJXQ~~:::1=:~~~l_-
Scott L. Campbell 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining 
Company 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTlFY that on this ~day ofJannary, 2007, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF THE 
CREATION OFWATERDISTRICT NO.170 to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Deputy Attorney General 
IDAHO DEPAR1MENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
Mailing List for Administrative Basins 71 
and 72 provided by Idaho Department of Water 
Resources on January 12, 2007 
( '1US. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( 01;.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
A;)k~O, Q)!_ 
Scott L. Campbell 0 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
Scott L Campbell, !SB No. 2251 
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
18976.7 
ZDDS HAY -5 PM 12: 56 
This case has been 
assigned to: 
Honorable James C. Hemdon 
District Judge 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER 
CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170 
I. 
L\,1- ')Ji Ola -- l QI 1 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY'S 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES' AMENDED FINAL ORDER _ 
CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO.170 
INTRODUCTION 
Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson Creek"), through Scott L. 
Campbell, its counsel ofrecord, hereby submits this Petition for Judicial Review of the Amended 
Final Order Creating Water District No. 170, issued by the Director of the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources (the "Department") on April 6, 2006. This Petition for Judicial Review 
("Petition") is brought pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 67-5270 through 67-5279 and Rule 84 of 
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...... .. II! Iii"" 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. A copy of the Director's April 6, 2006 Amended Final 
Order Creating Water District No. 1 70 is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
Thompson Creek previously submitted to the Department a Petition for 
Reconsideration of the Final Order Creating Water District No. 170, as well as additional written 
comments explaining why creating the new district is improper. By issuing its Amended Order, 
the Director rejected these submissions. Accordingly, Thompson Creek has exhausted its 
administrative remedies. 
II. 
HEARING 
The Department conducted a hearing on this matter on November 9, 2005, in 
Challis, Idaho. The hearing was recorded via electronic sound recording. On November 16, 
2005, Patsy McGourty transcribed and certified the transcript of the hearing. The electronic 
sound recording is currently in the possession of the Idaho Department of Water Resources State 
Office, 322 East Front Street, 6th Floor, Boise, Idaho, 83702. 
III. 
ISSUES FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
The primary issue to be decided on judicial review is whether the Director has a 
sufficient basis to determine that the creation of the new Water District No. 170 is "required" 
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-604. Thompson Creek alleges there is not a sufficient basis 
in the record for this determination. Additionally, Thompson Creek alleges the Director 
improperly used the August 20, 2004 Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving 
Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees (attached hereto as Exhibit B) and the November 17, 
2004 Amended Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees (attached hereto as 
Exhibit C), as the primary basis for his decision to create Water District.No. 170. By doing so, 
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the Director violated the terms of the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court's Orders 
approving and implementing the Stipulation. Also, the Director's decision improperly modifies 
and substantially violates the Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and 
Dismissing Objections, dated May 29, 1998, between the United States and Thompson Creek 
(attached hereto as Exhibit D) and the implementing Order of the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication District Court Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections, dated June 16, 
1998 (attached hereto as Exhibit E). The Director's creation of the new water district is 
accordingly in violation of statutory provisions, in excess of the Department's statutory 
authority, made upon unlawful procedure, not supported by substantial evidence on the record as 
a whole, and arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion. 
Pursuant to Rule 84( d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, this is a non-
binding, preliminary identification of the issues to be decided on judicial review, and Thompson 
Creek may raise additional issues as necessary. 
IV. 
TRANSCRIPT REQUEST 
Thompson Creek hereby requests a copy of the Department's agency record and 
transcript and certifies that it has paid to the Department the estimated fee for preparation of 
same. The Department's estimate for preparation is $42.25. 
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DATED this Jd dayofMay,2006. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK& 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By·-.,,-,,,:~~~-!6.~~~~~\--
Scott . Campbell - Of the inn 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining 
Company 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this I ~ay of May, 2006, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMP ANY'S PETITION FOR 
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES' AMENDED FINAL 
ORDER CREATING WATER DISTRICT NO. 170 to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Director 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax: (208) 287-6700 
Karen Porter 
598 Sunrise Blvd. N. 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Robert J. Porter II 
598 Sunrise Blvd. N. 
Twin Falls, ID 8330 I 
Mark Anderson 
871 Morningside Drive 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
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(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
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US Department of Agriculture 
Forest Service 
Sawtooth National Forest 
2647 Kimberly Road E. 
Neal H. Morrison 
P.O. Box 165 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Rick C. Parks 
P.O. Box 801 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-081 
Mary Lynne Harris 
35955 Hwy 79 
Wanner Springs, CA 92086 
James Lee Behrens 
35955 Hwy79 
Wanner Springs, CA 92086 
The Daniel J. Mahoney Jr. Lifetime Trust II 
c/o John D. Ward, Esq. 
1200 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Suite 800 
Washington DC 20036-6802 
W. Michael Humphreys 
72 Abbott Road 
Wellesley, MA 02481-6104 
Yankee Fork Gold Dredge Association 
P.O. Box 459 
Wendell, ID 83355 
James R. Peters 
Carrier Route R004 
West Chester, PA 19382 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X)U.S. Mail, Postage.Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
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Bert L. Shesney 
16 Ronde! Drive 
Wewoka, OK 74884 
John Simpson 
309 ManueHa 
Woodside, CA 94062 
Lynn Simpson 
309 Manuella 
Woodside, CA 94062 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(X) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
' ~ .. -.... 
. ,.:, __ . 
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE Rf: Cf: f V Eo 
STATB OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUST~ Der O 2 2006 
MOFFATT. THO 
1K RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDBR. 
CREATINGWATERDISTRlCTNO. 170 
ROCK'& F1a~ss, CBARR£tr. 
, Hro. , 
) 
) 
) 
) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
IDAHODEPARTMENfOFWATERRESOURCBS, ) 
an ageney of the State of Idaho, ) 
) 
R.e~pondent. ) 
Case No. CV 06-66 
ORDER REQUIRING NOTICE 
OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE 
IN APPEAL 
Petitioner, Thompson Creek Mining Company ("Thompson. Creek"), and Respondent, 
ldabo Department of Water Resources ("IDWR''), havi11g moved this Court for entry of an order 
requiring that any holders of water right& subject to administration within Department of W atcr 
Resources Water District No. 170 who desire to participate in this appeal must file with the 
Court II notice of appearance iDdieating an intent to participate in this proceeding for judicial 
review, and good cause having been shown therefor, 
ORDElt REQUIRING NOTICE O'F. 
lNTENT TO ?ARTICIP ATE 1N Al'l'EAL, Pago 1 
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SEP·ZT-06 09:30AM 
-----~Cc.....-=.. .... 
FROM-8 ING CO • COURT 208-785•8057 T-ZZI P.003/007 F-998 
ORDER 
NOW, THEREFORB, IT IS HER.EBY ORDEllED that holders of water tights subject to 
adrninislration within Department of Water Resources Water District No. 170 who de11ire to 
pllcticipo.te i.11 this appeal must tile a notice of intent 10 participate in tbis case within forty-two 
( 42) days of the Petitioner Thompson Creek serving upon tbein a copy of its Nolice of Portrlon 
for Judicial Review of the Creation of Water Di,11·ict No. 170 and a copy of this Order Roqwtring 
Norice of Intent to Participate tn ApPeaT. Any persan filing a notice of intc:nt to participate in 
tlris ease with the Co\lrt in. accordance with t11ls order is required to serve a. copy of the notice 
upon oounsel for Thompson Credc Miuing Compaoy and counsel for the Idaho Departmllnt of 
Watet- Resources. 
A 
DATED!hi1 .:J,b ~of~. 2005. 
OlUll!.&JmQlJll.\lNG NOTIC~ Oi 
Jaine& C. J:lemdon 
Di3Uict Court Judge 
INTEJIIT TO l' AllUCll' ATE IN /U'J'lt,U.., r •1c l 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that 1 setVed a true IUld correct copy of the following described documont 
on the persons listed below by malling ill the United States mail, first class, with the correct 
postage affixed thereto on 1hisc>?.u., day of §io,p;m::o&oc: , 2006. 
Document Served: ORDER REQUIRING NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN 
APPEAL 
SCOTT CAMPBELL 
DYLANB. LAWRENCE 
. MciFPA TT, THOMAS, BAIUU!'lT, ROCK & 
FmLDS, CHARTBIU!D 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829 
PHILLIP J. RASSffiR 
SUSAN E. HAMLlN NYGARD 
CHR1S M BROMLEY 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P. O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
OQJ)£ll JmQVIIUNO NOTICE .OJi 
""""""T Tn 'PA 11.TICD> ATE IN .APPEAL, l'agc 3 
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Notice of Intent to Participate in Appeal 
Complete and mail the following 3 pages only if you desire 
to participate in the appeal of this matter. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICLPATE -328.,. 
IN APPEAL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREATING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN 
APPEAL 
I, _____________________ hereby certify: 
(i) that I { or the person or entity on whose behalf I am acting as an attorney or 
duly appointed personal representative) currently own the following water right(s) within the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources (the "Department") Administrative Basins 71 and 72: 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN APPEAL - 1 
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(please list water right number(s)) _________________________ _ 
(ii) that I ( or the person or entity on whose behalf I am acting as an attorney or 
duly appointed personal representative) have received a copy of the Notice informing me that 
Thompson Creek Mining Company has filed a Petition for Judicial Review challenging the 
Department's formation of the new Water District No. 170; and 
(iii) that I (or the person or entity on whose behalf! am acting as an attorney or 
duly appointed personal representative) wish to participate as a party to this proceeding. 
Dated this ___ day of ___________ ., 2006. 
Signature ·. 
Please print: 
Name·---------------~---------~--------
Name of owner of water rights (if different than above).c.....-~-------------
Mailing address. ____________________________ _ 
Telephone. ____________ ~----~-------------
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE IN APPEAL - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this __ day of ______ , 2007, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTIClPATE to be 
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Custer County Clerk 
District Court 
Seventh Judicial District 
Post Office Box 385 
Challis, Idaho 83226 
Fax: 208-879-6412 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Deputy Attorney General 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
Scott L. Campbell 
Dylan B. Lawrence 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
l O l South Capitol Boulevard, l 0th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829 
Fax: 208-385-5384 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
Signature 
NOTICE OF INTENT TOP ARTiCIPATE IN APPEAL - 3 
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Fact Sheet 
Judicial Review of Upper Salmon Water District 
What is this all about? 
On March 6, 2006, and April 7, 2006, the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR) issued 
orders creating the Upper Salmon Water District, also known as Water District No. 170. The 
general purpose of this new water district is to administer water rights in IDWR' s Administrative 
Basins 71 and 72. Thompson Creek Mining Company has filed a lawsuit challenging IDWR's 
creation of this new water district. 
Why did I receive these materials? 
If you received these materials, it is because IDWR records reflect that .you own water rights in 
the area affected by the new water district. This gives you the legal right to participate in the 
lawsuit challenging the new water district. 
Where and when will this lawsuit take place? 
Because this is a lawsuit, it will be decided by a court. This case will be heard by the district 
court for Custer County, located in Challis. The Honorable James C. Herndon is the presiding 
judge. Generally speaking, this lawsuit will consist of the following steps: 
• First, it is necessary to identify the parties to this proceeding. Right now, 
Thompson Creek Mining Company and IDWR are the only active parties. 
However, any affected water right owner that completes and timely submits a 
Notice of Intent to Participate will also become an active party to the proceeding. 
• Once the parties have been identified, IDWR will submit its administrative record 
to the court. Basically, the administrative record consists of the information on 
which IDWR based its decision to create the new water district. 
• After IDWR submits its administrative record, the parties will submit briefs to the 
court explaining why the decision to create the new water district s.hould either be 
upheld or overturned. 
• Once the court has reviewed the briefs, there will be a hearing at which the parties 
will have the opportunity to explain their positions to the court. 
• After the hearing, the court will render its decision. It is possible that some 
parties to the proceeding may wish to appeal the court's decision to the Idaho 
Supreme Court, 
Because this lawsuit is in its very early stages, it is difficult to predict the timing of these various 
steps. Right now, the most important date is the deadline for submitting the Notice of Intent to 
Participate, if you want to be a party to this proceeding. 
Do I need to participate in order to keep or protect my water rights? 
No. The goal of this proceeding is to simply determine whether the creation of the new water 
district was legally proper. While the creation of the new water district may result in increased 
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costs to affected water right owners, neither the water district nor this proceeding will affect the 
terms or validity of your water rights. 
Why would I want to participate in this proceeding? 
You may want to participate in this proceeding if you want your voice to be heard regarding 
whether the creation of the new water district was legally proper. 
How do I participate? 
In order to participate as a party to this proceeding, you must complete and submit the enclosed 
Notice of Intent to Participate form within 42 days of the date that these materials were 
postmarked to you. If you want to become a party to this proceeding, please carefully follow the 
instructions provided in the Notice of Petition for Judicial Review. 
What would participation in this proceeding involve? 
Ultimately, as a party to this proceeding, you would be asked to submit a legal brief to the court 
and participate in a hearing explaining why.you .believe the creation of the new water district was 
or was not legally proper. In addition, it is possible that participation would also require . - . 
intermediate steps, such as submitting or responding to motions to the court and participating in 
motion hearings and status conferences. 
Do I have to hire an attorney to participate? 
Any person is entitled to represent themselves in court. However, because this is a court 
proceeding, to participate irt a meaningful way would require an understanding of Idaho statutes, 
judicial case law, and court rules. In addition, participating would likely entail several "legal". 
tasks, such as the preparation of motions.and briefs. to the court. Accordingly, anyone that 
wishes to participate should strongly consider consulting an attorney. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MA TIER OF CREA TING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DtSTRJCT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE 11'1 
APPEAL 
~ Cooper & Larsen, Chartered, hereby certify: 
(i) that I (or the person or entity on whose behalf I am acting as an attorney or 
duly appointed personal representative) currently own the following water right(s) within the 
Idaho Department of Water Resomces (the "Department") Administrative Basins 71 and 72: 
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(plcm !isl wole.r right number(s))_7_2;;_·_0;__0;,.;2_3_0...:.R ____________________ _ 
(ii) that [ (or the person or entity on whose behalf! am acting as an attorney or 
duly appointed personal representative) have received a copy of the Notice informing me that 
Thompson Creek Mining Company has filed a Petition for Judicial Review challenging the 
Department's fonnation of the new Water District No. 170; and 
(iii) that I (or the perso11 or entity on whose behalf! am acting as an attorney or 
duly appointed personal representative) wish to participate as a party to this proceeding. 
Dated this () dayof_M_a_r_c_h _________ ,~l\116- 2007. 
Please print: 
Name Reed W • L a rs en 
Nameofownerofwaterrights(ifdifferentthanabove)Li 11 ian 8, Morqan and the K. F. 
and Lillian B Morgan Revocable Trust 
Mailing address P ,0. Box 4229, Poca tel lo, ID 83205-4229 
Telephone ( 2 OB) 2 3 5-114 5 · 
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£0'd ltJlOl 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that 011 this .Jli.hday of March , 2007, I 
ca\lsed a tl\le and correct copy of the foregoing JIIOTIC[ OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE to be 
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Custer County Clerk ~ii, Postage Prepaid 
District Court ( ) Hand Delivered 
Seventh Judicial District ( ) OJJ!might Mail 
Post Office Box 385 (,),tl"acsirnile 
Challis, Idaho 83226 
Fax: 208-879-6412 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Deputy Atlomey General 
(fl.$. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
IDAHO DEPAR7MENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Post Office Box 83 720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
Scott L. Campbell 
Dylan B. Lawrence 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIEl.,OS, CHARTERED 
IO l South Capitol Boulevard, I 0th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701-0829 
Fax: 208-385-5384 
( ) g.vtmight Mail 
(.-1'racsimile 
..(..,!"(IS. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) ~ight Mail 
wacsirnile 
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·HY 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
2007 Mf\l~ 2 7 Jl.M 8: 0 9 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
PHILLIP J. RASSIER (ISB #1750) 
GARRICK L. BAXTER (ISB #6301) 
CHRISM. BROMLEY (ISB #6530) 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83 720-0098 
Telephone: (208) 287-4800 
Facsimile: (208) 287-6700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER ) 
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER ) 
CREATINGWATERDISTRICTNO.170 ) 
) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, · ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT WATER RESOURCES, ) 
An agency of the State ofldaho, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
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NOTICE OF 
LODGING OF. 
TRANSCRIPT AND 
RECORD 
TO: THE DISTRICT COURT AND ALL PARTIES OR THEIR COUNSEL OF 
RECORD 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 840), that the agency's 
record and transcript having been prepared pursuant to IRCP 84(£) and (g), the record and 
the transcript are lodged with the agency for the purpose of settlement in accordance with 
IRCP 80). 
The parties may pick up a copy of the transcript and record at the agency at 322 E. 
Front Street, Boise, Idaho. The Petitioner shall pay any balance of the fee for preparation 
of the transcript prior to receiving a copy of the transcript. 
The parties have fourteen (14) days from the date of this notice in which to file 
any objections to the transcript and record. Upon failure of the parties to file any 
objection within that time period, the record shall be deemed settled. 
Any objections to the transcript and record shall be determined by the agency 
within fourteen (14) days ofreceipt thereof. The agency's decision on the objection and 
all evidence, exhibits, and written presentations on the objection shall be included in the 
record on petition for judicial review. 
,,,;I:: 
DATED this l!_ day of March 2007. 
PHILLIP J.SSIER 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, employed 
by the Attorney General of the State ofidaho and residing in Boise, Idaho; and that I 
served a true and correct copy of the following described. document on the persons listed 
below by mailing in the United States mail, first class, with the correct postage affixed 
thereto on this 21,t.J!:;. .day of March 2007. 
Documents served: NOTICE OF LODGING OF TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD 
Persons served: 
Scott L. Campbell 
DylanB. Lawrence 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & 
Fields, Chartered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Reed W. Larsen 
Copper & Larsen 
151 North 3rd Ave. 2nd Floor 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-1145 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
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SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF liJARO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
MAIN STREET, PO BOX 385 2001 NAR 22 · PH 3: 55 
CHALLIS, IDAHO 83226 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CV -2006-0000066 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
IDWR 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is set for: 
Status Conference 
Judge: 
Courtroom: 
Wednesday, May 23, 2007 
Brent J. Moss 
Custer County Courtroom 
01:00 PM 
I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on March 22nd, 2007. 
Plaintifrs Counsel: 
Scott L. Campbell, Esq 
PO Box 829 
Boise ID 83701 
Mailed_ XX_ Hand Delivered __ . 
Defendant's Counsel: 
Phillip J. Rassier Esq 
PO Box 83720 
Boise ID 83720-0098 
Faxed __ 
Mailed_XX_ Hand Delivered __ Faxed __ 
Dated: 
By: 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Thursday, Match 22, 2007 
Barbara C. Breedlove 
Clerk Of The District Court 
~t,f:--~/4 / 
Deputy Clerk 
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Dylan B. Lawrence, ISB No. 7136 
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
1 OJ S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
18976.7 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining Company 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN THE MATTER OF CREA TING THE 
UPPER SALMON RIVER BASIN WATER 
DISTRICT (DESIGNATED AS WATER 
DISTRICT NO. 170) 
Case No. CV-2006-66 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMPANY, OBJECTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE 
RECORD LODGED BY THE 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES, 
Respondent. 
On March 21, 2007, the Department of Water Resources served upon Thompson 
Creek Mining Company its Notice of Lodging of Transcript and Record in the above-referenced 
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matter. Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(j), Thompson Creek hereby objects to the 
administrative record lodged by the Department because it omits several documents that are 
either directly relevant to, or that provide critical background and context regarding, the creation 
of Water District 170 ("WDl 70"). 
I. DISCUSSION 
A. The Administrative Record Should Include Documents Related to the 
Federal Government's Wild & Scenic Rivers Act Water Right Claims in the 
Snake River Basin Adjudication. 
The administrative record in this case should include certain documents from the 
previous legal proceeding that addressed water right claims filed in the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication (the "SRBA") by the federal government based on the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act. 
The Department has stated on numerous occasions that WD 170 was formed in order to 
implement the agreement between the federal government, the state ofldaho, and various other 
parties that purported to resolve the disputes over those claims. Accordingly, certain documents 
from that proceeding provide background and context that is critical to an understanding of the 
current dispute over the formation ofWDl 70. 
In the SRBA, the federal government filed several claims to instream flow water 
rights that it asserted were reserved to it by the federal Wild & Scenic Rivers Act. See, e.g., 
Exhibits A and B. Several parties, including Thompson Creek, objected to these claims, and 
these claims and objections became the subject of consolidated subcase 75-13316 in the SRBA. 
See, e.g., Exhibits C and D. On August 20, 2004, the federal government, the state ofidaho, and 
several of the objectors settled this dispute over the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act.claims in a 
stipulation that became known as the Wild & Scenic Rivers Agreement. See Exhibit N. This 
Agreement was approved by the SRBA district court on November 18, 2004. See Exhibit R. 
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And, paragraph 2(b) of that Agreement states that the Department is required to create a new 
water district in Basins 7 I and 72. Exhibit N at 3-4. 
The administrative record lodged by the Department demonstrates that WD I 70 
was created in order to implement the Wild & Scenic Rivers Agreement and its water district 
provision. See, e.g., R. at 57, 59, 65. Due to this direct relationship between the Wild & Scenic 
Rivers Agreement and the creation ofWDl 70, documents related to the Agreement and the 
federal Wild & Scenic Rivers Act water right claims should be included in the administrative 
record. Without them and the background and context that they provide, a full understanding of 
the issues in the current proceeding will not be possible. 
Importantly, Thompson Creek does not suggest that all documents from 
consolidated subcase 75-13316 should be included in the administrative record. Rather, 
Thompson Creek believes that the following documents, which are attached to this Objection as 
Exhibits, are sufficient to provide the necessary background and context: 
I. Notice of Claim to a Water Right Reserved Under Federal Law 
(Amended), by the United States of America (Water Right No. 75-13316) 
(undated) (Exhibit A). 
2. Notice of Claim to a Water Right Reserved Under.Federal Law 
(Amended), by the United States of America (Water Right No.77-11941) 
(undated) (Exhibit B). 
3. Objection, by Thompson Creek Mining Company (Water Right No. 
75-13316, Oct.11, 1995) (Exhibit C). 
4. Objection, by Thompson Creek Mining Company (Water Right No. 
77-11941, Oct. 11, 1995) (Exhibit D). 
5. Motion to File Amended Notice of Claim, by the United States of America 
(Subcase No. 75-13316, Feb. 26, 1997) (Exhibit E). 
6. United States' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Its Claims to 
Federal Reserved Water Rights for Wild and Scenic Rivers (Consolidated 
Subcase No. 75-13316, Jan. 15, 1998) (Exhibit F). 
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7. United States' Memorandum in Support of its Motion/or Partial Summary 
Judgment on Its Claims to Federal Reserved Water Rights/or Wild and 
Scenic Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Jan. 15, 1998) 
(Exhibit G). 
8. Thompson Creek's Memorandum in Response to United States' Motion/or 
Partial Summary Judgment on its Federal Reserved Water Rights Claims 
for Wild and Scenic Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Feb. 27, 
1998) (Exhibit H). 
9. The United States' Consolidated Reply Memorandum In Support of Its 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment On Its Claims to Federal Reserved 
Water Rights For Wild and Scenic Rivers (Consolidated Subcase No. 
75-13316, April I, 1998) (Exhibit I). 
I 0. Stipulation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and 
Dismissing Objections, by the United States of America and Thompson 
Creek Mining Company (Consolidated Subcase Nos. 63-25239, 75-13316 
and 75-13605, May 29, 1998) (Exhibit J). 
11. Order Approving Stipulation and Dismissing Objections (Consolidated 
Subcase Nos. 63-25239, 75-13316 and 75-13605, June 16, 1998) 
(Exhibit K). 
12. Memorandum Decision Granting, In Part, and Denying, In Part, the 
United States' Motion for Summary Judgment on Reserved Water Rights 
Claims (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-133 I 6, July 27, 1998) (Exhibit L). 
13. Potlatch Corporation and Hecla Mining. v. United States of America 
(Idaho Supreme Court, 2000 Opinion No. I 06, Oct. 27, 2000), or Potlatch 
Corporation v. United States, 12 P.3d 1256 (Idaho 2000) (Exhibit M). 
14. Stipuiation and Joint Motion for Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of 
Partial Decrees, between the United States of America, the State ofldaho, 
et al. (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Aug. 20, 2004) (i.e., the Wild 
& Scenic Rivers Agreement) (Exhibit N). 
15. Thompson Creek Mining Company's Objection to Proposed Settlement 
Agreement (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Oct. 14, 2004) 
(Exhibit 0). 
16. Memorandum in Support of Thompson Creek Mining Company's 
Objection to Proposed Stipulation (Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, 
Oct. 14, 2004) (Exhibit P). 
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17. Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees (Consolidated 
Subcase No. 75-13316, Nov. 16, 2004) (Exhibit Q). 
18. Amended Order Approving Stipulation and Entry of Partial Decrees 
(Consolidated Subcase No. 75-13316, Nov. 18, 2004) (Exhibit R). 
B. The Administrative Record Should Include Additional Documents Related to 
the WD170 Steering Committee. 
The record lodged by the Department already contains a number of documents 
related to the steering committee that was formed by the Department and local water users to 
provide input on the formation ofWD170. However, it appears that the Department has omitted 
a number of other documents from the same general time period that are also relevant to the 
WDl 70 steering committee. Thompson Creek believes the following documents, which are 
included as Exhibits to this Objection, should be included in the administrative record: 
19. Letter from Tim Luke Re: Announcement of Meeting With Existing State 
Water Districts in the Upper Salmon River Basin to Discuss the Wild and 
Scenic Rivers Water Rights Agreement and Establishing a New Water 
District in the Upper Salmon River Basin (Feb. 9, 2005) (Exhibit S): This 
letter was sent to watermasters, secretaries, and advisory committee 
members of already existing water districts within WD 170. It contains 
detailed discussions of the background and purpose of WD 170 and is 
therefore relevant to this proceeding. 
20. Letter from Tim Luke Re: Upper Salmon Water District Steering 
Committee (June 17, 2005) (Exhibit T): This letter was sent to certain 
water users in Basins 71, 72, 73, 74, and 75 as an invitation to join the 
WDl 70 steering committee. It also contains helpful discussions of the 
background and purposes of the formation ofWDl 70 and is therefore 
relevant to this proceeding. 
21. Wild & Scenic Water Rights Agreement: Upper Salmon River Basin 
(Sept. 13, 2005) (Exhibit U): This is a printout of a PowerPoint slideshow 
that was presented at the September 13, 2005 WD 170 advisory committee 
meeting and that was also apparently included as an enclosure to a le.tter of 
September 27, 2005 from Tim Luke to members of the committee. R. at 
59, 68-88. 
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C. The Administrative Record Should Include These Other, Miscellaneous 
Documents. 
For the reasons described below, Thompson Creek believes the following 
documents should also be included in the administrative record: 
22. Written Comments of Thompson Creek Mining Company (Nov. 18, 2005) 
(without exhibits)1 (Exhibit V hereto): This was submitted directly to the 
Director after the November 9, 2005, hearing on the creation of WDl 70, 
but also well before both the Final Order Creating Water District No. 170 
that was issued on March 8, 2006, and the Amended Final Order Creating 
Water District No. 170 that was issued on April 7, 2006. As such, this 
submission constitutes "evidence received or considered" that Idaho Code 
Section 67-5249(2)(b) requires to be included in the administrative record. 
23. As the Notice of Information Meeting and Hearing of October 7, 2005, 
indicates, the Department held a public information meeting in Challis on 
October 24, 2005, to discuss the creation ofWDl 70 in anticipation of the 
November 9, 2005, hearing. To the extent that there are any minutes, 
transcripts, or other documents describing that meeting, such documents 
should be included in the administrative record. 
24. The record reflects that Department representatives presented a. slide show 
at the public information meeting of October 24, 2005. A hard copy of 
that slide show presentation should be included in the administrative 
record. 
DATED this 3rd day of April, 2007. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By 
Scott L. Campbell - Of 
Bv17~~ 
Dylan Iawrence - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Thompson Creek Mining 
Company 
1 AH exhibits to the Written Comments appear elsewhere in the Department's administrative 
record and are accordingly not included with this Objection. 
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CERTIFICATE 01? SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of April, 2007, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing OBJECTION TO ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD LODGED BY THE 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES to be served by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Director 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Idaho Water Center 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Chris M. Bromley 
Deputy Attorneys General 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Idaho Water Center 
322 E. Front Street, 6th Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Fax: 208-287-6700 
Reed W. Larsen 
COOPER & LARSEN 
15 l North 3rd Avenue, 2nd Floor 
P.O. Box 4229 
Pocatello, ID 83205-4229 
Fax: 208-235-1 I 82 
(~. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(4-s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
(vj1).S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CUSTER 
IN RE: IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES AMENDED FINAL ORDER 
CREATING WATERDISTRICTN0.170 
) 
) 
) 
) 
THOMPSON CREEK MINING COMP A.NY, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT WATER RESOURCES, ) 
An agency of the State of Idaho, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. CV 2006-66 
AGENCY'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL 
Appealed from the Department of Water Resources, of the State of Idaho 
David R. Tuthill, Jr., Interim Director 
Scott L. Campbell 
Dylan B. Lawrence 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & 
Fields, Chartered 
101 S. Capitol Blvd. 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
AGENCY'S TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL 
Phillip J. Rassier 
Chris Bromley 
Deputy Attorney General 
Department of Water Resources 
322 E. Front Street 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83 720-0098 
Attorneys for Respondent 
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BEFORE IHEDEPARIMENI OF WATER RESOURCES 
OF THE STAIE OF IDAHO 
IN TIIE MATIER OF THE PROPOSED ) 
CREAIIONOF A WATER DISTRICT IN ) 
THE UPPER SALMON RNER BASIN AREA ) 
IN ADMINISTRATIVE BASINS 71 & 72 ) 
) 
TRANSCRIPT OF HEARING 
Conducted November 9, 2005, Challis, Idaho 
Before Ptesiding Officer Karl J. Dreher 
Director, Idaho Department of Water Resources 
I ranscribed by Patsy McGourty 
Administrntive Assistant 
Depaitment of water Resources 
Proceedings trnnsctibed from electronic sound recording .. 
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1 KARL DREHER: Good evening. I am Kal'[ Dreher, Director of the Idaho Depa:itrnent of 
2 Water Resot11ces. I am serving as the presiding officer in this matter which deals with 
3 the creation of a water disttict in the Upper Salmon River Basin.. The matter concerns the 
4 creation of this proposed disttict that would include both depattrnent administrative 
5 basins 71 and 72. The provisions ofidaho Code § 42-604 require that this hea:iing be 
6 held prior to the creation of a water disttict by the director of the Depattrnent ofW ater 
7 ResoUl'ces. The hea:iing is being conducted on November 9, 2005. We went on the 
8 record at approximately 8:10 p.m. This meeting began sh01tly after 7:00 p.m. but was 
9 preceded by a period of questions and answers on related matters .. 
10 The purpose of this hearing is to provide affected water right holders or their 
11 representatives an opp01tunity to make an ornl statement on the record stating their 
12 position, views 01 concerns rega:iding the creation of the proposed wate1 district. For the 
13 purposes of this heaiing persons making statements do not need to be swom in nor will 
14 they be subject to cross-exanrinatiotL All persons signing up to speak will be heaid 
15 before others aie heard and a:11 persons wishing to speak once will be heard once before 
16 anyone speaks a second time. Notice of this healing was mailed to each affected water 
17 right holder in the proposed disttict as required under the provisions of Idaho Code § 42-
18 604 In addition, notice was published in the Challis Messenger and the Big Wood River 
19 Journal, two newspapers of gene!81 circulation within the proposed district. This hea:iing 
20 was preceded by a public information meeting that was held on October 24, 2005. That 
21 meeting was conducted by Mr. Dave Tuthill and Mr. Tim Luke of the Department of 
22 Water Resour·ces and it too was noticed along with this hea:iing in the individual notices 
23 sent to. individual right holders as well as the notice that was published in the Challis 
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24 Messenge1 and the Big Wood River Journal. The prupose of the public information 
25 meeting was to determine the reasons for the creation of the prnposed water district and 
26 to describe the duties that the watermaster of the district would be expected to cany out 
27 undex the supervision of myself or the person in my position. 
28 Assuming that there are no further questions, we're now at the point to where we 
29 need to take fmmal statements and comments fiom those persons who wish to be heard at 
30 this time. So we'll take these in order of the people that signed up .. The fust individual is 
31 JR. Challis if you would come forward and state your nrune and address for the record. 
32 Go ahead and have a seat 
33 
34 CHALLIS: Director Dreher my name is Jack Challis. I'm a water right owner in Challis 
35 Creek Water District 72C.. Also crurently serve as secretary-treasurer for both water· 
36 district 72C and 72B and have served in past years as watermaster for both of these 
37 districts and cuII'ently continue to serve as watermaster for the Warm Spring Canal water 
38 users. Though my testimony this evening is my own, I am confidant that put to a vote it 
39 would represent the opinion of the vast majority of all water right owners in both districts 
40 72C, having 86 right owners representing 158 surface water tights, as well as 72B having 
41 32 water right owners representing 60 surface water rights. 
42 In 1997 our district 72C took the initiative with the help ofIDWR per·sonnel to 
43 GPS and numerically identify all diversions in our drainage. At the srune time while 
44 utilizing dully approved district resolutions all diversions were mandated within a 
45 reasonable time firune to be brought into compliance with IDWR Water Master· 
46 Handbook Construction Guidelines, as well as Idaho Code, with regard to lockable head 
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68 
gates and approved measming devices.. This was completed by om water district as well 
as 72B in 1997. Simultaneously, we began to develop a data base software program 
subsequently dubbed watermaster whe1eby we could 1) maintain complete records of 
individual water right owners, both past and cmrent, as well as designated authorized 
representatives in cases of out-of-state or off premises water light owners; 2) key to each 
owne:i their respective water right, their purchase date, their maximum allowable cfs and 
the priority date; 3) key water tight and som·ce to each diversion or diversions designated 
by the right to receive such deliveries; 4) allow an ongoing entry of flows throughout the 
inigation season as logged and submitted by our watermaster for each water· tight at tlreir 
respective point of diversion; and 5) configure data base extraction procedures whereby 
water deliveries could be detailed and made available in hard copy or electronically in 
virtually any format for repo1ting usage by owner, right, diversion, source, iuigation 
season, and time period witlrin any irtigation season or any combination tltereof 
Now we are beirrg presented with the creation of what is deemed tire Uppe:i 
Salmon Water District tlrough many irr this proposed new district would question any 
actual needs for such actrrally exists.. Let it suffice to say tltat tlte majority realize, like it 
or not, tlte now finalized Wild and Scenic Rivers Agreement has made this pmposed new 
district mandat01y.. 1hat havirrg been said, I like oilier s irr the proposed district have been 
woxking irr a steering committee created by your department to establish a woxkable 
format. This effort continues but in light oftlre hearirrg tonight preceding any steerirrg 
committee recomm<::ndations or conclusions, I felt it necessary to bring fo1ward facts and 
a resulting proposal I feel should be considered in your evaluation of this new district. 
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69 In the presentation by the deprutment's Mt. Dave Tuthill and Mr. Tim Luke in the 
70 Upper Salmon Water Distiict public meeting held here October 24, slides were included -. ~. 
71 outlining the necessity for an Uppe1 Salmon Water Distiict watermaster to oversee this 
72 new district.. Relevant discussion revealed expense to water owners for this man or 
73 woman anywhere from $70,000 to $100,000 annually. While it was noted the 
74 department, you specifically, had generously offered to provide this individual and 
75 support requirements free ofchruge for the first two yerus, thereafter this expense will 
76 undoubtedly have to be borne by Upper Salmon Water District water right owners. This 
77 is where my concern arises.. The justification for the aforementioned expense depicted by 
78 Mr. Tuthill and Mt· .. Luke's slides outlined the obligations to which IDWR must comply 
79 in order to meet conditions of the Wild and Scenic Rivets Agreement and the resulting 
80 requirements of the Upper Salmon Water Distiict wateimaster and in tw:n all water right 
81 owners. These include lockable controlling works, approved measuring devices, 
82 collection and recording diversion data, enforcing water rights in priority, curtailing 
83 unauthotized and excessive diversions, include surface water as well as ground water, 
84 · quarterly reporting of diversions, again surface water and ground wate1, annual reports 
85 and budgets. Director Dreher, other than inclusion of'the ground water information 
86 easily added to our database and repoxting quruterly rathe1 than annually, a simple two-
87 hour matter of progrrunming our cmrent software to create such a report from data 
88 already available, we can do everything you require now today. Not only that, we cou!d 
89 provide the same data back to 1997. No less impo1tant and the obvious learning cmve 
90 we faced we1e done at our sole expense. In this light, how is it logical much less fair that 
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91 water distiict 72C as well as 72B should be burdened to pay for the other water users in 
92 the new Upper Salmon Water Disttict to comply with everything we can already do? 
93 One last point. I'm going to take the liberty of anticipating your suggestion that 
94 by providing the Upper Salmon Water Disttict watermaster the fust two years this will 
95 allow sufficient tinte to even the playing field, as to say, and allow the others to catch up .. 
96 With all due respect, IDWR has not been able to get anyone in the proposed Upper 
97 Salmon Water Disttict othe1 than 72C and 72B to comply for the many, ma11y years 
98 Idaho Code has always mandated most of these exact pmcedmes. Frankly, we consider it 
99 highly unrealistic that in the next two years the depaittnent can possibly get this done. 
100 However, ifwe are proven wmng, and you get it done, we should then unquestionably 
101 contiibute our propo1tional share.. On the other hand, if you CaI!Ilot, we do not feel we 
102 should be forced to participate in any of the costs until all Upper Salmon Water Distiict 
103 water 1ight owners are in compliance with what we have already done and will continue 
104 to do in the futme. Thank you. 
105 DREHER: Thank you. Okay, Jeny Hawkins .. 
106 HA WK.INS: Mr. Director, I'm going to be sho1t. I might even write mine out. I can't 
107 1emembe1 that much. I'm Jeny Hawkins. Live here in Challis. I'm here for Water 
108 Disttict 72F and I don't have a lot to say except on the concerns of putting an upper basin 
109 wate1maste1 over that we have to pay for up in here. When Mr, Foster's already over 
110. thei·e aIId we, view him as the JllaII to go to in the upper basin aIId since our· watermaster 
111 and our sec1etary-treasurers rnn the districts that aie established and the one that will be 
..;-
112 required will have to compile and keep documentation and information that the 
113 Departtnent of Water Resom·ces need, we feel that there is no need for the uppe1 basin 
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114 wate1master because if the district needs to answer to the department, that can be done 
115 through Mr. Foster at the Salmon office and eliminate the middle man in a role there that 
116 we'd have to pay for out of our pocket. 
117 Now so many of the people that we've been dealing with here the last few year'S 
118 especially around th10ugh the many challenges the state's been up against with the 
119 landowners and water use1s here, we undel'Stand about a head gate and a measming 
120 device because we're going to go thete through a comt. One or the other is where we're 
121 going and we have no problem with that and we understand it and as a matte1 of fact, the 
122 people in a lot of ar·eas ar·e supp01tive of it since they fully understand the position of the 
123 state. But we do not support the upper basin watexmaster and have to pay for hinI. We 
124 would talk to the department to give us Mt. Foster here, let us.w01k with him. Let him be 
125 our watermaster and we've asked to sign on with the 1ecommendation that was made by 
126 73, 74 and 75 that put together here awhile back and outlined that a plan of what we 
127 would like to go to and we would fully like to support him in this and we hope that you 
128 all would suppo1t us in it I do want to thank you for having the town meetings in closing 
129 here because it saved us and the people around here. a lot of travel tinie and stuff and put 
130 it on yawl's back instead of just having a regional meeting and have us come down to em 
131. We really appreciate that and thank you forlistening. 
132 DREHER: Thank you. Blair. · 
133 KAUER: Director Dreher and those concerned, my name is Blair Kauex. I'm a person 
134 within the boundaries of water district 74, 74W, 74Q and several other watex districts. 
135 We have several water districts in Basin 74, more than is on rny toes and feet, more than I 
136 can count. The creation of water districts is necessaiy cextainly for the administration of 
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137 water, but particularly in water dis1lict 74, all of the app1opriated water is being mastered 
138 It just isn't necessary to have another watermaster mastering something that isn't 
139 ,,. necessary. That's the whole reason for creating a water dis1lict is to master appropiiated 
140 water; therefore, I do not feel that water distiict 74 needs to be an Upper Salmon Basin 
141 water dis1lict. Whose senior water lights ar·e not already being protected? 
142 Another question that I had is who's going to pay for that Upper Salmon Basin 
I 4 3 water master once it is CI eated and of course, and if it is created under one person, one 
144 vote regmdless ofhow much water they own, they would have an equal share of election 
145 for that waterrnaster. In my opinion, also, as we do in water dis1lict 74, we pay the 
146 assessment on water right held and it works ve1y wen for paying that watermaster unde1 
147 the water right held, not the water right used. It's a good system. And those pruticular 
148 statutes I think can be created in this water dis1lict and function quite weli. 
149 My last comment is ifwe don't need it, we don't want it and I guess we don't 
150 want it in water district 74 .. Thank you. 
151 DREHER: M1. Kauer, you did not state your address for the record .. 
152 COWER: The address is Box 111, Lemhi, Idaho 83465. 
153 DREHER: Thank you. Okay, I believe that's everybody that signed up to testify that 
154 didn't subsequently indicate that they had decided not to testify. Is there anybody else 
155 here ...... oh, wait a minute. I'm sony, Mr.. Whitaker, if you would like to testify, please. 
156 WHITAKER: Director Dreher, I'm James Whitaker, Leodore, Idaho, P.O. Box 240. I'm 
157 on the adviso1y borud of74W and 74Z, and I guess the thing.I kind of want to 
158 reemphasize .. .I disagree somewhat with a little that's been said here but I think we're 
159 pretty unanimous on this Upper Salmon River Basin head watermaster as far as who's 
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160 going to pay for him and who's deriving the benefit. And as you've already indicated 
161 that the Fo1est Setvice and the Idaho Dept. of Water Resouces, the main reason we're 
162 havingtbe wate1master is to make sure that we're not inigating any ground that's not 
163 supposed to be irrigated or we'1e not diveiting any water that's not supposed to be 
164 dive1ted .. Well; in most of these districts, we're pretty good policemen ourselves on our 
165 neighbors and I feel like that the concept has been working real good in our area the way 
166 we have it in essence ... over there we've got the sub districts 74W and 74Z, and if we've 
167 bad a problem as far as measuring or training or something, we've called in Rick Sager 
168 who is on the Lemhi River or Bob (Foster) to come or both of them to come out and 
169 straighten that thing out and I feel like .... I think it's good to have that the first two yeats 
170 to get this whole organization put togethei and I agree that the state should pay for that at 
171 that point in tune, but after we kind of get this thing evolved a11d I think as you've 
172 indicated, it's kind of open to do things, but with the days that we've got computers and 
173 we get these people trained ..... in essence I can't see why we probably need anybody that 
174 we don't p1esentlyhave in the system already. We might just need to expand Bob's ax·ea 
175 over the whole axeaor something like that because I realize that 71 and 72 probably 
176 haven't been receiving this same coverage, but I feel like that 73, 74 and 75 apparently 
· 177 have, and we're pretty well already, like I say, policing each other; and if we have a 
178 ptoblem, why we've always called inyom· personnel probably out of the Eastern Idaho 
179 office, and they've come up and went through with the watermaster and we've bad that · 
180 done on our tributaxies .. just as in the past when somebody isn't happy, why we've had 
181 them come up and go with the watermaster and the adviso1y board and tlten we'd go out 
182 and go up and check the ditches and ifwe needed to put in and block somebody's head 
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183 gate, or ifwe needed a measwing device fixed, why we got it fixed, but I think we're 
184 way over emphasizing the need down the toad for this fellow that's going to be requi.Iing 
185 a lot of money to police us in essence. And if that's his job, merely police us and tram 
186 us, I think he can train us in a couple years and I think that we've got the training with 
187 Bob and Rick already on the ground. Those guys can come; they're close to us. I don't 
188 see a need after a couple of years of possibly having this head watermaster in at least why 
189 we can't just go to the water department ifwe have problem. I think that we ought to give 
190 that some real consideration not cut in stone that we're going to have that and assUille that 
191 xesponsibility of paying fox him down the road, but anyway with that, thank you, Diiecto1 
192 Drehe1, for giving me the oppo1tunity to testify tonight and I think we're heading in the 
193 1ight direction, and I appreciate the effort that you folks have made woxking with the 
194 steexing committee; and coining up and giving everybody an opportunity to ask questions 
195 and hopefully work this thing out right to begin with. I realize that we've come to a point 
196 in tune when water is very i.Inpoxtant and that we need it tied to us and with that, thanks 
197 again .. 
198 DREHER: Thank you. Okay, now is there anybody here who's had a change of heart 
199 that didn't sign up to testify that now wants to testify? Okay, Please state your name and 
200 · address for- the 1ecord. 
201 BRECKJNRIDGE: Katie Breckinridge, Box 685, Picabo 83348. After listening to a lot 
202 of testimony and understanding very significantly that there are laige portions of water 
203 that have aheady been measw·ed and thex·e rue already adequate water measutement 
204 districts in place, I refer back to my experience in a different water maJ:Iagement district 
205 whexe the same scenario took place, but there were still large axeas and amounts of water 
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206 that did not have a cmrent way to be measured and so that became .. .I question now if the 
207 fust stage of this district could be looking at a map and including all of the area that does 
208 not have a current water measurement disttict, a cm1ent means of measuring their water. 
209 And I think a lot of that is going to fall in 71 and my U!!derstanding is that 71 and 72 are 
210 the fust dist!icts that have to come on line. It soU!!ds like 72 is well prepared. I know 71 
211 is not.. And if there could be a way that 71 could look in a different matter instead of 
212 looking at 71 and 72, but look at all of the districts that fall under the pmposed water· 
213 measm·ement districts, and identify the areas and the water users that are not c1111ently 
214 being measured, artd identify that water and those water right users become the fust ones 
215 that have to step forward and come up with a form of measuring our water and would fall 
216 under the benefit of the fiist two years ofyom·offerto pay or hire a watermaster .. I think 
217 from that point forward we could then look at all the other ar·eas that have the current 
218 water measm-ement district and tty to decide how we could all come together and that 
219 would alleviate the stI·ong question here tonight of why do we need to have a layered 
220 system. There are large quantities of water that ar·e already measur·ed. There are also 
221 large quantities of water that are not measmed, I think we need to be able to identify 
222 both of those as we move forward. Thank you very much. 
223 DREHER: Thank you. Okay anybody else that did not sign up to testify that wants to 
224 testify now? Is there anybody that has testified that wishes to add something or testify a 
225 second time? Okay, Going once, going twice; All right. 
226 Given that it appear·s that there ar·e no other persons that wartt to make a 
227 statement, that will conclude the record of oral statements in this proceeding. Thank.you 
228 to all that did come forward to testify. The hearing record for this matter will remain 
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229 open for a little more than ten days through November 21 st to allow time for the submittal 
230 of additional wxitten comments as provided for in the notice of this proceeding and as 
231 requiwd by Idaho Code § 42-604. After considedng the entitety of the 1ecord, I will 
232 issue a final order following the close of the comment petiod to dispose of this matter and 
233 a copy of that final order will be sent by regular mail to all holders of water tights 
234 affected by the order. Any water tight holder who disagrees with the final order may file 
235 a petition for reconsideration with me within 14 days of the service date of the order.. 
236 Any party feeling aggrieved by the final order may seek judicial review before the district 
237 court within 28 days of the issuance of the final order or within 28 days of the action 
238 taken on any petition for reconsideration. Thank you for attending. The 1ecord is now 
239 closed except for the taking of additional wxitten comments .. 
PROCEEDINGS CONCLUDED 
******•*************** 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT· OF WATER RESOURCES 
322 East Front Street, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Phone: (208) 287-4800 Fax: (208) 287-6700 Web Site: wvnv.idwr.idaho.gov. 
' , 
May 13, 2005 
RE: Motion for Order of Interim Administration in Basins 71 and 72 
Dear Water User: 
DffiK KEMPTHORNE 
· Governor 
KARLJ. DREHER 
Director 
The enclosed documents relate to the State of Idaho's Motion for Order of Interim 
Administration, which seeks Djstrict Court authorization for administration of water 
rights in Administrative Basins 71 and 72. 
The purposes for the request are to obtain authority for the Director of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources ("lDWR") to create or revise water districts, and to 
provide for long-term administration of surface and ground water rights from 
hydraulically connected sources. One step in this process is the notification of potentially 
affected water right holders. · Therefore, this mailing is being sent to all water right 
holders of record ( except those whose use is solely for de minimis domestic and/or 
stockwater purposes) in Basins 71 and 72. IDWR intends to proceed with.creation of a 
water district in Basins 71 and 72 later this year pending the District Court's approval of 
· this request IDWR will send additional notice to right holders regarding the Court's 
decision and water district creation. 
Enclosed with this mailing are the following documents: (1) Motj_on for.Order of 
Interim Administration and Notice of Hearing; (2) Brief in Support ofMotion for Order, 
of Interim Aclministra:tion; and (3) Affidavit of Tim Luke, Section Manager for the 
IDWR Water Distribution Section. 
If you have any questions, please call the IDWR hot line at 1-800-451-4129. You 
may also contact the Department's Salmon Field Office at 208-756-6644, or the office 
referenced in the above letterhead. 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
·~(<. 
J..o.- Karl J •. Dreher 
U · · Director 
Letters to Water Users re: Motion for Order 
Of Interim Administration in Basins 71 and 72 May ·13, 2005 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11th day of October, 2005, a true and correct copy of 
the above and foregoing documents described below were served on the following by placing a 
copy of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid and properly addressed to the 
following: 
Docurnent(s) Served: Notice of Public Information Meeting and Hearing in the Ugper Salmon 
River Area In Administrative Basin 71 & 72. 
Christine Roberts 
Technical Records Specialist 
Preliminary Order, Page 7 
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LA WREN CE G. '\VAS DEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resourct,s Division 
· Office of the Attorney General 
P.O. Box 44449 
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449 
Telephone: (208) 334-4124 
Email: clive.strong@ag.jqaho.gov 
Fax: (208) 334-2690 · . 
ISB #2207 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF IBE FIFTH Jl!DICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Subcase No. 92-00021 
MOTION FOR ORDER OF 
INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF WATER RIGHTS 
IN BASINS 71 and 72 AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
The St.ate of Idaho moves this Court for an order of interim administration of wat;r 
rights1 in Snake River Basin Adjudication for Basins 71 and 72, pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 42-1417, in accordance with the Director's Reports for Snake River Basin Adjudication Basins 
71 and 72 filed with the Court and partial decrees that have superseded the Director's Reports. 
The grounds for this motion are as follows: 
1. Idaho Code § 42-1417 provides that the district court may, by order, pennit the · 
distribution of water pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, through water districts in 
1 This motion does not seek authorization for'.:/ntei'im administration of domestic and stock water 
rights as defined under Idaho Code .. §§ 42~1 U lllld 42-1401A(11). ' ·· · ·· 
Motion for Order of Interim Administration of Water Rights In 
Basins 71 and 72 and Notice of Hearing May 13, 2005 
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accordance with the Director's Report and the partial decrees for water rights acquired 
under state law or established under federal law. Idaho Code§ 42-1417 provides that the 
district court may enter the order after notice and hearing, if the district court determines 
that interim administration of water rights is reasonably necessary to protect senior water 
rights. 
2. Interim administration of water rights in Basins 71 and 72 is reasonably necessary 
because an efficient means of administering water rights from ground water sources and 
some surface water sources in these basins does not exist. The establishment of a water 
district for these basins will provide the watermasters with the ability to administer water 
rights in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law. 
3. In accordance with Idaho Code§ 42-1417(2)(b), notice of this motion is being provided 
to all affected claimants in Basins 71 and 72 by mailed notice. 
TI:IEREFORE, the State respectfully moves this Court for an order authorizing interim 
administration of water rights in Basins 71 and 72 in accordance with the Director's Reports for 
these Basins and the partial decrees that have superseded the Director's Reports. The Affidavit 
. . I· 
Of Timothy J. Luke In. Supporl Of Motion For Order Of Interim Administration and a brief in 
support of this motion are submitted herewith. Oral argument on this motion is requested. 
·th-
DA'IED this IT day of May 2005. 
/' '. ,::.;··. 
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... 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that the motion for interim administration for Basins 71 and 72 
will be heard on September 20th at 1 :3 0pm at the Blaine County Courthouse, First Street and 
,, 
Croy Street, Hailey, Idaho 83333. 
DATED this / 3,~ay of May 2005. 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
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LAWRENCE G. WASl ·~ 
Attorney General 
CI.,IVE J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
De,Puty Attorney General 
Office of the Attorney Gimeral 
P.O.Box44449 
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449 
Telephone: (208) 334-4124 
Email: clive.strong@ag.idaho.gov 
Fax: (208) 334-2690 
ISB #2207 
IN THE DlST'8.IC'T COURT OF TJIE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STA11): Qf IDAHO,IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF.TWINJ)'ALLS 
1nReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Subcase No. 92-00021 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION 
FOR WATE:R RIGHTS IN BASINS 71 AND 72 
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY 
This document is the State of Idaho's brief in support of its Motion for Order of fateiim 
Administration, which. see~s authorlza~ion for adn:rlnistration. of water ;rights pursuant to chapJer . 
6, title 42, Idaho Code, in Basins 71 and 72 in accordance with the most cqrrent Director's 
Report, 1 or in accordance with partial decrees that have superseded the Director's Reports. 
1 The Director's.Report for Basin 71 was filed.with the (SRBA diStrict cou1t on November 10, 
1'998. The Director's Report for Basin 72was filed on January 29, 1999 .. · 
Brief In Support Of Motion For Order Ofinterim Administration 
For Water Rights In Basins 71 and 72 May 13; 2005 
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BRIEF 
I. INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF WATER RIGHTS IS REASONABLY 
NECESSARYTO PROTECT SENIOR')VATERRIGHTS. 
,, A. Introduction 
Administration of water rights is the distribution of water to water Users in accordance 
with the prior appropriation doctrine as set forth in Idaho law. The primary statutory mechanism 
for distribution of water in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine in Idaho is through 
creation of a water district and the office ofwatermaster within that district under the supervision 
ofthe Director (hereinafter "Director'') of the Idaho Department of Water Resources (hereinafter 
"IDWR"). Idaho Code§ 42-602-~t seq. 
The Director has the authority to create a water district upon entry of a court decree that 
determines the water rights within the geographic boundaries of the proposed water district, 
Idaho Code § 42-604, or upon entry of an order from the district court that authorizes the use of a 
Director's Report for purposes of interim administration. Idaho Code § 42-1417. Under Idaho 
Code § 42-1417, the SRBA district court may order interim administration in accordance with 
the Director's Report upon a determination that administration is reasonably necessary to protect 
I. 
senior water·rights. As demonstrated below, the purpose for secldng interim admiriistra,tion is to 
provide a legal mechanism for the Director to administer both surface and ground water rights 
pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code. 
B. Interl_!ll Administration is reasonably necessary for efficient administration 
of water rights. 
Interim administration of water rights in Basins 71 and 72 is reasonably necessary 
because an efficient means of administering water rights from ground water soµrces and.some 
surface water sources· in thes~ basins does not· exist. The establishment of water districts for 
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these basins will provide the watermasters with the ability to administer water rights in 
accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as established by Idaho law. In order to fully 
and adequately deliver water rights, the Director needs to have ground water rights and surface 
,, 
water rights organized into water districts pursuant to chapter 6 of title 42, Idaho Code. The , 
purpose of this motion is to combine ground water rights and surface water rights in Basins 71 
and 72 into a water district or districts so that they may be administered conjunctively. 2 
C. Facilitating the implementation of conjunctive administration is a major 
purpose oftheSRBA. · 
Resolving the legal relationship between ground and surface waters was one of the main 
reasons for commencement of the SRBA In the 1994 Interim Legislative Committee Report on 
. the Snake River Basin Adjudication the Committee stated the following goals for the SRBA: 
All water rights within the Snake River Basin should be defined in accordance 
with Chapter 14, Title 42 so that all users can predict the risks. of curtailment in 
times of shortage. It is vital. to all water users that they have as high a degree of 
certainty as possible with respect to their water rights. Uncertainty discourages 
development, undermines the ability of agencies to protect stream systems and 
fosters further litigation. 
1994 Interim Legislative Committee on the Snake River Basin Acijudication at 32. The 
Committee went on to state, "In fact, the Snake River Basin Adjudication was filed in 1987 
pursuant to I.C. § 42-1406A, in large part to resolve the legal relationship between the rights of 
ground water pumpers on the Snake River Plain and the rights of Idaho Power at its Swan Falls 
Dam." 1994 Interim Legislative Committee at 36. 
It was initially expected that upon completion of the SRBA, water districts would be 
created pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, to, among other functions, protect senior 
water rights from injury caused by junior water rights diverting from hydraulically conn.ected 
2 The Sti,te of Idaho's motion for intenm administration does not seek administration of domestic 
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sources ,vithin the Snake ~'-'ver Basin in Idaho. The legislature recognized that there might be a 
need for earlier interim administration of water rights during the pendency of the general 
adjudication and, therefore, authorized the SRJ3A district· court to "permit" the Director to 
,, 
distribute "water pursuant to chapter .6; title 42, Idaho Code" in accordance with applicable 
partial decree(s) and/or with Director's Report(s) upon a finding that such administration is 
. reasonably necessary to protect senior water rights. Idaho Code § 42-1417. 
D. Creation Q:f Water Districts l!I Reasonably Necessary to Protect Senior 
Water 1¥gl\ts, 
As Tim Luke, Section Manager for the \l!ater Distribution Section for IJ;)WR, states in 
his affidavit, the existing water districts in Basins 71 and 72 include only part of the rights from 
surface sources and few or none of the rights from. ground water sources. Affidavit of Timothy J. 
Luke, at 3. While IDWR has created water measurement districts in these areas, the 
measurement districts' authority is limited to measurem(lnt and reporting of diversions and does 
not include authority for the administration of water rights, or the enforcement of water right 
.conditions. Id. at 3. The formation of water districts will allow water to be distributed in 
accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as established by'Idaho law. 
I. 
The creation of water districts is an important step in the administration of water rights. 
Water districts provide mechanisms for administi:ation, regulation, and enforcement of water 
rights. Id. They also provide a ~eans for incorporating regular n1easurement and i;eporting of 
diversions, inclt,iding ground water diversions. Id. In addition, water.districts provide for timely . . 
response to general calls for water distribution and provide a system whereby a watermaster can 
•. provide timely assistance. and expertise to water users. and respond to their complaints. Id 
Furthermore, water districts provide for im!)roved 'management of water rights records, 
and stockwater rights as defmed undfl1'Idah6 C"-4.e §§:42-111 and 42°1401A(l l). 
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specifically maintaining current ownership information. Id. Creation of water districts provides 
an equitable funding mechanism for these services. Id The water users will fund the costs of 
the waterrnasters as provided for by Idaho Code §§ 42-605A and 42-612. 
,, 
Because all of the water rights in these basins are partially decreed in the SRBA or 
recommended in Director's Reports, it is appropriate that water districts be established to 
administer the water rights within Basins 71 and 72. Establishment of water districts also will 
enable· the Director and participating water right holders to take further steps toward long-term 
administration of the resource. 
The watermaster duties in the new water districts will be to (1) curtail illegal diversions 
(i.e., any diversion without a water right or in excess of the elements .or conditions of a water 
right); (2) measure and report the diversions under water rights; and (3) curtail out-of-priority 
diversions determined by the Director to be causing injury to senior water. 
II. THE DIRECTOR'S REPORTS AND PARTIAL DECREES PROVIDE AN 
ADEQUATE LIST OF WATER RIGHTS FOR PURPOSES OF JNTERIM 
ADMINISTRATION. 
Chapter 6 recognizes that distribution of water requires'.an accurate listing of water rights. 
Idaho Code § 42-604, providing for the creation of water districts, applies only to "streams .or 
water supplies" whose priorities of appropriation liave . been adjudicated by courts having 
jurisdiction thereof. The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized the importance of an accurate list 
containing the description of the water rights to be administered. In Nettleton v. HiggiliSon, 98 
Idaho 87, 558 P;2d 1048 (1977), the-Idaho Supreme Court stated: "Only by having a specific list 
reciting the names of water users, with their .dates of priority, amounts, and poin~s of diversion 
can.a system be administered." Id. at 91, 558 P.2d at 1052, quoting DeRousse v. Higginson, 95 
Idaho 173, 505 P.2d 321 (1973). 
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Before the court can issue the order of interim administration, it must find that the 
individual partial decrees that supersede the Director's. Report for individual recommendations 
and the latest filing of Director's Reports where partial decrees have not been issued are an 
ad~quate listing of the owners of and the elements of the water rights for the purposes of interim 
administration of a water source. Idaho Code § 42-1417 contemplates that the Director's 
Reports constitute an adequate listing, since all the claims have been investigated by state 
officials and reported to the court. The statute assures procedural due process by requiring notice 
to. the claimants and by allowing the court to modify the Director's Report for purposes of 
interim administration. The statute also contemplates that the partial decrees provide an 
adeguate listing of water rights for purposes of interim administration because these rights have 
not only been investigated by state officials, but have also withstood the scrutiny of court review. 
Thus, the Director's Reports and the partial decrees meet the need for administration pending the 
completion of the adjudication. Upon entry of an order for interim administration, the creation 
of water districts and the distribution of water thereunder will occur in accordance with the 
normal administrative mechanism created by chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code. 
ill. NOTICE IS BEING PROVIDED TO EACH CLA1MANT THAT WILL BE 
SUBJECT TO THE INTERIM ADl\llINISTRATION ORDER. 
Idaho Code§ 42-1417 requires that notice be given to "each claimant of water from the 
water system or portion thereof that could reasonably be determined to be adversely affected by 
entry of the order .... '' The State ofidaho is mailing notice ofihis motion to all claimants who 
may be subject to interim ,administration if this motion is granted. Therefore, the notice 
provisions ofidaho Code§ 42-1417 are satisfied. 
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CONCLUSION 
Interim administration, as requested m fue State's motion, i_s reasonably necessary to 
prevent injuzy to senior water rights in Basins 71 and 72 as required by Iclaho Code § 42-1417. 
,, 
The Director's Reports for these Basins and fue partial decrees fuat supersede the Director's 
teco=endations are based on examination of fue claims and fue water system as requited by 
Idaho Code § 42-1411. As such, the Director's Reports and the partial decrees constitute an 
adequate listing of water rights for purposes of i:i,dministration of water rights pending entry of a 
final decree of the water rights. Therefore, the State requests that the Court enter an order · 
permitting the administration of water rights pursuant to chapter 6, title 42, Idaho Code, in 
Basins 71 and 72 in accordance with the definition of water rights listed in the Director's Reports 
and, where superseded, in accordance wifu the partial decrees. 
-&-
DATED this£ day of May 2005. 
DESCRIPTIVE SUMMARY 
LAWRENCE WASDEN 
Attorney General 
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LAWRENCEG. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Deputy Attorney General 
Office of the Attorney General 
P.O. Box 44449 
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449 
Telephone: (208) 334°4124 
Email: clive.strong@ag.idaho.gov 
Fax: (208) 334-2690 
ISB #2207 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TJEIE FIFTH JU!>.ICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STAT:!ll OF IDAHO, IN AND J1'0R THE COUNTY OF T\VIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
.. STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ~s. 
County of Ada ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Subcase No. 92-00021 
AFFIDAVIT OF TIMOTHY J. LUKE 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ORDER 
OF INTERIM ADl\fiNISTRATION 
Timothy J. Luke, being first duly sworn upon oath deposes and states as follows: 
1. My name is Timothy J. Luke. I ani the Section Manager for the Water Distribution 
Section for the Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR). My work address is 
Idaho Department of Water Resources, 322 East Front Street, Boise, Idaho 83720-0098. 
I reside in Boise, Idaho. 
2. My education background includes a Bachelor of Arts degree in Geogtapl;ly from West 
Virginia University in 1982 and a·Master of Science degree in Geography and Natural 
Resourcie Manag~ent,from the University of Idaho in 1992. My education/training 
.,. ' . '' ' . . . 
Affidavit of Timothy J. Luke In Support oftvfotion For Order. 
Oflnterim Administration May 13, 2005 
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since college has included, but is not limited to, participation in seminars and courses 
related to water management such as Ground Water and Surface Water Relationships, 
Hydraulics, Water Management Workshop, Field Hydrogeology, Irrigation System 
', Design and several water law workshops. 
3. I worked from September 1988 to August 1991 for IDWR as a Senior Water Rights 
Agent. My duties included, but were not li,mited to the review, analysis, recommendation 
and processing of water right transfers, and the review and processing of applications to 
reallocate water held in trust under the Swan Falls agreement. 
4. From September 1991 to February 1992, I worked for IDWR as a Hydrologist-in-
Trainiµg, in the Water Permits Section. My duties included, but were not limited to water 
district assistance, field inventory and measurement of diversions, and water right 
analysis. 
5. I worked from March 1992 to February 1997 for IDWRas a Hydrologist in the Water 
. Permits and Water Distribution Sections. My duties included, but were not limited to, 
assisting in the implementation of the water measurement program, field inventory and 
measurement of diversions, water district assistance, water right analysis, reduction and 
. . /_ 
analysis ofhydrologic data and preparation of reports, and investigation of water 
distribution complaints and water right disputes. 
6. From March 1997to the present, I have served as the Section Manager for the Water 
Distribution Section. My primary responsibilities are. the implementation and 
management of the water measurement program, provide assistance to water districts, 
· ·. periodic training of watermasters; .. and assistance or resolution of water distribution/water 
.~ ..... , 
right disputes. 
' 
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7. I have personal knowledge of the water supply conditions and water rights in Basins 71 
and 72 through my work with IDWR's Water Distribution Section. 
8. The general reasons for the creation or enlargement of a water district are: 
,. 
• Provide a mechanism for administration, regulation and enforcement of water 
rights; 
• Provide a means for regular measurement and reporting of diversions, including 
ground water diversions. · · 
• Provide a more local and immediate response to general calls for water delivery; 
• Provide for improved management of water rights and keeping water rights 
current with respect to ownership and water use; 
• Provide a system whereby local watermasters or deputy watermasters can provide 
for local and timely response to general calls for water distribution; and 
• Water district administration and regulation can be accomplis\led by ass.essing 
water users directly through the districts. 
9. The specific reasons for creation or enlargement of water districts in Basins 71 and 72 
are: 
~- =~·· 
' 
• Existing water districts in these basins are limited to surface water sources and do 
not include ground water sources. Additionally, some surface water sources in 
these basins may not be included in any water district. 
• All of the water rights claimed in Basins 71 and 72 have been reported or partially 
decreed in the SRBA as required under I.C. § 42-1417. 
• Some areas of the basins are in either water measurement districts or existing 
water districts, or no district at all. Certain rights and sources (primarily ground 
water) within water districts have 110t been subject to administration or regulation 
by the water district, and measurement districts are limited to measurement and 
reporting only, not regulation or enforcement of rights. 
• The establishment of water districts will provide waterrnasters with the ability to 
administer water rights in accordance with the prior appropriation doctrine as 
established by Idal10 law. 
_,; The esWilishment of water distri,cts will provide waterrnasters the means to 
protect senior water rights. · 
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FURTHER YOURAFFIANT SAYETIINAUGHT. 
', 
~a TIMOTHYJ. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this / .3 day of llf &;j , 2005. 
(@n!~,f%' 
~siding at: ~oise, Idaho l / 
My commission expires: 12-, IOfl 0 
AFFIDAVIT OF TIMOTHY J. LUKE ~ 384 -
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LAWRENCE G. WASD.EN 
Attorney General 
CLIVE J. STRONG 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
Deputy Attorney General 
Office of the Attorney General 
P.O. Box 44449 
Boise, Idaho 83711-4449 
Teiephone: (208) 334-4124 
Email: clive.strong@ag.idaho.gov 
Fax: (208) 334-2690 
!SB #2207 
IN TIIB DISTRICT COURT OF TIIB FIFTII JUDiCIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTYOF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) __________ ) 
Subcase 92-00021 
(Interim Administration) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 13th day of May 2005, I caused to be served true and correct 
· copies of the MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION OF \VAT:fl;R 
RIGHTS IN BASINS 71 and 72 And NOTICE OF HEARING; BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR ORDER OF INTERIM ADMINISTRATION; and the AFFIDAVIT OF 
TIMOTHY J. LUKE DATED May 13th, 2005, on the following persons by mailing in the 
U.S. Mail with the correct postage affixed thereto: 
I. One copy to each claimant in Administrative Basins 71 and 72 that co1\id 
reasonably be determined to be adversely affected by entry of the requested order. - . . 
The list of claimants served is attached as Exhibit 1. 
., ,,.· . ·;·:··,· :'' .• 1.'· 
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2. Copies to: 
Karl Dreher Roger D. Ling 
Director Ling Robinson & Walker 
Idaho Department ofWater Resources P.O. Box396 
, 322 East Front St. Rupert, ID 83350 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 Michael Mirande 
Miller Bateman LLP 
· IDWR Document Depository 1426 Alaskan Way, Ste 301 
322 East Front St. Seattle, WA 98101 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 Lawrence (Laird) J. Lucas 
P.O. Box 1612 
U.S. Department of Justice Boise, ID 83702 
Environment & Natural Resources Division 
550 West Fort Street, MSC Box 033 Merlyn W. Clark 
Boise, ID 83724 P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701 
Albert P. Barker 
John K. Simpson JerryR. Rigby 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP RayW. Rigby 
205 N 10th St, Ste 520 Rigby Thatcher Andrus 
P.O. Box 2139 Rigby Kam & Moeller Chtd · 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 P.O.Box250 
Rexburg,ID 83440-0250 
Travis L. Thompson Daniel V. Steenson 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP Ringert Clark Chtd. 
113 Main Ave W, Ste 303 P.O. Box 2773 
Twin Falls, ID 83301-6167 Boise, ID 83701-2773 
I 
Josephine P. Beeman · James C. Tucker 
Beeman & Associates PC Idaho Power Co. 
409 West Jef(ersoli Street P.O.Box70 
Boise, ID 83702 Boise, ID 83 707 
Jeffrey C. Fereday 
Givens Pursley LLP 
P.O. Box 2720 
Boise, ID 83701-2720 
·" 
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DATED this Jr_ dJiy of May 2005. 
,, 
. "".t . 
' '·- ... ·--··--
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AEGlS RESOURCES INC 
C/0 ROBERT AND MARlLYN BRUCE . 
· PO BOX27740 
LAS VEGAS NV 89118 
', 
BOULDER CREEK RANCH 
C/0 R JOHN lNSINGER 
407 W JEFFERSON 
BOISE ID 837'o2 
CHALLIS CREEK REUNION LLC 
C/0 WILLIAM HASSKAMP 
PRESIDENT 
POBOX765 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CHALLIS RECREATION & 
DEVELOPMENT CO 
POBOX81-
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CITY OF CHALLIS 
POBOX587 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CORP OF THE PRESIDING BISHOP 
REAL ESTATE DIV 1211I FLOOR 
50 E NORTII TEMPLE ST 
SALTLAKECITYUT 84150 
-CYPRUS TIIOMPSON CREEK MJNING 
co 
C/0 BERT DOUGHTY 
POBOX62 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
Du.t-WBEFAMIL YTRUST 
C/0 LISA DUNFEE CLAGG . 
250 V ALLlHI RD· 
EAGLEJD 83616 
Dl.J:W'EE LAND CO LP 
HC 68 BOX 357 · . 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
BACKCOUNTRYLLC 
DBA SMILEY CREEK LODGE 
HC64POBOX9102 
KETCIJDMID 83340 
BRECKENRIDGE F AMlL Y LIMITED 
P ARTNERSHlP 
CIO KATIE BRECKENRIDGE 
POBOX685 
PICABO ID 83348 
CHALLIS IRRJGA TION CO 
POBOX71 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CHRISTOPHER W JAMES TRUST 
CHRISTOPHER JAMES TRUSTEE 
POBOX510 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CITY OF CLAYTON 
POBOX22 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
COUNTY OF CUSTER FAIR BOARD 
POBOX385 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
DANNERS LOG CABIN MOTEL 
PO BOX 196 
STANLEY ID 83278 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
JUDE. C DUNFEE TRUSTEE AND 
JOYCE I DUNFEE TRU~TBE 
PO BOX.225 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
EASTER VENTURES 
C/ODAVEEASTER -
6522FIG ST 
ARV ADA CA 80004 
· -~ 388 
BLICK BROTHERS PARTNERSHIP 
POBOX635 
CASTLEFORD ID 83321 
CARMEN M ROMANOWSKI TR.UST 
319TANORD . 
SANTAFENM 87501 
CHALLIS JOINT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
#181 
POBOX304 
CHALLIS 1D 83226 
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF THE 
LATTER DAY SAJNTS 
REAL ESTATE DNISION I NRS 
50 E. NORTH IBMPLE ST .. 
12FLOOR 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84150-6320 
CITY OF STANLEY 
POBOX53 
STANLEY ID 83278 
CSL INC 
POBOX193 
STANLEY ID 83278-0193 
DOTLLP 
581BPROVIDENTDR 
BOISE ID 83706 
DUNFEEFAMILYTRUST 
. POBOX225 
CHALLIS JD 83226 
.ELKHORN PLACER ASSN 
C/0 DH SCHOONEN 
1364 12TH ST . . 
· IDAHO FALLS ID 83404 
I 
ESTATE OF GERALD D GREEN 
311 S GILLETTE A VE 
GILLETTE WY 82716 
FOOTHILL DEVELOPMENT 
9337 S 1300 E 
SANDY UT 84094 ,,. 
GINI DITCH CO INC 
C/0 HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & 
CRAPO 
PO BOX 50130 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83405 
EEADWATERSRANCH . . . 
C/0 SALLY ROLAND MAC NICHOL 
LYME CT 06371-3404 
HIGH MOUNTAJN RANCHES LID 
PARTNERSHIP 
2027 SIL VER CREEK LN 
BOISE ID 83706 
IDAHO ROCKY MOUNTAIN CLUB INC 
STANLEY ID 
JOSE DITCH CO INC 
POBOX274 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
KEY BANK OF IDAHO TRUSTEE 
IDAHO R6CKY MOUNTAIN RANCH 
HC 64 BOX 9934 
STANLEY ID 83278 
LITTLE WICKIUP RANCH LLC 
AN IDAHO tlMITED LIABILITY CO 
33244 EGLON RD NE 
KINGSTONWA 98346 
EVERETf P ENZENAUER FAMILY 
TRUST' 
PO BOX 1776 
HEALDSBURG CA 95448-1776 
FRANK R BERLAGE LIVING TRUST 
POBOX1771 
LA JOLLA CA 92038 
HAMMOND FAMILY CORP 
HC 63 BOX 1544 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
HECLAMJNINGCO 
GROUSE CREEKPROJECT 
POBOX647 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
HIGH MOUNTAIN RANCHES LID 
PARTNERSHIP 
2209 S CROSSCREEK LANE 
BOISE ID 83706 
INSINGER RANCH 
C/O JOHN INSINGER 
407 W JEFFERSON 
BOISE ID 83702 
K F AND LILLIAN B MORGAN 
REVOCABLE TRUST 
710 FILMORE ST 
AMERICANFALLSID 83211 
L & W STONE CORP 
POBOX789 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
. MEADOW CREEK PROPERTIES 
PO BOX 129 
STANLEY ID 83278 
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FIRSTFRU!TS FOUNDA T!ON 
POBOX5!0 
CHALLIS lD 83226 
FREDERICK H BLECHMANN TRUST 
PO BOX 184 
SUN VALLEY ID. 83353 
HANNAH C ROVETIO FAMILY TRUST 
POBOX31 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
HECLAMJNlNGCOMl'ANY 
POBOX647 
CHALLIS ID 83226-0647 
IDAHO AG CREDIT FLCA 
POBOX386 
REXBURG ID 83440 
JR SIMPLOT CO 
C/O RON GRAVES 
999 MAIN ST STE 1300 
POBOX27 
BOISE ID 83707 
KENT AND KATHRYN BROWNING 
FAMILY TRUST 
18803 STUDEBAKER RD 
CERRITOS CA 90703 1 
LILAC THREE LLC/LILAC SIX LLC 
. C/0 JOAN MARTINKO MGR 
1118 S BRADDOCKAVE(REAR) 
PITISBURG·PA 15218 · . 
MORGAN CREEK CATTLE ASSN . 
C/ODELBERT HUGHES 
. HC61 BOX3054 
. CHALLIS ID . 83226 
MOUNTAIN SPRlNGS RANCH 
5550 BARTON FLAT RD 
MACKAYID 83251 
PARK!NSON FOUNDATION SEED 
FARM . 
C/0 BOB PAR.K!NSON 
POBOX65 • 
ELLIS ID 83235 
ROGER A BROWNING TRUST 
ROGER A BROWNING 
360 N BEDFORD DR# 204 
BEVERLY HlLLS CA 90210 
SABEY D PlNGREE TRUST 
1171 CHANDLER DR 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84103 
SALMON RIVER EMERGENCY CLINIC 
INC 
POBOX20 
STANLEY ID 83278 
SHOSHONE BANNOCK TRIBES 
POBOX306 
FORT HALL ID 83203 
SMILEY CREEK WATER USERS 
ASSOC 
HC 64 BOX 9108 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF FISH & GAME 
POBOX25 
BOISE ID 83707 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION 
BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS 
348"3 RICKENBACKER 
BOISE ID 83705 
NEZ PERCE TRIBE ACTING THROUGH 
THE 
CHAIRMAN 
NEZ PERCE TRIBAL EXEC CMTE 
POBOX305 
LAPWAI ID 83540 
PETERSEN RANCH TRUST 
C/O CLARENCE E PETERSEN 
585W33RDS 
SALTLAKECITYUT 84115 
_ROUND VALLEY ACRES WATER 
ASSNJNC 
POBOX941 
CHALLIS ID 83226-0941 
SALMON FALLS LAND & LIVESTOCK 
CO!NC 
123 BELL RAPIDS RD 
HAGERMAN ID 83332 
SA WTOO11t HOTEL 
POBOX52 
STANLEY ID 83278 
SMILEY CREEK RANCH LLC 
POBOX7!33 
KETCHUMID. 83340 
STAN I!AARAH CORP 
PO BOX 12968 
RENO NV 89510 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF LANDS 
954 W JEFFERSON 
POBOX83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0050 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IDAHO WATER RESOURCE BOARD 
322 E FRONT ST 
POBOX83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0098 
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NORTHWEST FARM CREDIT 
SERVICES FLCA 
2225 W BROADWAY #A 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83402 
REDFISH LAKE LODGE INC 
C/OJACKSEE 
POBOX9 
STANLEY ID 83278 
ROZAL YS B SMITH TRUST 
IDAHO ROCKY MOUNTAIN RANCH 
HC 64 BOX 9934 
STANLEYID 83278 
SALMON FALLS SHEEP CO 
RTIBOX174 
HAGERMAN ID 83332-6041 
SAWTOOTH lNTERPRETNE & 
HISTORICAL ASSN 
POBOX75 
STANLEY ID 83278 
SMJLEY CREEK WATER USERS ASSN 
HC64BOX9108 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF FISH & GAME 
PO BOX 1336 / 
SALMON ID 83467-1336 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPT OF PARKS & RECREATION 
STATEHOUSE MAIL 
POBOX83720 
BOISE ID 83720-0065 
SUNRISE ACRES HOMEOWNERS 
ASSN 
PO BOX 1115 
CHALLIS ID 83226-1115 
.;• 
THE ANDREW & LINDA LA WLBR 
FAlvJJL Y TRUST 
2691 BA YSHORE DR 
NEWPORT BEACH CA 92663 
THE HUMPHREYS TRUST 
10495 STONE QUARRY RD 
PAYETTE JD 83661 
,, 
THOMPSON CREEK MJNlNG CO 
POBOX62 
CLAYTON JD 83227 
USDI FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
DIVISION OF ENG!rIEERING 
911 NE llTHAVE 
PORTLAND OR 97232-4181 
US ANTIMONY CORP 
POBOX643 
THOMPSON_FALLS MT 59873 
US DEPT OF INTERIOR 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
SALMON DISTRICT 
50ffWY93S 
SALMON ID 83467 · 
VERSALLESREALESTATECORP • 
C/0 ANDREE DOYLE 
725 NRIVERSIDEDR#201 
POMPANO BEACH FL 33062 
WO-HE-LO SUBDMSION 
HC 64 BOX 9951 
STANLEYID 83278 
JOSEPH N ANDERSEN 
POBOX816 
CHALLJS ID 83226 . 
THE DANJEL J MAHONEY JR 
LIFETIME TRUST Il 
C/O JOHN D WARD ESQ 
1200 "NEW HAJvlPSHIRE A VE 
NW SUITER 800 
WASHINGTON DC 20036-6802 
THE MC COMISH FAMILY TRUST 
300 HOTSPRINGS RD #221 
MONTOC!TOCA 93108-2035 
THREEGCO 
C/O ROBERT Y KOPF 
BUCHANAN-INGERSOLL 
600 GRANT ST 58TH FLOOR 
PITTSBllRGHPA 15219 
USDA FOREST SERVICE 
550 W FORT ST MSC 033 
BOISE JD 83724 
US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 
32425THST 
OGDEN UT 84401 
VALLEY SUN LLC 
C/O ANNM DOWN 
.POBOX844 
SUN VALLEY ID 83353-0844 
WILDLANDS LLC 
POBOX7133 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
WOOD RJVER LAND TRUST CO 
1 I 9. E BULLION ST 
HAILEY ID 83333 
ALLEN R ANDERSON 
HC68BOX353 
CLAYTONID 83227 
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n-rn ESTATE OF FRED C HUlvfPHREYS 
C/0 ERNEST DAY 
10495 STONE QUARRY RD 
PAYETTB!D 83661-5134 
THOMAS A ROMANOWSKJ TRUST 
3!9TANORD 
SANTAFENM 87501 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH· BLM 
USDI BUREAU OF LAND 
MANAGEMENT 
IDAHO STATE OFFICE 
1387 S VINNELL WAY ------~ -w-~- -~~-
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
TRUSTEE 
ON BEI-lALF OF NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
ACTING THROUGH BIA 
911 NE l!THAVE 
PORTLAND OR 97232 
US DEPT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 
SA WTOOTII NATIONAL FOREST 
2647 KIMBERLY RD E 
TWIN FALLS ID 83301-7976 
VALLEY SUN LLC 
POBOX844 
SUN VALLEY JD 83353 
WO HE LO SUBDMSION 
HC 64 BOX 9951 
STANLEYJD 83278 
Y A"NK]lE FORK GOLD DREDGE ASSN 
POBOX459 
WENDELL JD 83355 
ARTHURW ANDERSON 
POBOX1177 
CHALLIS ID 83226-Il 77 
KATHLEEN ANDERSON 
PO BOX 1177 · 
CHALLIS ID 83226-1177 
CATHY ANDREWS 
PO BOX 1405 
CHALLIS ID 83226-1405 
', 
ROBERT ANDREWS 
POBOX22 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
MARK A ARMBRUSTER 
PO BOX 1127 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
KEITH AXLINE 
POBOX733 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
BILL BABCOCK 
1927 ALTURAS DR 
TWIN FALLS ID 83301 
GLORlA BAIRD 
lOBAIRDLN 
SALMON ID 83467-5023 
DWAYNE BAKER 
HC 68 BOX 304 . 
CLAYTON ID 83227-9601 
EDDIE E BAKER 
HC 68 :B.OX 375 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
MARK ANDERSON 
871 MORNJNGSIDE DR 
TWlN FALLS ID 83301 
CRAIG ANDREWS 
PO BOX 1405 
CHALLIS ID 83226-1405 
STEVENROBERT APPLETON 
PO BOX 15508 
BOISE ID 83715 
VICKI ARMBRUSTER 
POBOX1!27 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
PATRICIA AXLINE 
POBOX733 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
GLYNN BACKUS 
1666 SPRJNG VISTA CT 
SP ARKS NV 89436-3636 
SHERRILL M BAIRD 
POBOX33263 
PHEONIX AZ 85067 
D.AVID WAYNE BAKER 
HC68BOX304 
CLAYTONID 83227 
GLORIA J BAKER 
POBOX69 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
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BARBARA A}mREWS 
POBOX22 
CHALLJS ID 83226 
RICHARD J ANDREWS 
SUNBEAM VJLLAGE 
HC67BOX310 
STANLEY ID 83278 
SANDRA K ARMBRUST 
POBOX85J 
CHALLIS JD 83226 
SAMUEL F ARMOUR 
944E 1300N 
SHELLEY ID 83274 
SCOTT AXLINE 
POBOX733 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
SHARON L BACKUS 
1666 SPRJNG VISTA CT 
SPARKSNV 89436-3636 
CHERYLKBAKER 
HC68BOX350 
CLAYTON ID 83227 , . 
DOUGLAS L BAKER 
POBOX995 
EAGLEID 83616 
MELODIE L BAKER 
HC68BOX304 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
RICHARD DOUGLAS BAKER 
HC68BOX350 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
WILLIAM P BARNES 
RT 1 BOX919 
MOOREID 83255 
,, 
MICHAEL HARDY BARRETT 
PO BOX 1104 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
LYNDELL.ti. A BAUCHMAN 
4075 W DESERT lNNRD STEB 
LAS VEGAS NV 89102 
STEPHEN G BAUGHMAN 
4075 W DESERT lNN RD STE B 
LAS VEGAS NV 89102 
VELMABEALE 
647 WEST 24TH 
BURLEYID 83318 
JAMES LEE BEHRENS 
35955HWY79 
WARNERSPRJNGSCA 92086 
FRANK H BELKOWSKI 
HC 63 BOX 1533 
CHALLIS ID 83226 . 
JO ANN BENNETTS 
POBOX36 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ROBERT E BAKER 
POBOX69 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
LENORE H BARRETT 
POBOX347 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
RMBARRETT 
POBOX347 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
LYNDELLA A BAUCHMAN 
\:>OBOXl0 
CHALLlS ID 83226 
STEPHEN G BAUCHMAN 
PO BOX 10 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
JESSEL BEAMAN 
14875 MONROE RD 
OKMULGEE OK 74447-8506 
LINDAHBEIN 
POBOX746 
ELKHART WI 53020 
GENEVIEVE E BELKOWSKI 
HC 63 BOX 1533 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
DA V1D K BENNION 
2212RIDGEPOINTWAY 
BOISE ID 83712 
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EDDIE BAKER JR 
HC 68 BOX. 375 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
MICHAEL H BARRETT 
POBOX347 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
LYNDELLA A BAUCHMAN 
3730PAMALN 
LAS VEGAS NV 89120 
STEPHEN G BAUCHMAN 
3730PAMALN · 
LAS VEGAS NV 89120 
ROSS BEALE 
647W24TH 
BURLEYID 83318 
LINDA K BEAMAN 
14875 MONROE RD 
OKMULGEE OK 74447-8506 
WILLIAM C BEIN 
POBOX746 
ELKHART WI 53020 / 
JAMES R BENNETTS 
POBOX36 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
SUSAN D BENNION 
2212 RIDGE POINT WAY 
BOISE ID 83712 
FRANK R BERLAGE 
PO BOX 1771 
LA JOLLA CA 92038 
MARYBIRD 
PO BOX 1044 
HAILEY ID 83333 
DEBRA A BITTON 
POBOX736 
661 TENT ST 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
MIM1 MARY BLAC~ 
HC 63 BOX 1605 
CHAU!S ID 83226 
MARJORIE D BOREN 
1002 E BANNOCK 
BOISE ID 83702 
WDEANBOYLE 
10.510 WILDROSE CT 
BOISE ID 83704 
SHARON SKROH BRADLEY 
POBOX241 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
LETA F BRADSHAW 
POBOX5.8 
CLAYTONID 83226 
MARGARETL BRANIFF 
1510 CANTERA AVE 
SANTA BARBARA CA 93110 
DANJEL L BERMAN 
50 S MAIN ST STE 1250 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84144 
RANDY BIRD 
PO BOX 1044 
HAILEY ID 83333 
JEFFREY M BITTON 
POBOX736 
· 661 TENT ST 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
RONALD W BLOXHAM 
POBOX359 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ROBERTRBOREN 
1002EBANNOCK 
BOISE ID 83702 
KENNETH BRADBURY 
POBOX390 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
JAY L BRADSHAW 
PO BOX 155 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
PETER W BRADSHAW 
POBOXJ55 
CHALLIS ID 8.3226 
JOANNE BRAUN 
POBOX474 
CLAYTONID 83227 
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BYRONRBIRD 
89668THAVE 
AMERY WI 54001 
RENEEMBIRD 
896 68TH A VE 
AMERYWI 54001 
DENNISHERSHALLBLACK 
HC 63 BOX 1605 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
SHELLEY E BLOXHAM 
POBOX359 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ALICER BOYLE 
10510 WILDROSE CT 
BOISE ID 83704 
ROBERT D BRADLEY 
POBOX241 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
KENNETH BRADSHAW 
POBOX58 
CLAYTON ID 83226 
J ROBB.BRADY 
314 E SUNNYSIDE RD 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83404 
MICHAEL BRAUN 
POBOX474 
CLAYTON ID 83227 · · 
1,. 
DORRJS J BREWINGTON 
HC 63 BOX 1550 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ROGER A BROWNING 
360 N BEDFORD DR 
BEVERLY HILLS CA 90210-5157 ,. 
ALYlv1BRUNER 
PO BOX 1146 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
· RUTHE :ROUNDS BRUNKER 
HC68BOX303 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
RRICHARD BURCHILL 
HC 63 BOX 1575-3 
CHALLIS ID 83226-9301 
DONNA L BUITS 
POBOX6 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
JONlDCAIN 
PO BOX 1132 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ANDREW M CALLISTINI 
P0BOX909 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CHARLIE CAMl'BELL 
4050N3400E 
KIMBERLYID 83341 
W!LLARD O BREWINGTON 
HC 63 BOX 1550 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
DELA DEVLIN BRUBAKER 
POBOX97 
STANLEY ID 83278 
BRENT J BRUNKER 
HC68BOX303 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
NANCY D BUEHLER 
HC 63 BOX 1535 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
RUTHE BURCHILL 
HC 63 BOX 1575-3 
CHALLIS ID 83226-9301 
THOMAS A BUTTS 
POBOX6 
CHALLiS ID 83226 
PIERRE C CAIN 
POBO:X:1132 
CHALLIS iD 83226 
CHERYL LYNN CALLISTINI 
POBOX909 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
MARYS CARSTENSEN 
POBOX159 
NORWELL MA 02061-0159 
- 39,5 -
KA THERINE A BRO\VNING 
360 N BEDFORD DR #204 
BEVERLY HILLS CA 90210 
FRED HAROLD BRUBAKER 
POBOX97 
STANLEY JD 83278 
RUTH BRUNKER 
HC 68 BOX.303 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
WERNER G BUEHLER 
HC 63 BOX 1535 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
JENNESS R BUTTERFIELD 
POBOX87 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
WAYNE FBUTTS 
DBAGATEWAY AUTO PARTS 
POBOX624 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CAROLYN CALKINS 
260 CHECOLA CIRCLE 
BOISE ID 83704 
CHARLES E CAMPB.ELL 
POBOX182 
CLAYTON ID 83227 . 
HANS L CARSTENSEN Ill 
POBOX159 
NORWELLMA 02061-0159 
MARGARET C BREMER CASEY 
HC 61 BOX 3058 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
PA TRICIA W CHALLIS 
POBOX910 
CHALLIS ID 83226 , 
JOE D CHESTER 
POBOX759 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
d:tmus M CHIVERS 
HC 63 BOX 1771· 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
STEWART CHURCHWELL 
HC 82 BOX 4024 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CAROL M COLLINS 
PO BOX 1035 
CARMEL VALLEY CA 93924 
PATRICK L CONNOLLY 
HC 63 BOX 1594 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
P ATR,ICIA I COOPER 
588 BUCKINGHAM 
TWINFALLSID 83301 
CAROLINE CORDOVA 
POBOX978 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
GEORGE C CASTLE 
POBOX3070 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
ROSANNA CHAMBERS 
407 10TH . . 
IDAHO FALLS ID 83404 
NANCY L CHESTER 
POBOX759 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ALBERT R CHORN 
POBOX1414 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
KATHY COLE 
POBOX52 
STANLEYID 83278 
WHITNEY COLLINS 
POBOX1035 
CARMEL VALLEY CA 93924 
ESTELLE A COOK 
POBOX400 
STANLEYID 83278 
RC COOPER. 
588 BUCKINGHAM 
TWIN FALLS JD 83301 
ORLANDO A CORDOVA 
POBOX978 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
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JOHN R CHALLIS 
POBOX910 
CHALLIS ID 83226-1220 
BERT L CHESNEY 
16RONDELDR 
WEWOKA OK 74884 
GARTH T CHIVERS 
HC 63 BOX 1771 
CHALLIS ID. 83226 
MARY !O CHURCHWELL 
HC 82 BOX 4024 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
TAMARA COLE 
BOX 1416 
SALMON ID 83467 
ROBERT W COMPTON 
HC 33 BOX 1175 
BOISE ID 83706 
. GEORGE E COOK 
POBOX400 
STANLEY ID 83278 
STEPHEN G COPE 
POBOXJ348 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
EUGENEMCOX 
HC 63 BOX 1583 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
I 
MARYE COX 
HC 63 BOX 1583 
CHALLIS JD 83226 
KAY CRESTO 
PO BOX 1028 
MOUNTAJN HOME ID 83647 
BE'ITYMCURTIS 
214MYRL 
POCATELLO ID 83201 
· CHERYL LA YERTY CUTLER. 
POBOX8 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
HOWARD R CUTLER 
HC 67 BOX 2066 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
, LYNDALDALE 
PO BOX 1391 
CHALLIS ID .83226 
ERNESTDAY 
10495 STONE QUARRY RD 
PAYETTE ID 83661-5134 
MARK WILLIAM DEEN 
POBOX:796 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ROBERT J DIZES 
PO BOX 117 
CHALLIS ID 83226-0117 
COLLEEN A COYNE 
POBOX2062 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
FALMA MOYE CULLJNANE 
POBOX969 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
LlNDA CURTIS 
POBOX207 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
DONALD CUTLER 
PO BOX 65 HWY21 
STANLEY ID 83278 
SHARON CUTLER 
POBOX65HWY21 
STANLEYID 83278 
KHEMA R DANNER 
PO BOX 196 
STANLEY ID 83278--0196 
ERNESTDAY 
1919 S PHILLIPI 
BOISE ID 83705 
. NANCY A DEL COLLETTI 
PO BOX 1146 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CYNTilIA A DMOCHOWSKl 
POBOX773 
CHALLIS ID 83226-0773 
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JAY CRESTO 
PO BOX 1028 
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647 
RAY CULLINANE 
POBOX969 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
RONALD VINAL CURTIS 
2128 MARIGOLD ST #2 
POCATELLO ID 83201 
HELEN A CU1LER 
POBOX209 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
.ZELLA M CU1LER 
HC 67 BOX 2066 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
CAROLMDAY 
5930 ARNEY LN 
BOISE ID 83703 
PAULRD.AY 
5930 ARNEY LN 
BOISE ID 83707 
UPENDRA DESAI 
465 S LINDER RD 
MJi:RIDIAN ID 83642 
JOHN E DMOCHOWSKI 
POBOX773 
CHALLIS ID 83226-0773 
I 
N!KKILDOLL 
PO BOX 154 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
SYDNEY L DOWTON 
POBOX7 
ELLIS ID 83235'.0007 , 
DARYL DRYDEN 
104 SEMJNOLE CIR 
JEROME ID 83338 
. , JUDE C.DU1''FEE 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
POBOX22S 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
JAMES A DUNKLE 
POBOX1072 
CHALLIS ID 83226 . 
DOUGLAS L ELGAN 
POBOX82 
GOODING ID 83330 
KA YM ELSETHAGEN 
BOX1416 
SALMON ID 83467 
TONY ENGlEMAN 
671 NMORNINGSIDEWAY 
BOISEID 83712 
EVERETT P ENZENAUER 
PO BOX 1776. 
HEALDSBURG CA 95448-1776 
NORMAND DOLL 
PO BOX 154 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
NANCY J DRAZNIN 
1281 SPRENGER RD 
GENESEE ID 83832 
WILLIS DU PONT 
POBOX2468 
PALMBEACHFL.33480 · 
JIMLDUNGAN 
PO BOX 1176 
CHALLIS ID 83226-1176 
WALTRAUD RDUNKLE 
POBOX1072 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ALLEN BOYD ELLIS 
POBOX388 
BOISE ID 83701 
SHARON ARLENE ENJ)ERLIN 
PO BOX 1210 
ALTURAS CA 96101 
JAMES M ENNIS 
3504 S RIO CAMINO 
SALTLAKECliYUT 84119 . 
MARYE ENZENAUER 
POBOX1776 
HEALDSBURG CA 95448-1776 
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KAREN A DOWTON 
PO BOX 7 
ELLIS ID 83235 
TOMDREWIEN 
POBOX83 
STANLEY JD 83278 
JOYCE I DUNFEE 
DUNFEE FAMILY TRUST 
POBOX225 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
WATA.-...A DUNGAN 
POBOX1!76 
CHALLIS ID 83226-1176 
CLAREL YN ELGAN 
PQBOX82 
GOODING JD 83330 
BARBARA A ELLIS 
POBOX388 
BOISE ID 83701 
ROLF ENGH 
1928 HUMBOLDT AVE S 
MINNEAPOLIS MN. 55403 
THELMA E ENNIS 
3504 S RIO CAMINO 
SALTLAKECITYUT 84119 
KENNETH ERICKSEN 
POBOX78 
STANLEY ID 83278 
KARLENE EV ANS 
HC 63 BOX 1855 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
DIANE W FISHER 
HC67BOX619 
CLAYTONID 83227 
, 
PAMELLA L FORESTIER 
6548 RED ROCK RD 
MARSING ID 83639 
KATHARINE A FORSTER 
POBOX86 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
DUANE LEE FREEMAN 
12148 BAKMAN CT 
LAKESIDE CA 92040 
JACKBFUREY 
POBOX280 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
WILLIAMT GAMMACHE 
Pb BOX 146 
CHALLIS ID g3226 
ANITA L GETTY 
H/C 68 BOX 355 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
RICHARD G¼MI'EDRAGLIA 
HC 67 BOX 2093 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
RODNEY E EV ANS 
HC 63 BOX 1855 
CHALLIS ID. 83226 
LEONARD L FISHER 
HC67BOX619 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
BEN ROY FORSGREN 
HC67BOX300 
STANLEY ID 83278 
SALLY FOSS 
BOX 1416 
SALMON ID 83467 
JEAN ANN FROST 
POBOX318 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ANTHONY D GAMMACHE 
PO BOX 146 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
BONNIE LYNN GARMAN 
POBOX4029 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BRET A GETTY 
H/C 68 BOX 355 
CLA YTbN ID 83227 
DOROTHY GIFFEN 
3243 N NATIVE LN . 
BOISE ID 83 704-6000 
- 399 
ANN FlNLA YSON 
374FA1RWAYDR 
POCA TELLO ID 83201 
GEORGE B FORESTIBR 
POBOX924 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
JANETT FORSGREN 
HC67BOX300 
STANLEYlD 83278 
CATHERINE SUE FREEMAN 
. 12148 BA.KMAN CT 
LAKESIDE CA 92040 
CLYDE FULLER 
PO BOX 151 
SUNDANCE WY 82729 
THOMAS GAMMACHE 
PO BOX 146 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
STEVEN P GARMAN 
POBOX4029 
KETCHUM ID 83340 1 
JAY D GIAMPEDRAGLIA 
HC 67 BOX2093 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
T RANDY GILLETTE 
11260 BONDSHIRE DR 
RENONV 89511 
LOlSAGLENN 
BC 64 BOX 9107 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
WILLIAMS GODFREY 
HC67BOX745 
CLAYTON ID ?3227 
ELIZABETH GOLDMANIS 
C/O R JOHN INSINGER 
407 W JEFFERSON 
BOISE ID 83702 
DIANA :K GOODWIN 
1730NWHITEOAK WAY. 
llJERIDIAN ID 83642 
ERROLL GREEN 
859 W:t,ANDER 
POCATELLO ID 83201 
ROBERTAHGREEN 
POBOX213 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
MAUDE LOU GREENWELL 
418 E LINCOLN 
POBOX236 
PAULID 83347-0236 
JUDY A RALL GRISWOLD 
HC 64 BOX 9965 
STANLEYID 83278 
JEAN GUFFY 
HC68BOX365 
CLAYTONID 83227 
MARGUERITE C GODFREY 
HC67BOX745 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
JERRY J GOICOECHEA 
POBOX6190 
BOISE ID 83707 
DAVID C GOODWIN 
1730NWHITEOAKWAY 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 
LUCILLE B GRAHAM 
PO BOX 630956 
LANAI CITY HI 96763-0956 
JAN GREEN 
4884 JOHANNSEN PL 
CHUBBUCKID 83202 
RONALD CLYDE GREEN 
4884 JOHANNSEN PL 
CHUBBUCK ID 83202 
CHARLES GRIFFITH 
POBOX1098 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
ROBERT G GRISWOLD 
HC 64 BOX 9965 
STANLEY ID 83278 
LJEANGUFFY 
HC68BOX365 
CLAYTONID 83227 
-' 400 -
MARGUERITE GODFREY 
HC67BOX745 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
JUDITH K GOICOECHEA 
POBOX6190 
BOISE ID 83707 
DEBBIE E GOODWIN 
1730NWHITEOAKWAY 
MERIDIAN ID 83642 
BEVERLY I GREEN 
859WLANDER 
POCATELLb ID 83201 
ROBERTA H GREEN 
HC 63 BOX 1570 
CHALLIS ID 83226 
DON A GREENWELL 
418ELINCOLN 
POBOX236 
PAUL ID 83347-0236 
NADINE GRIFFITH 
PO BOX 1098 
CHALLJS ID 83226 
DAN C GUERRERO 
POBOX248. 
CHALLIS ID 83226-0248 
LYLE GUFFY 
HC68BOX365 
CLAYTON ID 83227 
/ 
